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The purpose of this dissertation is to determine the most useful 
theory of a firm's money demand. The significance of making the choice 
stems from the two functions of any theory. First, a useful model cor-
rectly explains economic activity which deepens the understanding of 
that corner of the economic environment. In turn, the added knowledge 
sharpens perceptions of how the piece relates to the whole through a 
chain of cause and effect. Armed with new insights, better solutions 
can be found to deal with economic problems. Second, a useful theory 
makes accurate predictions of future or potential outcomes in economic 
activity. The quantity and price of money, through their effect on 
aggregate demand, play pervasive roles in determining macroeconomic 
activity and, therefore, society's welfare. To promote fully the well-
being of individuals, the monetary authorities must do more than effec-
tively control the money supply. They must also accurately predict 
money demand responses to changing economic circumstances since supply 
and demand jointly determine the quantity and price of money. Because 
firms hold a large portion of total private sector money balances, a 
model accurately predicting their behavior is an indispensable input to 
policy. 
The recent case of the missing money highlights the importance of 
employing the correct model. As outlined by Goldfeld {1976), money 
1 
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demand functions, reliable predictors prior to 1974, began overestimat-
ing actual outcomes in the post-1974 period. Porter and Mauskopf {1979) 
along with Tinsley and Garrett (1978) attributed the error to changing 
behavior of firms in managing cash holdings. A monetary authority, 
unaware of the structural change, could establish money supply growth 
targets inconsistent with policy goals. Such an error would result in 
harmful variations in macroeconomic activity. In light of this crucial 
role, selecting the most useful description of firm's money demand is a 
paramount current issue. 
The three competing theories, inventory, portfolio, and production, 
originated with Baumol {1952), Friedman (1956), and Gabor and Pierce 
{1958), respectively. Each evolves from a microfoundation of rational 
behavior and, thus, has equal theoretical justification. In such a cir-
cumstance, selection of the most useful theory must rely on econometric 
analysis. The volumes of empirical studies on money demand suggest that 
this is not a novel idea. Yet, 25 years of trying has failed to estab-
1 ish a consensus not only on the most useful theory but about many of 
the major issues pertaining to money demand functions. These include 
such basic topics as: a definition of money, the opportunity cost of 
money, the distinction between real and nominal balances, and the nature 
of money's alternative assets. 
Much of the disagreement found in empirical works about money 
demand stems from the inconsistent interpretations of these topics. In 
addition, empirical studies have commonly conducted tests with a 
specification other than the correct one developed by the corresponding 
theoretical literature. In conjunction these two faults generates an 
inadequate framework for model evaluation. This problem constitutes 
only one out of three sources causing inconclusiveness of empirical 
work. 
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Inadequate data have also contributed to the confusion. In most 
cases, aggregate observations form the basis for evaluating theories 
about individual behavior. Thus, unwanted empirical results refuting a 
theory could be blamed on using data incapable of truly reflecting indi-
vidual firm behavior. 
Finally, money demand tests have not uniformly employed the most 
powerful econometric techniques available. In other cases, correct 
techniques have been applied in incorrect ways. A synthesis on econo-
metric methods would, in combination with a comparable specifications 
and adequate data, provide for accurate evaluations of money demand 
models. 
To accomplish its purpose, the dissertation must establish a 
methodology based on these three areas. First, taking a consistent 
approach to the topics pertaining to money demand renders specifications 
capable of making useful model evaluations. Second, samples of data 
must contain individual firm observations to test the microfoundation 
theories. Finally, the most powerful econometric techniques should be 
applied to data in order to provide estimation and prediction statistics 
that reflect each model 1 s performance. These statistics will be judged 
by both explanation and prediction criteria since they constitute the 
two functions of a useful theory. 
The dissertation performs its major purpose using the following 
organization. Chapter II presents both theoretical and empirical work 
previously done about firm's money demand. For each theory, the studies 
culminate in an equation embodying the unique aspects of that theory. 
Providing these specifications represents the theoretical work's major 
input to the dissertation. The empirical literature makes a contribu-
tion by highlighting the areas that the dissertation can improve upon. 
Chapter III is devoted to establishing the three part methodology. 
Chapter IV applies the methodology to evaluate the three theories as 
explanations of and predictors for money demand. This testing results 
in the achievement of the dissertation's purpose. Finally, Chapter V 




REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to outline the background needed to 
provide useful comparisons of the three money demand theories. Such a 
foundation relies, in different ways, on existing work of both a theo-
retical and empirical nature. 
The theoretical studies' importance lies in the description of the 
evolution of testable functions. Beginning with the original idea, sub-
sequent improvements eventually create a synthesis embodying the unique 
aspects of the underlying theory in a testable form. The culmination of 
this work provides the basic specifications examined in the 
dissertation. 
The empirical literature has lagged behind theoretical development. 
Thus, its main contribution rests with highlighting the areas that the 
dissertation can improve upon. Overcoming these faults develops a 
methodology in which useful model comparisons can occur. 
The review of literature is organized as follows. The three money 
demand theories are outlined in chronological order of their origins. 
For each model, the major theoretical work appears first, followed by a 
summary section describing its implications on the dissertation. Next, 
the major empirical work is described and then summarized with emphasis 
on the faults to be corrected by the dissertation. After outlining the 
5 





Overview. Money holdings can be viewed as a problem in inventory 
management. Firms cannot guarantee that the inflow of receipts from 
selling goods will exactly coincide with the expenditure outflows made 
to produce the goods. Holding a stock of cash becomes rational in order 
to synchronize these flows. Acquiring this benefit imposes two separate 
costs on the holder. Firms give up interest income by not holding 
securities and a transfer fee exists when shifting wealth between money 
and bonds. The optimum inventory of cash occurs at the level which min-
imizes the sum of these costs. 
Deterministic Variants. Baumol (1952) refutes the classical econo-
mist's notion that the transactions demand for money depends solely on 
the level of income. This conclusion evolves from the following 
assumptions. Receipt inflows, which occur periodically, arrive in the 
form of bonds while payment outflows follow a continuous steady stream 
over some time period. Moreover, firms know with certainty the current 
and future pattern of these flows. Finally, two assets--bonds and 
money--can serve as stores of wealth. 
Given these conditions, the value of a cash balance arises from the 
need to smooth out the unsynchronized receipt-payment schedules. While 
only money can perform this task, firms prefer to keep wealth in inter-
est earning form until payments come due. Yet, holding bonds requires 
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making a transfer payment when converting into spendable cash. Thus, 
using money for transaction purposes entails a two-part cost; conversion 
costs of b(T/C} and an interest payment foregone to hold cash equal to 
i(C/2). The symbols have the following definitions: T =payment stream, 
C = amount of one transfer from bonds to cash, i = opportunity cost of 
holding money, and b = opportunity cost to convert bonds to cash. 
A rational business desires to minimize this cost by choosing the 
proper size of its control variable (C). The resulting optimum cash 
withdrawal implies optimum average money holdings as, 
C bT l/2 
M = 2 = (2T) 
which states that the transactions demand for money varies directly with 
transfer costs and the flow of transactions and inversely with changes 
in the interest rate. Finally, the function 1 s most celebrated implica-
tion is the existence of economies of scale in money holding with 
respect to transactions flows.1 
Reaction to Baumol 's findings appeared rapidly. Theoretically, the 
discussions focused on the model's rigidity with respect to both its 
assumptions and conclusions. Some critiques resulted in support of the 
simple framework, while others rendered contradictions. 
Tobin (1956) reaffirms the conclusions made in the Baumol study as 
a special case of a more general setting. Starting with the Baumol 
framework, he allows for both fixed and variable transfer costs. In 
addition, firms choose bond and cash holdings to maximize interest 
lThese two properties contrast the Keynesian postulate that the 
transactions demand for money moves proportionally with income. 
earnings net of transfer costs. Given this goal finding the optimal 
amount of money to hold requires three steps. 
First, he derives the optimum transfer schedule, which has two 
important characteristics. All conversions from cash to bonds must 
occur at the start of each period to avoid losing interest payments 
which justifies Baumol •s assumption that receipts come in the form of 
bonds. Also, any transfer from bonds to cash must occur when cash 
balances fall to zero; otherwise, total interest earnings will decline. 
This finding supports the simple sawtooth process implied by the Baumol 
model. 
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The second step determines the number of transfers necessary to 
maximize profits. Four cases exist depending on the magnitude of inter-
est rates and transactions levels relative to transfer costs.2 The 
Baumol model applies only when transactions and rates are large relative 
to transfer costs. Such circumstances apply to firms, inducing them to 
hold balances of both bonds and money and make numerous switches between 
them. 
Given this Baumol case, the third task proves an inverse relation-
ship between the interest rate and money holdings.3 In addition, cash 
balances vary directly with transactions amounts and transfer costs. 
Thus, the Tobin analysis encompasses the Baumol model as a special case 
especially applicable to firms. 
While this work supports the Baumol conclusions, other critiques do 
2This result stems from Tobin 1 s (1956) application of inequality 
constraints on the number of transfers. 
3This conclusion comes from maximizing interest earnings net of 
transfer costs, provided the result exceeds zero. If not, firms will 
hold no bonds. 
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not. Brunner and Meltzer (1967) prove that, under certain conditions, 
no inconsistency exists between the Baumol model and the quantity 
theory. The conditions include; the presence of different marginal 
transfer costs into as opposed to out of money and positive cash flows 
from sales as well as bond transfers.4 The latter property allows firms 
to acquire money without taking it from bond holdings. Thus, total 
money holdings equal the weighted sum of optimal amounts from both 
sources and depend on transactions levels, the interest rate, and all 
transfer costs. An explicit form of this function has the Baumol model 
as a special case where marginal switching costs equal zero. With posi-
tive variable transfer costs and no fixed costs, the equation reduces to 
the quantity theory. When all transfer costs exceed zero, the equa-
tion's elasticity coefficients do not take fixed values. This property 
implies that estimation of an inventory model should not constrain these 
values. 
Another route to the same conclusions comes from Sprenkle (1966) by 
incorporating demand deposits into the Baumol model. Since banks pay 
positive returns on such balances, firms try to maximize total earnings 
from bonds and deposits net of transfer costs. The resulting money 
demand function implies larger holdings than the Baumol form. In addi-
tion, he argues that payments on demand deposits vary directly with depo-
sit size (and, thus, with transactions amounts) and bond interest rates. 
These relationships alter the Baumol model elasticity values. 
Specifically, the transactions elasticity will exceed one-half since 
changing deposit rates move money holdings in the same direction as 
4saumol (1952) also considered this case but did not formally 
analyze it. 
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changing transactions. Similar reasoning implies that the bond interest 
rate elasticity has an absolute value less than one-half. While leaving 
the original variables intact, the Sprenkle analysis makes their elas-
ticity values econometric questions. 
Barro and Santomero (1972) extend the notion of splitting money 
into currency and demand deposits. They dichotomize money holdings into 
the two forms by explicitly including a positive return on demand 
deposits. In addition to this change, a fixed transfer cost exists 
between currency and demand deposits which is less than the fixed cost 
of changing bonds into money. 
Given these characteristics, individuals try to maximize interest 
earnings net of transfer costs from managing the three assets. The 
solution has optimal money balances changing directly with transactions 
and the difference between transfer costs from deposits to bonds and 
those from cash to deposits. Finally, money balances are inversely 
related to the difference between the rate on bonds and that on 
deposits. 
Barro {1976) took the model developed by Barro and Santomero and 
altered it to include integer constraints on the number of transfers 
between assets.5 This addition ~esults in a step function where 
individuals, attempting to maximize net earnings, alter their behavior 
when reaching certain thresholds. This result causes an aggregation 
problem since the sum of individual action will give a continuous 
function in all variables.6 
5This process mirrors Tobin 1 s {1956) addition to Baumol 1 s (1952) 
original work. 
6According to Barro {1976), this conclusion rests on a diverse 
distribution of individuals. 
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In particular, individuals' income can be accurately described by a 
first order gamma distribution which implies that aggregate expenditure 
decline geometrically during a single period. Given this property, the 
optimal number of transfers (an integer) depends on the expected value 
of expenditures, transactions levels, the difference between the rate on 
bonds and money, and transfer costs. Money demand depends inversely on 
the optimal number of transfers. In addition, elasticity values can 
take a range of values. The elasticity of transactions falls between 
one-half and one while that for the opportunity cost of money has a 
range from a negative one-half to zero. Finally, the elasticity with 
respect to transfer costs lies from zero to one-half. As the average 
number of transfers goes to infinity, the elasticities take the values 
predicted by the Baumol model. Using simulations, Barro shows that if 
the average number of transfers exceeds one and one-half then the 
elasticity values from the Baumol model will lie very close to those 
predicted by the integer constrained model. This conclusion supports 
unconstrained estimation of deterministic inventory equations. 
The previous two articles add a positive rate d\i demand deposits to 
an integer constrained inventory model to derive their results. Another 
addition to the Baumol-Tobin model makes commodity purchases an endo-
genous variable. 
Feige and Parkin (1971) broaden the Baumol-Tobin analysis to allow 
endogenous expenditure levels by incorporating the fact that cash 
management decisions affect real receipts available for expenditures. 
Specifically, individuals try to maximize utility from expenditures 
subject to a budget constraint that includes the net revenue from manag-
ing money, bonds, and goods. In contrast to the Baumol model, 
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individuals must now consider the opportunity cost and returns of hold· 
ing all three assets as well as the transfer costs between them. The 
solution requires discovering the optimal number of transfer between 
money and bonds and also between money and goods. The resulting optimal 
cash balances depend directly on the rate on money, total expenditures, 
the transfer cost between money and bonds, and the holding cost of 
bonds. The rate on bonds and the holding costs of both money and goods 
affect cash balances inversely. 
This basic analysis was merged with that of Barro and Santomero 
(1972) by Santomero (1974). He adds two characteristics to the Baumol 
model. First, money consists of two distinct types of debt: currency 
and demand deposits. Total money demand must equal the sum of the hold-
ings of each type. Second, a non-zero cost exists to transfer money 
into commodities. This addition implies a finite number of commodity 
purchases which rationalizes holding an inventory of goods and influ-
ences money demand. 
Within this framework, the individual has four ways to hold 
receipts: currency, demand deposits, bonds, and commodities. He 
attempts to maximize the net return on the four balances which depends 
on the return to each asset and the transfer cost between them. This 
task is accomplished by controlling the number of transfers between 
bonds and money, currency and demand deposits, demand deposits and 
goods, and currency and goods. The resulting optimum amount of money 
holdings depends directly on the volume of transactions, the difference 
between the transfer cost of money to bonds compared to that for demand 
deposits to currency. An inverse relationship exists for money holdings 
and the difference between the rate on bonds and that on deposits and 
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the optimum inventory of goods. This function contains the Baumol model 
as a special case where zero cost exists when buying goods. Non-zero 
costs will result in smaller money holdings since individuals keep 
positive commodity inventories. Finally, money demand depends directly 
on the differences between the rates on money (either form) and goods 
and negatively on the difference between rates on bonds and deposits. 
Grossman and Policano (1975} take the Santomero model one step 
further by allowing the purchase of a good less frequently than the 
receipt of income (a capital good). Th1s add1t1on explains positive 
bond holdings as a way to accumulate funds to buy capital not as an 
alternative to money. Bonds will not serve in the latter capacity when 
transfer costs are large relative to interest earnings. 
They postulate the existence of money, bonds, goods, and capital 
each having a positive return and a fixed transfer cost. The individual 
determines the frequency of transfers (and, thus, the average holdings 
of each asset) to maximize interest earnings net of transfer costs. The 
resulting patterns of transfers imply a two-part money balance. The 
working balance is used to buy goods while the saving balance accumu-
lates for capital purchases. Over one period the former declines 
uniformly to zero as the latter increases uniformly from zero. Further-
more, the working balance depends inversely on the transfer cost of and 
return on goods and the level of goods inventory. The saving balance is 
directly related to the inventory of capital and the transfer costs and 
return to capital. It also varies inversely with the rate on savings. 
Each of the studies outlined after Tobin (1956) suggests additional 
variables to include in money demand. Yet, lack of data precludes 
implementing the suggestions in empirical work. Their major empirical 
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implication postulates estimation unconstrained by the square root law. 
Yet, they do not represent a radical departure from the 
deterministic inventory approach and, therefore, can easily be incorpor-
ated into the B-T formulation. A different line of criticism developed 
which substantially alters the conclusions coming from an inventory 
model. The main feature of these critiques is the replacement of deter-
ministic receipt-payment flows with stochastic patterns. 
Stochastic Variants. Tsaing (1969) faults the Baumol-Tobin model 
for assuming certainty in expenditure patterns. If a non-zero 
probability of unforeseen expenditures exists, holding precautionary cash 
balances becomes rational. The liquidity of these holdings prevents 
conversion costs (from bonds) or postponement of purchases when 
unforeseen expenses arise. Thus, the yield on precautionary balances 
equals the expected loss due to forced emergency sale of assets to meet 
unplanned purchases. 
Adding these balances to the Baumol model, individuals try to 
maximize the return on managing assets net of transfer costs. The 
solution requires finding the optimal precautionary and transactions 
holdings simultaneously. Both types depend on transactions, transfer 
costs, the rate on bonds, the expected loss function, and the probability 
density function of expenditures. Finally, imposing integer constraints 
allows solving for the optimal number of transfers. This number (and, 
thus, money holdings) are insensitive to changes in the variables listed 
above. For example, transactions must increase threefold before the 
number of transfers changes from two to three. 
While providing a rationale for incorporating uncertainty into money 
demand, the mainstream of stochastic models stem from analysis by Miller 
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and Orr. Miller and Orr {1966) derive the implications of an inventory 
model for firms• money demand when receipt-payment schedules follow a 
random pattern. They incorporate the uncertainty faced by business 
under the following assumptions. Two assets exist: cash and treasury 
bills, which yield (r) per day. Switching wealth from one form to the 
other costs b per transfer. Net cash flows are generated as a sequence 
of independent Bernoulli trial where each change in cash (m) has an 
equal probability of being positive (p) or negative (q). An asymptoti-
cally normal probability distribution results with a mean of nmt (p - q) 
= 0 and a variance equal to 4ntpqm2 = nm2t where n represents the number 
of days and t is the number of trials per day. Thus, the average daily 
change in cash (o2) equals m2t and measures the level of uncertainly 
about cash flows. 
Given these assumptions, firms attempt to minimize the expected 
daily cost of managing money balances as the sum of the expense for 
making the expected number of transfers plus the interest earnings fore-
gone on mean daily cash balances. The optimal control rules allow cash 
levels to change randomly until reaching either an exogenously deter-
mined lower bound or an upper bound. If money balances break out of 
this range (h), firms should restore them to a level z above the lower 
bound. Imposing these rules to control expected daily costs results in 
a mean cash balance of (h+z)/3. Solving for the values of h and z which 
minimize expected cost and substituting into the formula for mean cash 
balances gives the firm 1 s money demand as,7 
7The elasticity values of one-third stem from the fact that the 
optimum value for z lies one-third of the way from the lower to the 
upper bound. 
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which depends on transfer costs {b), the interest rate on bonds (r), and 
the variance of daily cash flows (o2). Even though the analysis repre-
sents a significant departure from deterministic inventory models in both 
assumptions and conclusions, it rests upon some unrealistic postulates. 
The sensitivity of M-0 conclusions to changes in assumptions is critical 
to this model since empirical work must wait until data become available 
for the variance of daily cash flows. 
Miller and Orr (1968) show the insensitivity of their stochastic 
model to changes in the Bernoulli cash flow process, the assumption of 
only two assets, and the existence of only fixed transfer costs.8 First, 
their equation yields accurate results even when the cash flow distribu-
tion has a stable positive cash flow drift (an expected value exceeding 
zero) or if it follows a normal distribution with a standard deviation 
small relative to the boundary range (h) for cash balances. 
Second, the existence of two alternative assets to money does not 
alter their money demand equation since shorts (short maturity asset with 
low transfer costs) serve as sole recourse for transfers into and out of 
money. Balances of longs (long maturity assets with high transfers costs) 
are dichotomized from the decision about cash holdings. This property 
allows firms to control money as if only two assets exist and, thus, 
money demand remains identical to the original form. Finally, Miller and 
Orr show the original model invariant to three different types of trans-
fer costs. Replacing fixed with proportional transfer costs changes the 
8The first two criticisms come from Eppen and Famma (1969); the 
third assumption was critiqued by Weitzman (1968). 
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elasticity coefficient prediction to the original model. Finally, dif-
ferent constant costs for transfers into as opposed to out of cash ~o not 
alter any of the elasticity values of the original model. These addi-
tions imply that estimation of the stochastic inventory model should 
occur with unrestricted coefficients. 
This same conclusion stems from incorporating demand deposits into 
the Miller-Orr model. Frost (1970) forms a money demand function by 
including the market for banking services. He notes that the Miller-Orr 
model describes discretionary money balances above some exogenously 
determined lower bound. Actually, this minimum amount--compensating 
balance--depends on interaction between banks and firms for banking ser-
vices. Thus, total discretionary balances equal the sum of transactions 
holdings, as predicted by the Miller-Orr equation, and compensating 
balances. 
Given these circumstances, firms attempt to maximize the earnings 
net of costs of total discretionary balances, subject to the banks' sup-
ply of services. When that supply depends on the level of transactions 
balances (and, therefore, on the firm's control variables) the levels of 
compensating and transactions holdings must be determined together. If 
not, firms will adjust deposits too often, hold excessive compensating 
balances, and receive too few services. Finally, the interaction 
between the two holdings makes the money demand elasticity magnitudes 
econometric questions. 
Summary. Basing money demand on inventory theory arose as a micro-
economic response to the Keynesian assumption that transactions demand 
for money depends only on income. In contrast, inventory theory 
describes the factors influencing any rational agent's cash balances when 
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alternative stores of wealth exist. Explicitly incorporating these 
assets implies that demand for money will depend not only on transac-
tions levels but on the benefits and costs of using all assets. Further-
more, these additions destroy the proportionality predicted by Keynesian 
theory when implying economies of scale in transactions money holdings. 
An exact relationship from inventory theory has been developed 
along two different lines. 
The pioneering work of Baumol and Tobin and subsequent extensions 
based optimum cash holdings on deterministic operating cash flows. 
Using this knowledge, firms alter cash balances in response to changes 
in transactions levels, the cost of transferring wealth between assets 
and money, and the interest earnings from holding assets. The B-T model 
predicts elasticity values for these three determinants as a positive 
one-half, one-half, and a negative one-half, respectively. By altering 
the assumptions of B-T, other authors derive money demand where these 
elasticities values are econometric questions. However, they do not 
alter the basic form of money demand. 
In contrast to deterministic variants, Miller and Orr originated a 
version on a random pattern of operating cash flows. Firm•s money hold-
ings depend on the variance of daily cash flows, transfer costs, and 
interest earnings. The M-0 approach predicts these variables• elasticity 
values as one-third, one-third, and a negative one-third, respectively. 
Using broader assumptions, subsequent work gives no specific magnitudes 
to these elasticities a priori. Finally, the simple M-0 model appears 
robust with respect to changing simplifying assumptions. 
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Empirical Work 
Overview. Inventory models stand alone in predicting scale econo-
mies in cash holdings. This feature coupled with the conclusion that 
money balances are sensitive to changes in interest rates and transfer 
costs make for a radical departure from the classical notion of money 
demand. Consequently, empirical work centered on attempting to prove or 
disprove their existence. The earliest tests examined the absolute 
ability of inventory models using indirect methods while later studies 
employed direct estimation. Finally, attention turned to using direct 
estimation in order to compare alternative models. Since the literature 
has advanced beyond the indirect method. only absolute and comparative 
tests appear below. For examples of tests using indirect means, see 
McCall (1960) and Seldon (1961). 
Absolute Tests. Although employing different techniques, each 
direct test attempts to verify or reject one theoretical form with some 
body of data. Two studies testing Baumol 1 s equation appear first 
followed by an estimate of the M-0 variant. 
Ben-Zion {1974) finds support for the cost of capital (r) as the 
proper interest rate in a inventory equation. He constructs this rate 
E as r = p + h, where P is the price of a corporate share, E stands for 
earnings per share, and h represents the long run growth of E. Sub-
stitution of r into the Baumol model gives a specification which he 
tests using one observation from 546 firms for each variable in the year 
1964. The results support the specification and imply economies of 
scale. While the use of direct estimation is an important aspect of the 
Ben-Zion study, it also highlights the liberal interpretations of 
money's opportunity cost, an important topic in money demand tests. 
Finally, even though the results support an inventory equation as an 
explanation of cash balances, the model may not make accurate predic-
tions. 
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Sprenkle (1969) shows that an inventory model makes inaccurate pre-
dictions of actual money balances held by firms. For the year 1968, he 
assumes a five percent interest rate and transfer costs equal to 20 dol-
lars per switch. Substituting these values along with sales levels for 
475 firms into the Baumol equation results in predictions of the firms' 
money balances. Since these predictions represented only two and one-
hal f percent of actual cash holdings, Sprenkle rejects the Baumol equa-
tion. He argues that the unexplained portion consists of compensating 
balances, not transactions balances making inventory equations useless 
as descriptions of behavior. In addition to highlighting the problem 
posed by compensating balances, the Sprenkle analysis indicates the 
importance of using prediction to judge models. 
Orr (1971) employs the same technique to prove that a stochastic 
inventory model can predict accurately. Using Sprenkle's values for the 
interest rate and transfer costs, he forms predictions of money demand 
from the Miller-Orr equation. Figures on the variance of daily cash 
flows were constructed from cash flow data over a 300-day period for 
three firms. The best prediction accounted for 80 percent of actual 
holdings, while the worst prediction was twice as accurate as Sprenkle's 
best estimate. Although proving his point, the study shows the data 
availability problem when testing a stochastic inventory model. 
While absolute tests of single equations provide much useful infor-
mation about a model's feasibility, an unusual sample could cause the 
rejection of a correct model. Comparison tests can greatly supplement 
single equation regressions by providing relative measures of the 
strength of particular models. 
Comparison Tests. Studies in this category use a common body of 
data to estimate alternative specifications designed to explain money 
demand. Only one such paper appears here; others are discussed after 
the development of the relevant alternative theories. 
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Whalen (1965) compares the Cambridge quantity theory and the Baumol 
inventory model as descriptions of firms• money demand. He derives 
testable forms of the two as, 
respectively, where M stands for money balances, MA represents monetary 
assets (cash plus short term sercurities), and S symbolizes sales. He 
employs data from eight industries, each stratified into 14 size 
classes. Using all observations, estimation supported inventory theory 
and implied economies of scale. Yet, the results from individual indus-
try regressions rejected the inventory equation in seven cases. Since 
the slope coefficient of the Cambridge equation differed among indus-
tries, Whalen rejects it as a general description of firms' behavior. 
This study points out the importance of comparing models as alternative 
explanations. It also highlights how results can change depending on 
the level of aggregation used. 
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Summary and Criticisms. The empirical literature does not provide 
conclusive evidence about the validity of inventory models. This fail-
ure stems from three shortcomings contained in the group of studies. 
Correcting these faults requires application of the three part econo-
metric methodology to money demand theories. Each part corresponds to a 
common shortcoming of the empirical work. 
First, since inventory theories explain individual firm behavior, 
they should be tested using firm level data. The studies of Ben-Zion 
(1974) and Whalen (1965) employ aggregate data without addressing the 
potential problems. Aside from being logically inferior to using firm 
level data, this method only gives accurate results in the absence of 
aggregation bias. Measuring the amount of such bias and testing its 
significance requires individual firm data. 
Second, while inventory theory generates testable specifications, 
the empirical literature has not consistently employed them. Although 
transactions, the interest rate, and transfer costs jointly determine 
cash holdings, only transactions is contained in every study. Even here 
no consensus exists as to the relevant proxy for transactions. Ben-Zion 
(1974) and Sprenkle (1969) employ nominal sales while Whalen (1965) uses 
sales as a percent of assets. Yet, accounting data gives entries that 
mirror changes in transactions more accurately than these variables. 
With respect to an interest rate and transfer costs, Whalen (1965) omits 
them both from his equation. While Ben-Zion (1974) includes an interest 
rate variable, his equation excludes transfer costs. These misspecified 
models give unreliable results about inventory models. Finally, only 
Sprenkle (1969) and Orr (1971) incorporate the crucial role of transfer 
costs in inventory models. 
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Third, these studies do not use the most powerful econometric tech-
niques available. For example, while Sprenkle (1969) and Orr (1971) 
highlight prediction as an evaluation tool, they do not apply the most 
robust method in constructing predictions. Their technique fixes the 
equation's parameters and then substitutes actual values for the inde-
pendent variable to generate values for the dependent variable. Cal-
culating such "fitted'' values and comparing them to actual dependent 
magnitudes is the function of least squares estimation. Such a method 
makes minimum error estimates about actual values by calculating para-
meter magnitudes during the "fitting" process. This analysis not only 
shows that least squares give superior results, it also implies that the 
two studies do not actually make forecasts. The objective of predic-
tions is to accurately describe future outcomes. While the remaining 
studies use least squares estimation, circumstances can arise requiring 
more powerful variations. Both undesirable disturbance properties and 
pooling data represent such special cases. 
One function of Chapter III is to rectify these three deficiencies. 
Gathering a proper sample, employing advanced econometric techniques, 
and forming specifications are each discussed in detail to ensure reli-
able comparative tests. 
Portfolio Model 
Theoretical Work 
Overview. Money demand can be modeled in a manner similar to the 
demand for any durable good. Money belongs in this category because 
holders derive utility from the flow of services it provides. Yet, sev-
eral alternative stores of wealth exist, each having some unique, 
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desirable property. Faced with this selection, a rational wealth holder 
arranges a portfolio containing a variety of such assets. For any 
given amount of wealth, the optimum level of each asset is determined by 
equating the marginal rates of return on all forms. The resulting 
demand for money depends on total wealth, the price of money, and the 
price of substitute assets. 
Friedman {1956) uses the quantity theory to derive money demand as 
a function of wealth, the return on money, the rates of return on assets 
that substitute for cash, and the investor's preferences. 
Wealth (W) represents the stock accumulating from the discounted 
flow of retained earnings. To incorporate the essence of the portfolio 
approach, Friedman considers four stores of wealth: money, bonds, equi-
ties, and physical goods. Money represents a medium of exchange with a 
fixed nominal value. Its return stems from these two asset character-
istics as well as security, convenience, and pride of possession. Bonds 
are claims to a stream of payments of a fixed nominal amount per period. 
These earnings plus any capital gain or loss due to change in the bond's 
price make up the return received by holding bonds (rb). Equities 
render a share of profits from an enterprise and pay a three-part return 
(re): a fixed payment per period and a capital gain or loss due to a 
change in either the fixed payment or the general level of prices (P). 
Physical goods yield a capital gain or loss when the general price level 
changes. Finally, preferences (U) determine the form of money demand. 
Combining these considerations gives, 
+ + 
M = F (P, rb' r!,~ dt' W, U) 
as money demand. Given this function, the optimum cash holdings occur 
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at the point where wealth is allocated to the four assets such that 
their marginal returns are equal. This rule maximizes the total return 
from the portfolio and establishes the partial derivative signs appear-
ing above each variable. 
Although Friedman forms the analysis for a household, he contends 
that it applies to firms in the same form. The amount of money a firm 
holds depends on the cost and value of.productive services from money as 
well as the cost of substitute productive services. These will be 
outlined in turn. The cost depends on how the corresponding money 
holding is raised: by bonds or equities, by substituting cash for real 
capital goods, etc. These ways of financing money balances correspond 
to the alternative form in which households can hold wealth. Thus, the 
rates of return in the money demand equation represent cost to business 
of holding money. 
The value of money's productive services depends on the production 
function. It will be sensitive to factors affecting the smoothness and 
regularity of operations, size, degree of vertical integration, etc. 
Since none of these variables merits special status in the money demand 
function, Friedman incorporates them into U along with tastes. 
Finally, substitutes for money as a productive service include many 
ways of economizing on money balances by using other resources. Speci-
fically, they can help synchronize payments and receipts, reduce payment 
periods, extend book credit, etc. Since no particular close substitutes 
exist, their prices do not need to appear in firms' money demand. 
The combination of these considerations leaves business money 
demand with the same form as that for households with an expanded inter-
pretation of U. 
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Summary. The general nature of Friedman 1 s equation allows it to 
encompass any other work along the same lines. Since its conclusions do 
not depend on questionable assumptions, no major extensions of the gen-
eral framework exist on a theoretical level. The resulting money demand 
equation embodies two unique aspects of portfolio theory. First wealth 
acts as a constraint on holding additional money. In contrast, inven-
tory models employ transactions levels to measure the need for money. 
Furthermore, they postulate a fixed factor relationship where making a 
dollar's worth of payments requires a certain amount of money. The 
portfolio approach treats this relationship as a result of the utility 
maximizing process (Friedman, 1956). For example, if money 1 s holding 
cost increases, rationality implies reducing the volume of transactions 
per dollar of cash balance. The optimum relationship between money 
balances and transactions depends on the rate of return on an alter-
native asset since it measures money's holding cost. Second, the port-
folio approach includes a broad scope of alternatives to holding money. 
Several rates of return must appear in the equation to capture these 
substitution possiblities. 
Empirical Work 
Overview. Although Friedman 1 s equation rests on sound theoretical 
ground, its generality poses two empirical problems. Multicolinearity 
may arise with the inclusion of many rates of return. Also, no specific 
functional form is implied by the analysis. Empirical studies must deal 
with both of these problems before estimation by forming a testable 
specification. After justifying their own form, the studies use direct 
estimation of either a single equation or comparisons of a set of 
alternative money demand forms. These two approaches will be explored 
in turn. 
Absolute Tests. Meltzer (1963a) finds support for a money demand 
specification formed from the Friedman equation by using the following 
assumptions. The function has first degree homogeneity in wealth (W). 
Furthermore, sales (S) and wealth have a proportional relationship as 
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S = KW. The value of K depends on the internal rate of return, capital-
labor ratios, and asset utilization rates. A single rate of return (r) 
measures the yield on bonds, equities, and physical assets. Since Kand 
r remain constant for a cross section of firms, Meltzer combines them 
into a single term (V). Finally, money demand has a log linear form as 
M = vsb 
which he tests with a 14 industry sample. For each industry, 10 asset 
sizes exist which have data on M and s. 
Estimation for each industry rejects the existence of either 
economies or diseconomies of scale. The sale elasticity of one supports 
the quantity theory as an approximation of money demand. This study 
gives an example of how the literature dealt with the general nature of 
the portfolio equation. 
Testing of single equations provides only absolute measures of a 
model's ability. Comparison tests, employing alternative equations as 
descriptions of money demand, expose a model's relative capability. 
Comparison Tests. Each study in this group allows different speci-
fications to explain firms' money demand. 
Whalen (1965) compares the Meltzer equation with a specification 
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formed from that equation as follows. He argues that r and K vary 
directly with firm size and, thus, do not stay constant even for a 
cross-sectional study. Adding these relationships to the Meltzer analy-
sis gives money demand as, 
Whalen compares this model to the Meltzer equation based on a sample 
containing one observation for the 14 size classes of eight industries 
in the year 1958. 
Estimation supports the Whalen equation since the ratio of wealth 
to sales had a significant coefficient. This result implies that the 
Meltzer equation gives biased sales elasticity estimates. Using the 
Whalen specification supports the existence of economies of scale. This 
conclusion highlights the importance of forming a correct specification 
to represent a theory. 
In another comparative study, Vogel and Maddala (1967} prove the 
importance of using advanced econometric techniques in estimating money 
demand functions. They employ two samples in distinguishing between 
inventory and portfolio theories. One contains cross-sectional data for 
16 industries tiered into 14 asset size classes in the year 1960. The 
other has time series observations from 1947-1961 for total manufactur-
ing stratified into 10 asset size classes. 
The equation used to test for economies of scale appears as, 
LN (cash) = a + b LN (sales} + DUMMIES. For the cross-sectional data, 
the dummy variables adjust for industries and asset size classes. When 
using the time series sample, dummies are inserted for each year and 
every asset size class. 
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When pooling the industry data, Vogel and Maddala found the follow-
ing. Both industry and size class dummy variables had significant 
coefficients. Inclusion of the size class dummies significantly lowered 
the estimate of the sales elasticity. Thus, omitting the influence of 
assets assigns too much explanatory power to sales resulting in the 
rejection of economies of scale. Identical results occurred with the 
time-series sample. These findings highlight the importance of using 
advanced econometric techniques in money demand studies. 
Summary and Criticism. These studies do not give conclusive 
results about the portfolio approach. Three deficiencies exist that 
contribute to such a result. First, portfolio theory describes indivi-
dual firm behavior; yet, the studies use aggregated data without addres-
sing the aggregation problem. Dealing with the potential aggregation 
bias requires firm level data. 
Second, forming a portfolio specification requires addressing two 
factors. For one, the specification for money demand contains two 
unique aspects. Capturing its essence requires the use of wealth as a 
scale factor and the inclusion of many rates of return to measure sub-
stitution possibilities. Without these factors, a portfolio specifica-
tion will not give testable contrasts to alternative models. Meltzer 
(1963a) uses sales as a scale factor and only one rate of return. Vogel 
and Maddala (1967) also employ sales but omit all returns on alternative 
assets. While Whalen (1965) omits all rates, he uses sales as a percent 
of assets for the scale variable. The studies• avoidance of using 
wealth stems from trying to provide comparable results to previous 
studies that employed sales to generate elasticities and test economies 
of scale. Yet, the portfolio equation employs wealth purposely to 
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measure the constraint on holding money. Since widespread data exists, 
wealth should appear in the portfolio equation. The studies surveyed 
justify the omission of many rates of return on the basis of potential 
multicollinearity. Yet, ridge regression can deal with this problem. 
Also, the portfolio equation takes a general form, forcing the selection 
of a testable specification. All the studies surveyed assume a log 
linear form without comment on possible misspecification. The Box-Cox 
technique can provide optimal selections. 
Finally, accurate estimation may require more powerful methods than 
ordinary least squares. The existence of autocorrelation, heterosce-
dasticity, or other undesirable circumstances necessitates the use of 
such methods. 
Chapter III contains detailed analysis of each of these faults. In 




Overview. Money demand can be modeled as an extension of the 
productivity of money. A variety of reasons exist to explain how cash 
balances lower firms• real costs of production. In each case, the 
implication remains the same: money holdings must explicitly enter as a 
productive element in the profit maximization process. The resulting 
demand for money is derived from output demand and depends on the value 
of output, the price of money, and the prices of physical inputs. 
9The basis for their analysis comes from Lange (1936). 
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Transactions Cost Variant. Gabor and Pierce (1958} outline the 
transactions cost view of money demand.9 They note that prior to any 
production run, firms require time to secure and ready inputs. Despite 
this lumpy build-up process, businesses wish to establish an even flow 
of ouput. Money provides a means to smooth the process by giving the 
firm command over physical resources without having to hold them in 
inventory prior to use. Since inputs are hired for shorter periods of 
time, real payments to their owners decline for any production run. 
In spite of money's productivity in lowering real costs, it remains 
fundamentally different from physical resources. Production could occur 
without money; yet, it requires every physical input. Thus, cash hold-
ings influence the use of physical resources from outside the production 
function. In other words, the firm's decision process is dichotomized 
into a physical side and a financial side, inducing firms to maximize 
profit subject to both a production function and a money requirements 
function. The latter relates the dependence of cash balances on prices 
and levels of output and physical inputs. 
At any point in time, money requirements equal the difference 
between the discounted values of receipts from output and payments to 
inputs implying that necessary cash depends on the price and quantity of 
inputs and output and the interest rate. Gabor and Pierce do not derive 
money demand since their interest rested only with the money require-
ments function. 
Saving {1972} generates an explicit form for firm's money demand 
within the transactions cost framework. He begins with a production 
function showing the dependence of output flows on the levels of 
physical inputs. Normally such a relationship either implicitly 
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includes or ignores the transactions costs involved in acquiring inputs 
and selling output. While this simplification creates no problems for 
most analyses, these costs are of primary importance for the study of 
firm's money demand. Thus, they must appear explicitly in the decision 
process. Such a function shows money requirements dependent on the 
dollar value of both output and physical inputs and the average holdings 
of output, physical inputs, and money. Given an explicit form of both 
the money requirements and production functions, firms maximize the pre-
sent value of the firm's profit stream. The resulting solution for 
money demand becomes, 
+ 
M* = g(P, 
where r is the discount rate and Hx, Hv, and Hm stand for the holding 
cost of output, inputs, and money stocks, respectively. Partial deri-
vate signs appear above each variable and state that M* varies directly 
with the price of output and the cost of holding an inventory of output 
and indirectly with interest rates and the costs of holding both phys-
ical inputs and money. Similar results stem from an alternative view of 
both the reason for and the proper way to model money's productivity. 
Neoclassical Variant. Johnson (1968) provides an explanation of 
money's productivity in a macroeconomic context. He begins by assuming 
that production in a barter economy requires labor and capital. Fur-
thermore, capital takes two forms; productivity equipment and inventory. 
Given these conditions, the economy can produce a maximum level of out-
put by correctly combining the three inputs. Assigning one capital good 
(X) as a medium of exchange alters this optimal input combination. 
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Firms can now substitute the holding of a smaller value of X for 
other capital goods in inventory. Such action results in production of 
the same output level using smaller amounts of both types of capital. 
Furthermore, the introduction of a fiat money allows firms to use their 
entire stock of inventory capital in production by substituting cash for 
it. The resulting shift of the production function reflects money's 
marginal product. Since the same process occurs for changes in physical 
inputs, cash enters the firm's production decisions as any other 
resource. This analysis provides only the skeleton of the neoclassical 
view because its formation occurred on a macro level. The missing sub-
stance is contained in a microfoundation which accounts for individual 
firm motivation. 
Moroney (1972) outlines the reasons that firms hold inventories of 
goods and substitute money for them. The introduction of a fiat money 
into a barter economy benefits firms in two ways. First, money lowers 
the real cost of production since resource owners will accept less money 
vis-a-vis final goods in payment for a given exchange of inputs. By 
eliminating the double coincidence of wants problem, money increases the 
holders leisure time. Thus, the total compensation paid--money plus 
extra leisure time--remains equal to the in-kind payment, while the 
firm's share--money--declines. Second, with barter, supervision and 
delivery of in-kind payments use human time and capital goods. Money, 
by facilitating the use of credit and contracts, lowers the amount of 
real inputs needed to carry out these tasks. For both reasons, the 
lOMoroney (1972) does not believe that the firm can control these 
combinations. Hence, he models money as an external technological 
improvement, not as a production function input. 
--- --- -- - ---
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innovation of money increases the number of alternative combinations of 
resources available to product output.10 Later studies began to derive 
mathematical versions of this view. 
Levhari and Patinkin (1968) place cash explicitly into the 
production function and describe how marginal productivity theory 
determines money demand. They postulate a production function showing 
aggregate output dependent on the amounts of labor, capital, and money. 
Maximizing profit subject to this function requires equating the 
marginal advantage of all inputs. The joint solution of this expression 
and the total expenditure constraint gives the derived demand for money. 
It shows cash balances dependent on the value of output, the interest 
rate, and the prices of capital and labor.11 
Both the transactions cost and neoclassical variants can provide 
production specifications. Fisher (1974) outlines the relatio~ships 
between the transactions cost and neoclassical variants under the fol-
lowing assumptions. Firms have a physical input production function 
where no transactions costs exist to buy inputs or sell output. Net 
receipts from operations can be held as cash or bonds. Finally, trans-
fers between the two entail a fixed charge. 
Under these conditions, the firm maximizes profits in two steps. 
First, the input-output combination that creates the most net receipts 
is found. The buying of inputs and selling of output depends only on 
the physical aspects of the firm and generates a non-coincident receipt-
schedule. This pattern motivates firms to hold money balances in addi-
tion to bonds. The second step determines the optimal amount of net 
llThey do not provide a microfoundation of money demand since their 
concern lies with economic growth. 
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receipts to hold in each of the two assets. Such a decision deals only 
with the financial aspects of the firm. 
Although total profit depends on money holdings, the absence of 
interaction between the two steps in the decision process precludes 
modeling money as an input. To create interdependence, Fisher links 
transfer costs to labor. He assumes that one transfer uses the services 
of one unit of labor, causing output to depend directly on money bal-
ances. Any increase in cash holdings results in additional transfers 
leaving less labor for production. 
Fisher establishes a synthesis between the two production variants; 
however, the analysis does not continue on to derive money demand func-
tions. Finnery {1980) outlines a mathematical approach to this topic 
under the following assumptions. A physical production function exists 
which shows different output flows (Q) produced with technically effi-
cient combinations of capital {K) and labor {L)--Q = g(K, L). For each 
output level and input pair, a pattern of cash receipts and payments 
results which together determines the minimum level of money balances 
(M) needed to facilitate all transaction--M = m{Q, K, L). Using these 
transactions cost conditions, the firm attempts to find the minimum cost 
combination of K, L, and M subject to the physical production function. 
As an alternative, the neoclassical position occurs as follows. 
With regard to the money requirements function, if a change in Q alters 
M, the implicit function theorem implies that Q = h{K, L, M). This 
result means that output can be described by a money inclusive produc-
tion function as f(K, L, M) = g(K, 1) + h{K, L, M) which will give 
equivalent answers to the cost minimum problem as using the g and m 
functions combined. Thus, the two methods give identical money demand 
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equations. This synthesis lends further support to employing a money 
inclusive production function to model firm 1 s behavior when they require 
money for transactions. 
Summary. Money as a productive input can be modeled in two ways. 
The transactions cost variant stresses money 1 s difference from physical 
inputs. The resulting decision process contains two parts: a physical 
side represented by a production function and a financial side modeled 
by a money requirements function. In contrast, the neoclassical variant 
emphasizes the similarities between money and physical inputs. Firms 
make decisons subject to a money balances inclusive production function. 
In either case, the resulting money demand equation stems from the 
demand for output and depends on the prices of all inputs as well as the 
value of output. 
Such a formulation contains two unique characteristics. First, 
physical output represents the scale variable. It measures the cash 
necessary, in combination with other inputs, to produce at minimum cost. 
Second, the inclusion of resource prices incorporate the opportunity 
available to produce with different input combinations. 
The production approach sees money demand as a result of using it 
with other resources to obtain the greatest total output possible. Sym-
metrically, the portfolio approach views money demand coming from its 
use with other assets to receive the greatest total return possible. 
Empirical Work 
Overview. Although the conception of money's productivity differs 
in the two variants, the resulting money demand functions take nearly 
identical forms. This fact probably accounts for the failure to find 
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any study explicitly based on the transactions cost variant. 
Using the neoclassical variant, the major econometric task is to 
derive a specification for money demand. As Fisher {1974) points out, 
the resulting equation for cash balances depends on the forms chosen for 
other functions in the decision process as well as the process itself. 
Two categories of studies exist which employ a neoclassical base. 
The production function studies test the plausibility of putting money 
into a macro production function. Money demand studies assume the via-
bility of this inclusion then derive and evaluate money demand 
functions. 
Production Function Tests. Sinai and Stokes (1972) test the 
hypothesis that money balances serve as an input in a macro production 
function. They assume a Cobb-Douglas form showing output (Q) as a func-
tion of technological progress (eat), labor (L}, capital (K}, and money 
balances {M} as, 
where A is a constant and U stands for a random disturbance term. 
Combining observations for total manufacturing from 1929 to 1962 
with the production function and correcting for autocorrelation gave the 
following results. All regressors had significant magnitudes and, thus, 
estimation without money in the production function gives biased esti-
mates of the coefficients for capital and labor. Elasticity estimates 
implied increasing returns to scale in all inputs and economies of scale 
in money balances. Finally, money substitutes for both capital and 
labor. These findings, supporting money as an input, sparked three cri-
tiques that viewed money's corrrelation with output differently. 
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Niccoli (1975) postulates that the S-S equation exhibits its 
residual pattern due to omission of aggregate demand factors not as a 
result of an autocorrelated disturbance. Using S-S data and adding 
current and lagged investment to their equation, he finds that money 
influences output in the S-S equation because of its correlation with 
investment. In a similar analysis, Ben-Zion and Ruttan (1975) argue 
that changes in money balances serve as a proxy for changes in aggregate 
demand. The latter induces innovation and technological change causing 
output to increase. To test this hypothesis, they add changes in money 
holdings to the Cobb-Douglas equation and employ S-S data. The alter-
ation removes the autocorrelation and makes the level of money balances 
insignificant. The results, coupled with the significant estimate of 
the change in money holdings, supports their contention. 
Finally, Prais (1975) also argues that the residual pattern occurs 
due to a specification error, not an autocorrelated disturbance. She 
corrects this condition by adding lagged money balances to the S-S equa-
tion. As a result, estimation with S-S data no longer exhibits the 
undesirable residual pattern. 
Any one of these critiques precludes money as an input since they 
alter the production function status of the S-S equation. Yet, all the 
studies agree that correlation exists between money and output. The 
question they raise is whether cash influences output as a supply 
phenomena or from other behavioral relationships. As Prais (1975) sug-
gests, the answer lies in using a simultaneous set of equations includ-
ing both supply and demand influences. 
Khan and Kouri (1975) add an aggregate money demand function to the 
S-S equation. Using S-S data, simultaneous estimation supports money as 
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a production function input. Yet, their elasticity estimates differ in 
magnitude from those of Sinai and Stokes. This divergence highlights 
the importance of using a correct specification and leads them to 
conclude the superiority of the simultaneous method. 
Additional support for money as an input comes from Short (1979) 
who compares two sets of simultaneous equations. One uses a Cobb-
Douglas production function and the resulting input demand equations. 
The other derives a set of factor demand equations from a translog pro-
duction structure. He combines these systems with data for the private 
business sector from 1929-1967 to render the following. The translog 
system reduces to the Cobb-Douglas form, justifying the use of the lat-
ter by Sinai and Stokes. The estimates support constant returns to 
scale in all inputs and economies of scale in money holdings. Yet, the 
elasticity values differed from those of S-S, indicating the importance 
of using the correct specification. 
Substantial support exists from these papers for including money as 
an input. This addition implies that money demand is derived from pro-
duction demand. The final two studies form such a function using dif-
ferent assumptions. 
Money Demand Tests. Dennis and Smith (1978) prove the usefulness 
of basing money demand on a translog cost structure. Elasticity esti-
mates come from applying three-stage least squares to a set of three 
cost share equations derived from the translog cost function. Combining 
the system with a sample of quarterly observations for 11 industries 
from 1952-1973 gave the following results. 
Separability tests proved two important characteristics of the pro-
duction structure. First, money balances must appear in the production 
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structure of each industry. If not, biased estimates of the remaining 
inputs will occur. Second, estimation of derived demand for each input 
must include the prices of all other inputs, including money. 
Concerning money demand, he found significant negative own price 
elasticities in all industries. The cross-price elasticities implied 
that money substitutes for both capital and labor. These findings high-
light the robustness of using a translog cost structure. Yet, the 
results depend on the assumed production structure. 
Nadiri {1969) obtains different findings from a money demand func-
tion formed with a general production structure. Firms minimize the 
cost of using capital, labor, and money subject to a money inclusive 
production function. The resulting desired money holdings depend on 
expected output, the user cost of capital, the wage rate, the interest 
rate, anticipated capital gains, and unanticipated inflation. A speci-
fic form of the function results from the following assumptions. Actual 
money holding adjust through a log linear process. Firms forecast 
expected output as a log linear weighted average of current and past 
output. Finally, actual money balances take a log linear form. These 
considerations give a money demand equation which he tests with a sample 
for total manufacturing from 1948-1960. 
All regressors have significant coefficients, supporting the form 
of money demand. The interest rate figure implies an inverse relation-
ship with cash balances. The positive estimate for physical input 
prices suggests that money substitutes for capital and labor. Finally, 
the output elasticity indicates the presence of economies of scale. 
While these results support the neoclassical position, the estimates 
contrast somewhat with those of Dennis and Smith (1978). Such 
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divergence implies the need to use both forms in any comparative study. 
Summary and Criticism. The production function tests support the 
neoclassical variant's inclusion of money balances in a macro production 
function. Thus, money demand falls under the realm of marginal 
productivity theory. Three topics require further discussion with 
respect to this process. 
First, marginal productivity theory implies a microfoundation for 
money demand. The studies testing such functions use aggregated data 
without comment which is invalid unless supported by lack of bias. 
Second, the production function approach allows for a variety of 
testable forms. Yet, no study employs the transactions cost variant as 
a base. Nadiri (1969) uses a general production process to derive a 
general form of money demand. He then assumes a log linear specifica-
tion in order to conduct estimation. The Box-Cox method gives an opti-
mal procedure to select a form. In contrast, Dennis and Smith (1976) 
assume a specific production process and derive a testable specification 
directly. Estimation of the translog cost function requires advanced 
econometric estimation methods. Chapter III describes gathering a 
proper sample, forming specifications, and using econometric methods. 
Finally, these studies highlight two other topics. For one, they 
use real money balances as the dependent variable while the two alterna-
tive theories explain nominal cash balances. Also, Nadiri (1969) views 
the opportunity cost of money as having three components. Dennis and 
Smith (1976) use the treasury bill rate. Studies of alternative models 
employ a cost of capital (Ben-Zion, 1974) and long term rates (Sprenkle, 
1969). To clarify these issues, a general discussion about money 
appears in Chapter III. 
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Summary 
Chapter II has outlined the major theoretical and empirical studies 
pertaining to money demand as groundwork for the dissertation. Theoret-
ically, the literature provides the basis of testable specifications of 
the three approaches to money demand. Chapter III expands on these 
studies to build specifications capable of making useful model compari-
sons. Empirically, the literature exhibits caveats whose correction 
ensures comparable specifications which embody the essence of the three 
theories. Chapter III addresses the issue of using samples containing 
aggregated data and circumstances requiring advanced estimation methods. 
The analysis leads to a methodology capable of providing useful model 
comparisons. 
CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
Econometric analysis employs a three-part process to test theories. 
First, a model must be formed which describes the relationship between 
variables. A useful model must compromise between describing reality 
and being manageable. It must specify the major interrelations among 
variables in enough deta11 to provide an accurate description of real-
ity. Yet, it must abstract from minor interrelations to remain both 
manageable and generally applicable. This process creates two compon-
ents of an econometric equation. One part describes the deterministic 
influence of major explanatory variables on the dependent variable. The 
other component arises from omitting minor explanatory variables. It 
generates a random effect on the independent variable described by a 
probability distribution--usually normal. Thus, an econometric model 
outlines the probability distribution of an independent variable given 
the deterministic relationships. 
Formally, the equation appears as, 
where y represents the dependent variable, Xi stands for the ;th inde-
pendent variable, and Bi symbolizes the fixed parameters expressing the 
relationship between y and Xi. Finally, £ is a stochastic disturbance 
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term whose values can be considered random drawings from a probability 
distribution. The latter has certain properties--mean, variance, and 
covariance--which it projects to e, whose presence requires applying 
statistical inference to estimate parameters of the model. Estimation 
also needs facts about the hypothesized relationships. 
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The second component of econometric analysis describes these facts 
with a set of data on the model 1 s variables. This sample presents the 
relationships quantitatively so that econometric techniques can test the 
equation. Adequate testing requires data on all endogenous and exogenous 
variables, which can create a major problem. For some factors, data are 
not available, requiring the selection of a suitable proxy. In other 
cases, many alternative measures exist, forcing a difficult choice. 
After collecting a sample, the econometric analysis requires one final 
step. 
This third component describes a method of transforming the data 
into estimators of the model 1 s parameters. These estimators, in turn, 
provide a base for quantifying the model 1 s performance. Application of 
the transformation to the sample gives numeric values of the estimators--
estimates--which give a basis for evaluating the model. 
The purpose of this chapter is to apply the econometric methodology 
in evaluating firms• money demand. Three distinct tasks exist, one cor-
responding to each part of the methodology. First, testable specifica-
tions of each theory must be formed in light of the dissertation's pur-
pose. Not only must the equations embody the essence of their respective 
theory, they must allow accurate comparisons. The latter condition 
requires addressing theoretical questions that apply to all three 
theories. The issues include money's definition and opportunity cost as 
well as how it relates to alternative assets. Applying the conclusions 
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from this analysis to existing equations of the three models results in 
comparable specifications. The existing equations represent the culmi-
nation of the theoretical work reviewed in Chapter II. Once adjusted, 
measuring the performance of these specifications requires combining 
econometric techniques with a set of facts about behavior. 
Econometric methods constitute the second part of the methodology. 
While the least squares procedure represents the fundamental technique, 
each theory creates circumstances requiring the use of more powerful 
variants. Inventory and portfolio equations include variables that have 
unobservable values. Omitting them from the specifications necessitates 
using either the error components model or covariance model. Portfolio 
and production equations result in general functional forms that create 
two difficulties. First, a specific equation must be selected. The 
Box-Cox analysis performs this task in an optimal fashion. Second, the 
inclusion of many rates of return or prices can create multicol-
linearity. Ridge regression diagnoses and provides a solution to such 
correlation. Fi~ally, the translog cost variant of the production model 
results in a system of equations. Efficient estimation necessitates a 
systems method such as two-stage Zellner and/or three-stage least 
squares. These six methods ensure statistics that accurately measure an 
equation's performance when mixed with a set of observations. 
The third piece of the methodology deals with gathering an adequate 
sample. Two characteristics must exist for a data base to provide com-
parisons of microfoundation models. First, it must contain observations 
on all variables in every equation over the selected time span. Second, 
discovering the correct plane for estimation necessitates firm level 
data which allow construction and testing of aggregation bias. Results 
from that analysis determine the most efficient level of aggregation. 
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Development of the methodology occurs in the following order. 
First, the general questions pertaining to money are addressed. Second, 
for each theory, testable specifications evolve from existing functional 
~orms given by previous work. This growth comes from adjustments in 
light of the discussion about money. Final testable forms result from 
selecting variables for the adjusted equations. Third, the advanced 
econometric techniques necessary to render accurate statistics of the 
models are outlined. The fourth section discusses the samples. 
Finally, a summary reviews the three-part methodology. 
General Developments 
Overview 
Making useful comparisons of money demand theories necessitates 
solving general theoretical problems. Money must be defined in a way 
consistent with the theories. Also, all models must explain a common 
dependent variable. Finally, each theory shows cash balances dependent 
on own price. Previous literature has justified many alternatives to 
serve as money's oportunity, cost. For consistency, one should be 
selected and applied to all models. 
Moneyl 
Money represents a medium of exchange. As such, no transfer costs 
lMoney is understood to mean real money balances. Putting inven-
tory and portfolio models in real terms relies on them being homogeneous 
of degree one in nominal value. Since the production approach already 
forms money demand in real terms, adjusting the other two theories 
ensures that all specifications explain the same dependent variable. 
Thus, useful comparisons of their performance can result. Also, cash 
will serve as a synonym for money. Finally, the compustat tapes define 
money in this narrow way (see Appendix D). 
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exist when turning money into a spendable form. In other words, cash 
has perfect liquidity whereas all other assets involve some costs to be 
turned into a spendable form. Two types of debt perform the function of 
money: currency of the United States Government and demand deposits of 
commercial banks. This restrictive view of money leads to an analysis 
that justifies the federal funds rate as money's opportunity cost. 
Opportunity Cost of Mone_1 
The amount demanded of any economic good depends mainly on its own 
price. Users of the good respond to changes in price since it repre-
sents their opportunity cost. In a market economy, the interaction of 
buyers and sellers establishes a set of prices which reflect the oppor-
tunity cost to consumers of alternative goods. This set provides a 
basis allowing rational choices among spending options. To facilitate 
making such choices, money provides a common denominator for evaluating 
relative opportunity costs. This benefit plus its function as a medium 
of exchange imply that money trades on one side in every market. In 
other words, money is a substitute for all other goods in the economy. 
In such a system,_ no direct dollar price can exist for money. To mea-
sure what the user of money foregoes, the opportunity cost principle 
provides an indirect way to price cash. 
The principle states that the cost of taking an action equals the 
value of the best alternative action. Unfortunately, since money trades 
in all markets, every good plays the role of an alternative to money. 
This property explains why no consensus exists on the price of money 
despite the voluminous literature on the subject. The opportunity cost 
principle has been employed in narrowing the substitutes to only 
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financial assets. From this point, however, an extensive list of dif-
ferent securities with various maturity schedules have substituted for 
money. Ben Zion (1974) argues for a cost of capital measure. Meltzer 
{1966) uses a proxy for a vector of rates. Dennis and Smith {1978) pre-
fer a short term rate while Miller and Orr (1971) opt for a long term 
return. Finally, Nadiri {1969) considers money's price an econometric 
question and, thus, tests both short and long rates. 
Properly selecting from among these alternatives requires strict 
application of the opportunity cost principle. Using cash means fore-
going the value that would accrue from using money's best alternative. 
Determining this good necessitates a clear outline of money's unique 
attributes as an asset and then selecting the alternative that most 
nearly duplicates these attributes. Orr (1970) suggests a liquidity 
framework which can facilitate the search. 
Cash has two desirable characteristics as an asset. First, it 
serves as a medium of exchange and, thus, has greater liquidity than any 
other asset. Second, holding cash entails no risk of either default or 
loss in nominal value. Since all assets can be described in terms of 
these two nonmonetary properties, they fur'ni sh a general framework for 
discussing money. 
An asset's liquidity corresponds to the total cost necessary to 
transfer it into a generally spendable form. Since money acts as a 
medium of exchange, it resides at the top of the hierarchy which ranks 
all assets in terms of liquidity. The asset that nearly duplicates 
money's attributes resides one step away and has zero transfer costs. 
The farther down an asset lies, the greater the costs of turning it into 
money. Inducing investors to trade cash for these assets necessitates 
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compensation in amounts at least great enough to pay the transfer costs. 
Thus, moving down the hierarchy involves increasing monetary returns to 
offset increasing transfer costs. 
In fact, in a riskless world, a spectrum of returns will emerge 
which correspond to increasing transfer costs. While these gross 
returns differ due to such costs, the returns net of transfer costs will 
be equal at the margin. The opportunity cost of money then equals the 
return on a zero transfer cost asset (given a riskless world) not the 
higher gross return earned on an asset due to higher transfer costs. 
(See Appendix A for a different perspective on this point.) In other 
words, if cash did not exist, investors would hold the asset most like 
it (the neighboring one on the hierarchy) as the next best solution. 
The second nonmonetary aspect of an asset affecting the opportunity 
cost of money is risk. In an uncertain world, assets have both default 
risk and risk measured by the variance of its return. Cash has zero 
default risk and a zero variance in nominal value. Other things equal, 
risk adverse investors must receive greater returns to compensate for 
greater risk levels of alternative assets. Thus, the hierarchy of 
assets with respect to their returns will depend on both transfer costs 
and risk levels. The opportunity cost of money now equals the return on 
a zero transfer cost asset of the same riskiness as money. 
Implementing the opportunity cost concept requires selecting a zero 
tranfer cost security with no default risk and a zero variance in nomi-
nal value. Some assets have no default risk such as time deposits, var-
ious government securities, certain interest bearing checkable deposits, 
etc. Yet, very few have no variance in nominal value due to penalties 
on redemption of these assets. Furthermore, the requirement of zero 
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transfer costs narrows the field considerably. From the list of tradi-
tional assets, an interest bearing checkable deposit comes closest to 
matching money's attributes. It has no default risk, minimum variance 
of return, and zero transfer costs leading many economists to consider 
it money. Unfortunately, the return on checkable deposits does not 
measure money's opportunity cost since government price ceilings in this 
market prevent the return from reflecting buyers' value and sellers' 
costs. 
Recently another candidate has arisen which fills a previous gap in 
the liquidity hierarchy close to money. Overnight repurchase agreements 
(RP) have low risk of both default and return variance due to their 
short maturities. Coupling these properties with very small (mainly 
fixed) transfer costs has led Tinsley and Garrett (1978) to equate RP 
with money. In fact, they see the additional use of RP as the reason 
for the missing money problem of the mid 1970s. If RP effectively rep-
resent money, then the market for RP trades money on both sides result-
ing in a price which represents the true cost of using money. At the 
margin, this return should approximately equal the total return paid by 
banks on checkable deposits (explicit plus implicit). 
It will only approximate the total return since trading RP does 
involve some transfer costs. These costs take mainly a fixed form--
ticket charge, labor costs, phone bill, etc.--which attracts investors 
who can spread them over a large purchase. Small investors still prefer 
checkable deposits even though a part of the return takes an implicit 
form due to price controls. The return net of all transfer costs for 
the marginal investor in both markets will be equal. The gross returns 
of the two assets will also be similar since these assets have the same 
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risk and similar transfer costs. The return on RP gives a superior 
measure of money's opportunity cost since uncontrolled market forces 
allow them to accurately reflect buyers' and sellers' desires. Unfor-
tunatley, data on RP returns are not readily available. Yet, a suitable 
proxy does exist. 
RP yields should move with the federal funds rate (FFR) allowing 
the latter to provide an accurate measure. Since the Federal Reserve 
system prohibits non-bank traders in the federal funds market, only 
banks can deal in both RP and federal funds. Their action intergrates 
the two markets by maintaining a cost based differential between the 
rate on RP and the FFR. When trading alters this wedge, banks can 
profit by arbitrage. Such counter buying or selling re-establishes the 
cost based difference, forcing the two rates to move as one. Thus, the 
FFR can accurately measure changes in money's price. 
Summary 
Defining money in terms of transfer costs and risk suggests using a 
liquidity hierarchy to describe the relationships between assets. Money 
resides at one end of this spectrum as a riskless medium of exchange. 
The asset most like cash occupies the neighboring position and has zero 
transfer costs and the same risk as money. It has a return that meas-
ures what cash holders give up to obtain money's attributes. Repurchase 
agreements represent a useful real world example of such an asset. 
Since their return moves with the federal funds rate, the latter gives 
an accurate measure of money 1 s price. Applying the results of this dis-





Testable specifications of the inventory model evolve from altering 
existing functional forms. The resulting adjusted equations necessitate 
choosing measurable variables. Completing that task renders the final 
testable forms. 
Existing Functional Forms From Previous Work 
The Baumol (1952) analysis provides a demand for money equation as, 
LN(M) = ~ LN(b) + ~ LN(T) - ~ LN(2r) 
which represents a testable hypothesis. Subsequent work· by Tobin 
(1956), Brunner and Meltzer (1967), and Sprenkle (1966) remove the 
fixed elasticity predictions. The resulting inventory specification 
based on deterministic cash flows equals, 
LN(M) = So LN(b) + S1 LN(T) + S2 LN(r). 
Miller and Orr (1966) derive an inventory variant for money demand 
as, 
LN(M) = .192 +-} LN(b) + i LN(o2) - i LN(r). 
Papers by Miller and Orr (1968) and Frost (1970) make the elasticity 
values empirical questions. Thus, an inventory variant assuming 
stochastic cash flows appears as, 
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LN(M) 2 = a0 + a1 LN(b) + a2 LN(a ) + a3 LN(r). 
Adjustments to Existing Functions 
In addition to the alterations implied by the discussion of money's 
price, the literature on cash management techniques suggests the follow-
ing. (See Appendix B for a detailed discussion.) First, the analysis 
suggests that the inverse of the volume of repurchase agreement trading 
gives an accurate measure for transfer costs over the time period under 
study. Inventory models propose the existence of only one interest 
bearing asset for firm's portfolios. Thus, transfer costs for the firm 
equal the cost of moving wealth between this asset and money. For 
example, if treasury bills represented the only assets firms held, the 
average transfer costs (ATC) would equal the cost of moving one dollar 
of wealth between T-bills and money. At first glance, the bid-ask 
spread might provide a good approximation of such costs since money and 
T-bills have no risk. The latter property ensures that the asking 
return will not reflect a risk premium. However, the spread indicates 
only the ATC of middleman dealing with T-bills. The firm's ATC exceed 
this amount since submitting a bid involves labor time, phone expenses, 
etc. Measuring these additional costs is difficult since they become 
embedded in the bid and, thus, unobservable. The problem increases when 
dropping the assumption of only one alternative asset. 
In reality, a set of assets, along with money, make up a firm's 
portfolio. Yet, when modeling money demand the relevant ATC equals that 
on money's best alternative. As relative returns and ATC change, 
restructuring of the portfolio occurs. To minimize the overall expense 
of this process, firms transfer wealth between neighboring assets. 
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Thus, the only transfer cost relevant for money demand is that of check-
able and saving deposits at banks. Unfortunately, they remain unobserv-
able on the firm level since they ·include items like labor costs, phone 
expenses, etc. A different line of reasoning may provide a practical 
measure for ATC. 
Least squares estimation requires knowledge of the changes in ATC 
from observation to observation not its exact magnitude for proper esti-
mation. Thus, a variable can serve in the equation if it moves with 
changes in ATC's exact magnitudes. Such a scaling procedure allows the 
proxy variable to capture the relationship between ATC and money demand 
from observation to observation. Porter and Mauskopf (1979) suggest 
that the growth in repurchase agreement (RP} trading has occurred as a 
consequence of falling ATC. The latter causes firms to shift portfolio 
wealth out of money and into interest bearing form. Since RP, out of 
all assets held, has the lowest transfer costs, firms move wealth from 
money to RP first and then from RP to longer maturity higher transfer 
cost assets as a long run decision in response to changes in relative 
ATC. Thus, the market volume of RP trading has an inverse relationship 
to the general decline in transfer costs. The existence of data on the 
latter allow it to provide a useful measure of transfer costs. 
Second, Enzler, Johnson, and Paulus (1976) suggest that structural 
change of the equations should occur with each peak in short term non-
bank security rates. These peaks coincide with the acceptance of a new 
asset into the firm's portfolios. This availability causes a funda-
mental shift of the relationship between money and the resulting port-
folio which can be modeled in the following way. 
Capturing structural change necessitates the introduction of dummy 
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variables into the simple inventory equations. The treasury bill rate 
achieved three peaks during the annual sample time span. Thus, a set of 
dummy variables must be added to the simple inventory model for each 
year 1966, 1969, and 1973. For every set, one dummy adjusts the coeffi-
cient for transfer costs, another alters the slope for transactions, and 
a third changes the interest rate parameter. 
Third, Porter and Mauskopf {1979) suggest that CMT have lowered 
both the perceived and actual variances of cash flows. Two ways exist 
for testing this conjecture with annual firm level data. First, the 
data permits computation of a cross sectional cash flow variance. In 
each year, cash flow is constructed for every firm, from which a mean 
and variance can be formed across all firms. The latter indicates the 
dispersion of flows over firm size if businesses behave homogeneously. 
Downward drift in this variance over time would substantiate the CMT 
conjecture. Second, they argue that sales and cash flow variances had a 
positive correlation before the introduction of GMT. This relationship 
allowed sales to serve as a proxy for the unobservable variance. The 
use of CMT causes the variance to take a route independent of sales. A 
correlation analysis would validate this claim if a strong correlation 
exists which deteriorates over time and perhaps becomes negative. 
Finally, the use of CMT can be modeled by a stock adjustment 
process. Firms alter money demand relationships slowly in response to 
new techniques since incorporating CMT requires time to learn about 
their unique functions. This process implies the opposite extreme to 
adding dummy variables which suggests an immediate response. Existing 
inventory equations can incorporate these alterations once accurate var-
iables are selected. 
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Selection of Variables 
Inventory models postulate the existance of a single interest bear-
ing asset as money's alternative. The opportunity cost of money equals 
the return available from holding the security. In a world where a 
hierarchy of assets exists, money's opportunity cost equals the return 
on its next best alternative regardless of the actual securities con-
tained in a portfolio. As argued previously, the asset most like money, 
whose return also reflects market forces, is RP. Unfortunately, the 
return on RP is not readily available on the firm level. However, the 
federal funds rate (FFR) will move with RP returns allowing the former 
to serve as an accurate measure. 
The transactions variable of inventory models does not lend itself 
to convenient measurement. In the deterministic variant, transactions 
represent the predetermined dollar volume of trading conducted by a firm 
in one period. Thus, it reflects the extent of firms' need for cash 
balances to conduct operations over the period. Unfortunately, since 
accounting data does not have an entry for transactions levels a measur-
able variable must come from available data. 
The accounting entries which best reflect the need for money are 
cash receipts (CR) or cash expenditures (CE) since both move with 
transactions levels over a given period. The relationship is not exact 
since payment to a firm may take the form of an increase in a non-cash 
asset or a decrease in a non-cash liability. Symmetrically, a firm's 
expenditure could occur with a non-cash asset or a credit of the sup-
plier's asset account. These circumstances constitute a minor part of 
the totals and, thus, should not affect the basic proportional 
relationship. 
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Excluding these minor occurrences, cash receipts over a period 
equal total sales (S) minus the change in accounts receivable (AAR). 
Cash expenditures equal the cost of goods sold (COGS) plus the change in 
both inventories (Al) and gross property plant and equipment (AGPPE), 
minus the change in accounts payable (MP). Interest payments do not 
appear in the formula since many firms did not report them. The whole-
sale price index (WPI) will put these variables into real terms.2 Two 
further implications result from the constructon of these flows. First, 
previous studies have used sales levels to measure the transactions 
variable. In order to provide direct comparisons, deterministic inven-
tory variants will first use sales and then cash receipts. The a priori 
expectation being that cash receipts will have a stronger correlation 
with money demand. 
Second, combining cash receipts and cash expenditures gives a 
firm's cash flow as, 
CF = S - AAR - Al - COGS - AGPPE + AAP 
which allows computation of a cash flow mean and variance. This con-
struction implies a way to test the stochastic variant which employs the 
variance of daily cash flows as the scale variable. While the parameters 
of such a flow remain unavailable, construction of their quarterly and 
annual counterparts can occur. Since the variance of both these flows 
move with the variance of daily cash flows,3 they provide accurate 
measures. 
2This index is also referred to as the all commodity price index. A 
detailed description of all these variables appears in Appendix D. 
3Miller and Orr (1966) assume that the cash flow due to operations 
changes t times daily by an amount of either +m or -m with an equal 
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Data needed to construct these variables in real terms are nominal 
ones deflated by the WPI. The final step forms testable equations in 
terms of these proxies. 
Final Testable Forms 
Deterministic Variants. Four equations representing the determi-
• 
nistic inventory variant will be estimated. The first uses sales (S) as 
3(continued) probability of a positive or negative value. Hence, 
over an interval of days, the distribution of changes in cash balances 
will be binomial with a mean equal to 
E(CF) = ntm(p - q) = 0 
where p and q represent the probability of a positive and negative 
change, respectively. The equality of p and q implies that, over n, 
cash receipts equal cash expenditures and, thus, no drift in cash 
balances exists. Also, the variance of cash flow changes equals, 
VAR(CF) = 4ntpqm2 = ntm2. 
This distribution approaches normality as n and t increase and implies a 
corresponding distribution for levels of cash flow. 
1 The cash flow in any period of length t equals 
CFt = m 
where m can take a positive or negative value. m has 
E(m) = 0 
VAR(m) = E(mimj) = o2 if i = j 
= 0 if i * j. 
The quarterly cash flow equals 
T 
= L m; 
i=l 
where i sums over all 1/t periods each day for 90 days. The expected 
value and variance of CFQ equal 
E(CFQ) = E(~ mi) = 0 
1 
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the transactions variable, the federal funds rate (FFR) as money's price 
and omits the inverse of repurchase agreement volume {RPV)--the measure 
of transfer costs. This specification provides direct comparison with 
previous studies and appears as 
LN(M) = ao + S1 LN(S)+ S2 LN{FFR) + E. {3-1) 
The second equation includes RPV and provides contrast to previous 
estimates: 
LN(M) = So LN(RPV) + Si LN(S) + S2 LN(FFR) + E. (3-2) 
The third specification employs the alternative transactions variable--
cash receipts (CR)--while omitting RPV. Again, this simplification 
allows for direct comparisons with previous studies. 
LN(M) = so + s1 LN(CR) + s2 LN(FFR) + E. (3-3) 
Finally, the last form has CR and RPV as relevant variables. 
LN{M) = So LN{RPV) + S1 LN(CR) + S2 LN{FFR) + E (3-4) 
The Baumol-Tobin analysis makes the following predictions. All 
coefficient estimates should have magnitudes significantly different 
3(Continued) 
VAR(CFq) = E{E mi)2 - lE(E m;)]2 
i i 
= E(m1 + m2 + • 
= To2. 
Thus, the variance of quarterly cash flows moves with the variance of 
the distribution generating cash flows. This relationship means that 
the variance of CFq gives an accurate proxy for daily cash flow 
variance. The same analysis applies to the annual sample. 
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from zero. s1 and s2 should equal one-half and a negative one-half, 
respectively. For Equations (3-1) and (3-3), the magnitude of So is 
not predicted. In Equations (3-2) and (3-4), So should equal one-half. 
The literature on cash management techniques implies the following 
alterations of Equation (3-4). For each previous peak in the treasury 
bill rate (TBR), a new asset has emerged causing a shift in the parame-
ters of the model. To capture this effect, a dummy variable will be 
added for 1966, 1969, and 1973 corresponding to peaks in TBR. The model 
becomes, 
LN(M) = So LN(RPV) + S1 LN(CR) + 82 LN(FFR) + 066 So LN(RPV) 
+ D55 S1 LN(CR) + 066 S2 LN(FFR) + D59 So LN(RPV) 
+ 069 S1 LN(CR) + 069 Sz LN(FFR) + 073 So LN(RPV) 
+ D73 S1 LN(CR) + D73 S2 LN(FFR) + e. (3-5) 
The analysis predicts that the coefficient estimates on CR, RPV, 
and FFR slope dummies should take significant values. This result 
occurs since firms want less money for a given amount of these varibles 
when a new asset is available. 
Finally, the incorporation of CMT may require a time lag as firms 
learn about these methods. A stock adjustment model can capture this 
effect as, 
LN(M) = So LN(RPV) + S1 LN(CR) + 82 LN(FFR) + S3 LN(M_1) + E. (3-6) 
The parameters will take values as predicted above. In addition, S3 
should differ significantly from zero. 
Stochastic Variants. Two equations representing the stochastic 
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variant of an inventory model will be estimated. The first omits RPV in 
order to provide direct comparisons with other studies. It also uses 
cash flow variance {V} as the transactions variable and the FFR as a 
measure of money's opportunity cost. 
LN{M} 
I 
= ao + al LN(V) + a2 LN(FFR} + E • (3-7) 
The second equation adds RPV to the specification above, 
LN{M) 
I 
= a0 + a 0 LN{RPV} + a 1 LN{V) + a 2 LN{FFR) + £ • (3-8) 
The Miller-Orr analysis predicts the following results. All coef-
ficients should differ significantly from zero. For both equations, ao 
and al should equal one-third while a2 should take a value of negative 
one-third. 
Summary 
These equations embody the essence of inventory theory. Money 
demand depends on an interest rate and transfer costs and exhibits econ-
omies of scale in transactions. Deriving the specifications required 
adjusting existing functional forms and then selecting measurable vari-
ables. To ensure comparability of inventory specifications with those 





Deriving a testable specification of the portfolio approach 
requires the following process. First, the existing functional form 
from previous work is presented. The second step adjusts it to fit into 
a comparable format. Third, variables are selected to accurately 
represent the theoretical concepts. These steps culminate in a final 
testable form. 
Existing Functional Form From Previous Work 
The portfolio approach of Friedman (1956) postulates real money 
demand as, 
where w represents real wealth, ri stands for the return on bonds, 
equities, and physical assets, respectively. Finally, U symbolizes the 
tastes and preference of the holder. 
Adjustments to Existing Functional Forms 
One striking difference between Friedman's portfolio equation and 
most demand functions is the absence of own price. As argued previ-
ously, the opportunity cost of money cannot equal the returns on substi-
tute assets included in the function. Those returns measure the value 
of alternative stores of wealth and influence money balances indepen-
dently from the cost of holding money. In geometric terms, they cause a 
shift of the demand curve not a movement along the curve. The latter 
adjustment occurs due to changes in the return of a zero risk transfer 
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costless asset (rm), which should appear in the function. Also, firms 
only invest in commodities which aid in their production process. Since 
changes in the gross national product price deflator measure the return 
on all physical goods, they do not accurately measure the return for an 
individual firm's investment. A product price index for specific phys-
ical goods purchased by each firm provides a more accurate variable. 
The next section selects the remaining variables necessary to create 
final testable forms. 
Selection of Variables 
The portfolio model describes firms• money demand as a function of 
real wealth, the opportunity cost of money, the rate on interest earning 
securities, the return on equities, the return on physical assets, and 
tastes. These will be explored in turn. 
Nominal current assets deflated by the wholesale price index (CA) 
can measure the wealth constraint. For an individual, savings becomes an 
addition to wealth. Symmetrically, the retained earnings of a firm add 
to current assets. Thus, the latter provides a direct measure of a 
firm's wealth. Previous study 1 s use of sales instead of wealth does not 
capture the unique aspect of a portfolio approach. Furthermore, its use 
is unnecessary since a direct measure of wealth exists. 
Selecting rates of return must occur in light of the reason port-
folios contain many assets. Firms diversify wealth in order to gain the 
variety of benefits available from a spectrum of assets. Money balances 
render perfect liquidity and zero risk. The price of holding cash equals 
the rate on federal funds (FFR)--a measure of the rate on money's closest 
alternative. Capturing the diversity property necessitates selecting an 
interest bearing security with the opposite characteristics of money. 
Since the ten year corporate bond rate {CBR)4 is a long maturity asset 
with both high transfer costs and high risk, it will serve to measure 
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Equity returns should reflect the firm's best opportunity to par-
ticipate in the ownership rights of some business. The highest valued 
opportunity for most firms is re-investment in themselves.5 Thus, the 
firm's own equity return {EQR) will measure re• 
Finally, the return on physical assets equals the capital gain 
accruing over time due to appreciation. The many commodities held by 
firms in the course of business will be products of other firms. Thus, 
for each firm the percentage change in the product price ind~x (PPI) in 
the industry supplying them capital goods will measure the rate on 
physical assets. These variables help form a testable equation of the 
portfolio approach. 
Final Testable Forms 
Overview. The exact specification for the portfolio model is 
revealed by employing the Box-Cox analysis. Since this method selects 
a form on the basis of the sample, it must be used on both the quar-
terly and the annual data. Completing this task reduces the chance of 
specification error. 
Friedman Variant. For both samples, the Box-Cox analysis suggests 
log linear as the optimal form. The portfolio equation appears as, 
4The AA bond rate was selected to reflect a higher risk level. 
5This point suggests that the firms' owners have found investment 
in their business as preferable to alternatives. 
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LN(M) = So + Bl LN(CA) + B2 LN(FFR) + B3 LN(CBR) + 84 LN(EQR) 
+ 85 LN(PPI) + E (3-9) 
where the regressors are real current assets (CA), the federal funds 
rate (FFR), the ten year corporate bond rate (CBR), equities returns 
(EQR), and the percentage change in the product price index (PPI). The 
model predicts that B1 should exceed zero while all rates of return 
parameters should take negative values. Finally, portfolio theory makes 
no predictions about parameter magnitudes. 
Summary 
The Friedman equation, appropriately amended, embodies the essence 
of the portfolio approach as it applies to firms. Wealth appears as the 
scale factor and acts as a constraint on holding additional money. In 
contrast, inventory models view the scale factor as measuring the need 
for money. They include transactions and justify it on the idea that 
making a dollar's worth of payments requires a fixed stock of money. 
The portfolio approach treats this relationship as a result of the util-
ity maximum process (Friedman, 1956). If the cost of holding money 
increases, then it pays to reduce the volume of transactions per dollar 
of cash balances. The money demand function should include these basic 
conditions causing holders to substitute away from or into money. Since 
the various rates of return determine the optimum relationship between 
money balances and transactions levels, no need exists to include the 
latter. Incorporating these characteristics into a specification 
required altering existing functional forms and selecting measurable 





Previous work provides three functional forms embodying the pro-
duction approach. After adjusting them to fit into comparable form, 
variables are selected that accurately measure the relevant theoretical 
concepts. This procedure renders three final specifications. 
Existing Functional Forms From Previous Work 
Saving {1972) derives a transactions cost variant for money demand 
as, 
where P represents the price of output and Hx, Hv, and HM stand for the 
opportunity cost of holding output, physical inputs, and money, respec-
tively. Nadiri {1969) forms a neoclassical variant, 
as firms• money demand. Q represents output levels, and rm, rk, and rl 
the opportunity cost of using money, capital, and labor, respectively. 
These two equations provide a basis for testable specifications. As an 
alternative, Dennis and Smith (1978) assume a specific production process 
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where C1 and Cm represent the relative cost shares of labor and money, 
respectively. Pi stands for the price of the ith input and Q is real 
output. 
Adjustments to Existing Functional Forms 
Previous discussions suggest that the federal funds rate represents 
an accurate measure of the price of money. The three production models 
need no further adjustments since they are formed specifically to describe 
firm behavior. The final task selects the remaining measurable variables. 
Selection of Variables 
Each production equation postulates that all input prices affect 
money demand. In addition, the transactions cost variant adds both the 
price and the holding cost of output to explain cash balances. Both the 
neoclassical and translog variants use the amounts of output as regres-
sors with input prices. Finally, the translog equations also require the 
construction of relative cost shares. Selecting measurable variables 
will be discussed for each concept in turn. 
Beginning with input prices, the opportunity cost of money equals 
the rate on federal funds (FFR). The price of labor equals wage rates 
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for specific census code commodities (WR). Identifying each firm's 
major commodity allows this data to accurately measure the price of 
labor. Finally, construction of the opportunity cost of capital (RR) 
follows the method of Hall and Jorgenson (1967). The measure accounts 
for both the price of new capital goods and the discounted value of their 
future services. 
Turning to output, the price charged by firms is a price index 
figure available for specific commodities (PPC). Matching the firm with 
its major commodity lets this data properly reflect output's price. The 
opportunity cost of holding output equals the firm's rate of return on 
equity {EQR). At the margin, this return will be identical to the rate 
on the firm's best alternative. Finally, physical output levels (Q) 
equal dollar sales plus the change in inventory, divided by the relevant 
product price index for a specific commodity. 
The relative cost share for the ;th input (C;) takes the dollar 
amount spent on and divides it by the total expenditure on all inputs. 
The expenditure on labor comes directly from financial statement entries. 
The total amount given up to use money is computed as price times quan-
tity. Capital's cost follows the same calculation, which requires con-
structing the real amount of capital used. The latter equals the change 
in capital stock deflated by the price of capital goods. Given these 
measures, the next step writes explicit testable equations. 
Final Testable Forms 
Overview. Finding the exact form for the transactions cost and neo-
classical variants requires using the Box-Cox analysis. The method must 
be applied to both the annual and quarterly samples since it selects a 
form based on the data. The results enhance the probability of cor-
rectly specified equations. 
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Transactions Cost Variant. The Box-Cox analysis suggests a linear 
in natural logarithm form for this variant. Specifically, the 
transactions cost equation appears as, 
LN{M) = s0+ s1LN{PPC) + s2LN{FFR) + s3LN{EQR) + a4LN(WR) a5LN{RR) + e 
{3-10) 
where PPC represents the price of output, while FFR, EQR, WR, and RR 
stand for the opportunity cost of money, output, labor, and capital, 
respectively. s1 should exceed zero while a2 and 63 should be less than 
zero. S4 and S5 can take either sign. This variant makes no predic-
tions about parameter magnitudes. 
Neoclassical Variant. The Box-Cox analysis indicates a log linear 
form, making this variant, 
( 3-11) 
where Q stands for output levels, while FFR, WR, and RR represent the 
price of money, labor, and capital, respectively. This variant predicts 
a positive value for B1 and a negative value for a2. S3 and S4 can take 
either sign. No parameter magnitudes are predicted by the model. 
Translog Cost Variant. This variant has a specific form equal to, 
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where C; represents the relative cost share of the ;th input an Q repre-
sents the level of output. All parameters should differ significantly from 
zero and allow construction of the production and input demand structures. 
Summary. The production model renders a money demand function 
dependent on the underlying functions of the production process. Thus, 
justification exists for forming a transaction cost, neoclassical, and 
translog cost versions. In each case, money demand is derived from the 
maximization process and depends on the level and prices of output and 
inputs. To ensure comparability, the specifications were formed by 
changing existing functions. The resulting adjusted equations, when 
coupled with measurable variables, become final testable forms. 
Summary 
This section has developed 12 specifications of firms' money 
demand. In each case, the following adjustments applied to existing 
functions, given by previous studies. First, all equations were put 
into real terms ensuring that each one describes the same dependent vari-
able. Second, the federal funds rate gives an accurate measure for the 
opportunity cost of money. After selecting the remaining variables, 
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final testable forms emerge with two characteristics. They embody the 
unique aspects of their corresponding theory and provide for accurate 
comparisons of performance. Those evaluations employ statistics gener-
ated by combining the final two parts of the methodology. 
Econometric Techniques 
Overview 
Ordinary least squares gives the fundamental econometric method used 
in the dissertation. This selection is based on the properties of 
unbiasedness and efficiency of the estimators which result under classi-
cal linear regression assumptions. Four sets of circumstances arise in 
this study which violate these assumptions and, thus, require more 
advanced methods. 
First, omission of a relevant variable and/or pooling data requires 
an ajustment by either the covariance or error components models. 
Second, general functions must take a specific form before estimation can 
occur. The Box-Cox analysis fulfills this task in an optimal way. 
Third, multicollinearity may exist in equations with correlated indepen-
dent variables. Ridge regression locates and cures this problem. 
Finally, sets of equations require a systems method of estimation. Both 
two-stage Zellner and three-stage least square represent such techniques. 
These methods will be outlined in turn. 
Pooling Adjusted Methods 
Covariance Model 
When pooling data from a number of firms across time, the probability 
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runs high that parameters differ both between firms and between time per-
iods. The covariance model, through the introduction of dummy variables, 
can partially account for such divergences. Alternatively, the method 
can be viewed as an adjustment for omitting a relevant variable whose 
value differs among firms and across time. Thus, the covariance model 
provides a way to account for transfer costs (in inventory models) or 
tastes (in portfolio models) which differ for each unit and time period. 
The procedure adds a dumrn_y variable, to adjust the basic model 1 s 
intercept, for all but one firm and for all but one period. The 
covariance model, for the simple regression of X on y, appears as, 
where Wit equals one for the ;th firm and zero elsewhere while Zit is 
one for the tth period and zero otherwise. The model contains (N-1) + 
(T-1) dummy variables, two less than the number of firms plus periods to 
prevent perfect collinearity. 
If the disturbance satisfies the classical linear regression model 
assumptions, OLS will render unbiased and consistent estimates of all 
parameters. Those for the dummy coefficients measure the change in the 
intercept term's value with respect to the first firm and first time 
period. ln other words, a captures the effect of Y1 plus 01• Thus, 
each of the remaining dummy coefficients measure deviations from a--the 
true intercept. 
The choice between the simple pooled model and the covariance 
model, which sacrifices degrees of freedom, is properly made using a 
statistical test. The test weighs the significance of the joint explan-
atory power of all dummy variables. A statistic, distributed funder 
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the null hypothesis, measures the additional explanatory power from 
adding dummies compared to the total explanatory power of the covariance 
model. If the dummies have joint significance, then they must appear in 
the equation. This inclusion allows OLS to give unbiased estimates of 
the remaining coefficient parameters. 
The inclusion of dummy variables into the simp.le pooled model adjusts 
systematically for lack of knowledge about the equation. The omitted 
variables are assumed to foll ow a pattern, changing for every firm and 
period. An alternative technique models this ignorance differently. 
Error Components Model 
The relationship between the covariance model and the error compo-
nents model stems from their views about the intercept term. The covari-
ance model sees it as a set of fixed parameters. The error components 
approach models it as two random variables, one arising from cross-
sections the other from time series. If both random terms have a normal 
distribution, the error components model saves degrees of freedom relative 
to the covariance model since estimation with the latter requires know-
ledge of only a mean and a variance of each component as opposed to a set 
of parameters. The error components model assumes the mean effect of each 
random term gets captured by the model's intercept term. The random devi-
ation about these means become components of the model's disturbance term. 
Formally, the error term consists of three components as, 
= 1 N 
t = 1 T 
where Ui represents the cross-section component, Vt stands for the time 
series component, and Wit is a combined effect. For each part of £it' 
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which states that each component has a normal distribution with zero 
mean and constant variance. Furthermore, 
E{UiUj) = 0 
which states that the various components have no cross correlations 
either between or with themselves. 
These properties imply the following.6 First, the model has a homo-
scedastic variance equal to, 
2 2 2 2 = O = OU + OV + OW 
Second, the coefficient of correlation between the disturbances of two 
cross-sections at a given time is a constant. Third, the coefficient of 
correlation between disturbances in two time periods for a given cross-
section remains fixed over time. This pattern contrasts to a disturbance 
with first order autocorrelation where the correlation between this 
6These properties are fully outlined by Maddala (1971). 
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period 1 s disturbance and a past disturbance declines as time regresses. 
Finally, the coefficient of correlation between different cross-sections 
in different periods equals zero. 
Combining these results implies a covariance matrix with positive 
non-diagnonal elements. Under these conditions, obtaining unbiased and 
efficient estimators requires using Aitken 1 s generalized least squares 
procedure. Unfortunately, the elements of the covariance matrix are 
unknown parameters. Yet, an estimator retaining the same asymptotic 
properties as Aitken 1 s can be constructed by employing a consistent esti-
mate of the covariance matrix in the above equation. Such an estimate 
occurs by using the residuals from OLS on the simple pooled model to 
construct consistent estimates of the components• variances (Maddala, 
1971). A consistent and asymptotically efficient estimator of the 
regression parameters results by substituting the covariance matrix 
estimates into Aitken 1 s generalized least squares formula. This esti-
mator can be more efficient than the covariance model estimator when the 
data has a disturbance with the properties assumed by the error compon-
ents model. Specifically, the latter has a fixed correlation over time 
which contrasts with a first order autocorrelation scheme. Tests can 
reveal the actual generating process and, thus, can indicate whether the 
error components model gives more efficient estimators. 
Selecting a Specific Form 
The Box-Cox technique provides a method of finding an equation 1 s 
optimal functional form (Box and Cox, 1964). A maximum likelihood cri-
teria serves as the standard for an optimum. The technique essentially 
selects the best exponential transformation of the variables in terms of 
the criteria. One advantage of selecting the power function as a base 
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form is that it includes the simple linear regression as a special case--
a degree one power function. Thus, linearity can be tested against 
alternative forms of a higher degree. The specific function appears as, 
A .>.. v. - 1 x. - 1 
----,\,---- = a + 13 ( \ ) + £ •• 
1 
For each value of .>.., the function raises variables to different power. 
For example, when A equals one, the expression becomes, a simple linear 
regression model. More generally, for any.>.. greater than zero, the 
equation regresses Yi on X; each raised to the .>.. power. For .>.. equal to 
a negative one, the equation reduces to a regression of the inverse of 
the independent variable on the inverse of the dependent varible. In 
general, for any .>.. less than zero, the technique regresses the recip-
rocal of Yi on the reciprocal of Xi each raised to the absolute value 
of A power. If .>.. equals zero, the expressions for the dependent and 
explanatory variable equal LN{Y) and LN{X), respectively. The equation, 
for A equal to zero regresses the natural logarithm of X on similarly 
transformed Y values. 
By selecting different values for .>.. various regression forms can be 
estimated and tests conducted to select the optimum form. To carry out 
the test, estimates of .>.., its standard error, and the corresponding 
regression parameters can be generated by the maximum likelihood method. 
For each .>.., the corresponding parameter estimates which create the maxi-
mum value for the likelihood function can be found along with standard 
errors. 
The optimal form of the equation is defined as the transformation 
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resulting in the highest value of the likelihood function given all A 
values. Implementing this criteria necessitates that for each selected 
A value variables are transformed, a constrained regression run, and a 
likelihood function computed. The form, determined by the value of A, 
generating the largest value for the likelihood function, given maximum 
likelihood estimates, is the optimum transformation. This procedure 
also suggests a way to test the form. 
For example, the test for a log linear relation has the structure, 
and a test statistic formed as x2 = 2(LM - Lo). Where LM stands for the 
value of the likelihood function at A's optimal value and Lo represents 
the function's value when A equals zero. The statistic has, asymptot-
ically, a Chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. Ho would 
be rejected if the calculated statistics exceeded the table value. 
Multicollinearity 
The third econometric problem--multicollinearity--occurs when the 
I 
X X matrix of the OLS estimator has a determinant near zero. This prop-
erty results when data for two or more explanatory variables change in a 
nearly fixed proportion. Such linear combinations of economic data are 
common, especially with respect to rates of return. Ridge regression 
gives a diagnostic tool to locate the related variables and offers esti-
mators superior to OLS. Locating the offending variables requires 
exploiting the imprecision of OLS estimates while finding superior 
estimators traces their instability. Both solutions occur in the fol-
lowing framework. 
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Essentially, ridge regression inflates the diagonal elements of the 
X1 X matrix by a factor k. Because this transformation increases the 
determinant of x'x, it eliminates the near singularity and reduces the 
diagonal elements of (X 1 X)-l. The latter implies that the resulting 
coefficient estimators have both smaller variances and values biased 
toward zero. If the variance declines relative to the bias squared, the 
estimators formed using k have lower mean square errors than OLS esti-
mators. With a smaller mean square error, an estimator will, on aver-
age, give estimates lying closer to the true parameter value. 
To perform the diagnostic function, regressions with successively 
larger k values are estimated. This process "generates'' additional 
information by altering the x'x used to compute estimates. Related 
explanatory variables should have coefficient estimates sensitive to the 
addition. These unstable coefficients deflate toward zero as k 
increases and belong to the related explanatory variables. In addition 
to diagnosing the source of the problem, increasing k implies the 
following. 
If deflation occurs, the minimum mean square error estimators exist 
approximately when these coefficients stabilize. As shown by Hoerl and 
Kennard (1970), at that point, the .following properties hold. The 
system acts as an orthogonal one, implying the absence of multicol-
1 inearity. The residual sum of squares shows no unreasonable enlarge-
ment relative to the minimum residual sum of squares--from OLS. 
Finally, coefficient estimates will change to the hypothesized signs and 
magnitudes. Thus, ridge regression provides a useful method to identify 
and deal with multicollinearity. 
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Systems Methods 
The last group of techniques deals with equation sets. Estimation 
of the translog cost function presents the problem of seemingly unre-
lated regressions. Correlation exists between the disturbance terms of 
the cost share equations because errors in carrying out ideal profit 
maximum outcomes occur simultaneously for all resources. Under this 
condition, OLS remains consistent but not asymptotically efficient. A 
two-stage Zellner (2SZ) technique provides more efficient estimators by 
accounting for the cross equation correlation (Zellner, 1962). The 
first stage estimates each equation in the set by OLS. The resulting 
consistent estimates form a consistent estimate of the disturbance 
term's covariance matrix. The second stage incorporates that matrix in 
a generalized least squares process which gives estimators with the same 
asymptotic properties as Aitken's GLS estimators (Dhrymes, 1970). This 
equivalence implies that the 2SZ estimates are consistent and asymptoti-
cally efficient. However, they are also sensitive to selection of the 
omitted equation. 
Overcoming this difficulty requires iteration of the two-stage pro-
cess until the estimates converge. Such a repetition makes the 2SZ 
estimates identical to maximum likelihood estimates. Therefore, they 
will be consistent and asymptotically efficient regardless of which 
equation is omitted. 
Finally, if the only source of cross equation correlation is the 
disturbance term, the 2SZ estimators are both consistent and asymptoti-
cally efficient. The most common violation of this condition occurs 
when the dependent variable of one equation serves as an explanatory 
variable in another equation. The translog set does not contain such 
correlation. Yet, another source may present a problem. 
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Violation can also occur if stochastic variables, interdependent 
with the disturbance terms, serve as explanatory variables. The prices 
of inputs pose no threat since competitive individual firms take them as 
given. However, output levels may exhibit a stochastic relationship 
with the disturbance terms. This correlation could arise due to errors 
in the profit maximum process which causes not only the disturbance 
terms, but output deviations as well. In this case, 2SZ estimators 
remain consistent but not asymptotically efficient. The efficiency loss 
occurs because the cost share equations now make up a truly simultaneous 
system and, thus, require a more powerful method of estimation. 
Three stage least squares (3SLS) provides such a technique (Zellner 
and Theil, 1962). The increase in efficiency results from incorporating 
the cross equation correlation in three stages. In the first step, OLS 
generates consistent estimates of the independent variables. These 
estimates form consistent fitted values for the independent variable 
that have no correlation with the disturbance terms of other equations. 
They serve as instruments in the second stage. There, the structural 
equations are estimated individually by substituting the instruments for 
explanatory stochastic variables. The results can calculate a consis-
tent estimate of the disturbance term's covariance matrix which will 
contain estimates of the cross equation correlation. The final stage 
incorporates the covariance matrix in an Aitken 1 s generalized least 
squares method. This technique gives estimators which are both consis-
tent and asymptotically efficient. Yet, they are sensitive to the 
choice of the omitted equation. 
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Iteration of the three stages solves this problem since the estima-
tors converge to maximum likelihood estimators (Dhrymes, 1970). The 
latter are consistent and asymptotically efficient regardless of the 
omitted equation. Iterative versions of both 3SLS and 2SZ estimators 
will be used on the translog model. 
Summary 
Six advanced econometric techniques are required to implement an 
econometric analysis of firms• money demand. Either the covariance 
model or the error components model can compensate when a specification 
omits a relevant variable. Transfer cost in inventory equations and 
tastes in the portfolio model represent such variables. Alternately, 
the two methods can be viewed as adjustments for pooled data and, thus, 
apply to all three theories. The Box-Cox method employs a maximum like-
1 ihood criteria to select specific forms of the portfolio, transactions 
cost, and neoclassical equations. For these same three, ridge regres-
sion indicates the presence of multicollinearity and provides alterna-
tive estimators to ordinary least squares. Two-stage Zellner and three-
stage least squares generate efficient estimates of the translog cost 
system of equations. Implementing these techniques to measure each 
theory's performance, requires the third part of the methodology. 
Samples 
Overview 
The samples used in previous money demand studies did not provide a 
basis for testing between competing models. Overcoming this inadequacy 
requires a sample to have two unique characteristics. First, it must 
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contain observations on all variables postulated by all equations. This 
completeness allows estimation of each model over the same set of cir-
cumstances and, thus, aids in judging relative performance. Second, 
the sample must contain firm level data since the models postulate indi-
vidual firm behavior. Relying on aggregated data to test microrelations 
requires stringent assumptions. Validating these conditions for a data 
base necessitates using firm level observations. If no aggregation bias 
exists, then testing can employ aggregate data. The presence of such 
bias in large amounts casts doubts on any conclusions made from aggre-
gated data. A central feature of this dissertation is the use of 
individual firm observations for testing firm's money demand. 
Certain advantages exist in using both quarterly and annual data 
bases. Thus, two samples of panel data will be used. Both contain firm 
level observations for all variables over their respective time periods. 
Quarterly Sample 
One takes quarterly measurements from 1972-4 through 1980-1 result-
ing in 30 observations per firm. The advantage of such short run data 
pertains to matching flows and stocks. For example, the deterministic 
inventory model relates the level of cash holdings (stock) to the rate 
of transactions (flow). Consider measuring this relationship with 
annual data. Money balances on December 31 would be linked with a 12-
month accumulation of transactions. If a firm had strong business for 
11 months and then slumped badly in the 12th month, the annual accumula-
tion of transactions would reflect the prosperous period while cash 
balances would correspond to the slump. Even though quarterly data may 
be subject to the same problem, it should suffer to a smaller degree. 
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The sample was constructed as follows. 
Beginning with a list of Standard and Poor's Top 500, firms were 
deleted on the basis of incomplete data. The resulting quarterly sample 
contains 95 firms ranging in size from annual sales of one million dol-
lars up to the largest corporations in the United States. Nineteen 
industries are represented covering the spectrum from heavy manufac-
turing and mining to retail trade to services. The only available sec-
tor deliberately omitted was public utilities due to the weakness of the 
profit motive in such areas. Each theory bases money demand on the 
postulate of profit maximizing behavior. Without such a stimulus, firms 
may not act in accordance with the model 1 s predictions. The only other 
reason for an industry not appearing in the sample was incomplete data 
of all its firms. Data availability also dictated the time span of the 
sample. Thirty observations per firm exist for 1972-4 through 1980-1. 
Annual Sample 
The other sample lists annual figures from 1962 through 1979 which 
gives 18 observations per firm. Annual data have two major advantages: 
They allow tests of certain hypotheses which cannot be conducted over a 
short period of time and they contain a broader spectrum of variables. 
The latter condition allows estimation of additional forms of the models 
which contain variables not measured on a quarterly basis. 
The annual sample follows the same construction as the quarterly 
one. One hundred ninety-two firms survived the complete data test for 
1962 through 1979. The same size range exists as for the quarterly 
sample. The firms represent 28 industries; as before, public utilities 
were purposely excluded. The variables and sources which determined the 
two samples appear in Appendix D. 
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Summary 
The two samples contain facts that allow a logical sequence in 
testing money demand functions. This conclusion stems from their two 
distinguishing characteristics; individual firm observations and complete 
data on every variable postulated by all models. Combining these samples 
with the econometric techniques discussed previously provides statistics 
used in model evaluations. As a prerequisite, the next section discusses 
finding the correct plane for forming the estimates. 
Aggregation Analysis 
Theil {1971) outlines a method of constructing the aggregation bias 
contained in each macroparameter estimate. The procedure computes the 
expected value of any macroparameter from estimates of microrelations, 
auxiliary regressions and a macrorelation. To illustrate, the deter-
ministic inventory model has money demand for the ;th firm from a group 
of N firms as, 
LN{m;) = Bo· +al. LN(t.) + B2· LN(r.) + E. 
l l l l l l 
where = 1 ••• N and the Bhi stand for microparameters where h = 0, 
1, 2. m, t, and r represent the ;th firm 1 s money holdings, transactions 
amounts, and interest rate, respectively. These three are microvari-
ables of the above microrelation. Macrovariables for money holdings, 
transactions levels, and the interest rate result from geometric 
summation of the microvariables over N firms as, 
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This process means that, 
which renders the correct inacrorelation by substituting for LN(m;) to 
form, 
LN(M) = .!. z s + ..!. z s1,· LN(T) + .! z s2,· LN(R) + .! z £ .• 
N i Oi N i N i N i 1 
However, this last expression is not a linear equation in the macrovari-
ables. Yet, estimation using macrovaribles employs a linear equation 
as, 
LN(M) = s0 + s1 LN(T) + s2 LN(R) + £i 
which is called an incorrect macrorelation. Here the ah stand for mac-
roparameters, where h = 0, 1, 2. Their estimates contain aggregation 
bias since the incorrect macrorelation is a misspecified version of the 
correct macrorelation. 
Finally, the auxiliary regressions for the ;th firm, which illumi-
nate the misspecification contained in s1 and s2, respectively, take the 
form, 
1 N LN(ti) = ali + blli LN(T) + b12i LN(R) +Eli 
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1 N LN{ri) = a2i + b2li LN(T) + b22i LN(R) + e2i 
where the bhki represent regressor coefficients and h = 1, 2 and k = 1, 
2. Estimation of the N auxiliary regressions with~ LN(ti) as a depen-
dent variable, the incorrect macrorelation, and the N rnicrorelations 
provide the estimates needed to construct the expected value of the mac-
roparameter estimate for T. This expectation would equal 
where S1; and S2; represent true (unknown) microparameter values. To 
allow construction, they will be assumed equal to their estimates from 
the microrelations. The expected value of the macroparameter for R 
requires estimates from the N auxiliary regressions using~ LN{ri) as a 
dependent variable, the incorrect macrorelation, and the N microrela-
tions. In general, the expected value of the macroparameter of the h 
independent macrovariable equals, 
whose construction necessitates using only the N auxiliary regressions 
with the h microvariable as an independent variable, the N microrela-
tions, and the incorrect macrorelation. 
Once constructed, each component of this expectation has the 
following meaning. The first right hand term represents the true value 
of the macroparameter as given by the correct macrorelation. The last 
two righthand terms constitute the total bias due to aggregation since 
they cause the expected value of the macroparameter estimate to differ 
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from its true value. The second righthand term generates bias from 
corresponding microparameters while noncorresponding microparameters 
cause the bias given by the final term. 
Construction of the components of E(Sh) for each model occurred as 
follows. First, the macrovariables were formed by geometric averaging 
of the firm level data. OLS estimation of the resulting incorrect 
macrorelation gives the ah· Second, OLS estimated the 95 microrelations 
each using the data of one firm to render the Shi and Ski· Third, the 
auxiliary regressions underwent OLS estimation resulting in the bhhi and 
bhki· Finally, the formula for E(Sh) was applied using these estimates. 
Once constructed, the bias can be tested for significance. 
The test for aggregation bias comes from Zellner (1962) and has a 
base in the general f test for constrained and unconstrained regres-
sions. Since the general f test applies in many cases throughout this 
chapter, an explanation of the procedure appears next. Then its use in 
the specific case of aggregation bias will be outlined. 
Given a testable restriction contained in a null hypotheses, a 
constrained equation is estimated assuming the validity of the restric-
tion. The resulting estimates construct an error sum squares (ESSR) 
which measures the unexplained portion of the variation in the dependent 
variable. Then an unconstrained equation undergoes estimation which 
postulates invalid restrictions. The resulting error sum squares (ESSu) 
indicates the inaccuracy of using the equation to estimate dependent 
variable values. A test statistic appears as, 
f = 
ESSR - ESSU 
df R - dfU 
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where df stands for degrees of freedom. f measures the additional 
explanatory power of the unrestricted compared to the restricted equa-
tions. With true restrictions, f will equal zero since the constrained 
equation contains the true parameter values. In such a case, calculat-
ing estimates of these true values cannot lead to greater explanatory 
power for the unconstrained regression. In any sample, when the calcu-
lated statistic lies below the critical value, the restrictions hold. 
The test for aggregation bias has the null hypothesis that each 
coefficient parameter takes an identical magnitude for every firm. For-
mally, B11 = B12 = ••• = Bli for all h which implies that the 95 firms 
behave homogeneously with respect to the regression coefficients and, 
thus, no aggregation bias exists. This result follows since under the 
null hypothesis fr~ Bhi ~ Shi = Bh where Bh is the macroparameter from 
the incorrect macrorelation. In th1s case, the correct and incorrect 
macrorelations have identical parameters. 
The test statistic must account for the correlation between the 
disturbances of individual firm regressions. To accomplish this result, 
the two-stage Zellner (2SZ} technique is applied to each of the five 
specifications in both unrestricted and restricted forms. The 
unrestricted form assumes the alternative hypothesis and, for each 
specification, requires the estimation of the system of 95 individual 
firm microrelations. The restricted form imposes the information 
contained in the null hypothesis on the same system of 95 microrelations 
before estimation occurs. The resulting f statistic measures the addi-
tional explanatory power when adding the restrictions. A sufficiently 
large value for f would lead to rejection of the null hypothesis and 
imply the existence of bias. According to Zellner (1962), the 
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distribution of f approximates that of fq,n-m where q is the number of 
restrictions, n stands for the number of observations, and m represents 
the number of independent variables. Implementation of both tests and 
construction of aggregation bias will occur in Chapter IV. 
Summary. Samples containing firm level data allow a logical 
sequence in the testing of money demand models. The first step tests 
the validity of using a macrorelation to evaluate micro economic behav-
ior. The absence of aggregation bias implies pooling firm level data to 
improve the estimators. However, individual firm regressions must be 
used when large amounts of bias exist. After establishing the plane on 
which estimation will occur, two samples exist to evaluate models of 
money demand. 
Summary 
Chapter III has applied an econometric analysis to firms' money 
demand. This methodology first develops testable specifications, then 
selects econometric techniques, and finally gathers a set of facts. 
Eight inventory, one portfolio, and three production specifications 
evolved as follows. Existing functions from previous literature were 
adjusted by the discussion of money's price to ensure useful model com-
parisons. Variables were chosen to accurately measure relevant theoret-
ical concepts contained in the adjusted equations. Combining these 
steps resulted in the 12 testable specifications. 
Six advanced econometric techniques are necessary to form statis-
tics measuring these specification's perfonnance. The Box-Cox analysis 
selects specific forms. Ridge regression diagnoses and corrects for 
multicollinearity. Two-stage Zellner and three-stage least squares 
estimate systems of equations. Finally, the covariance and error com-
ponents model adjust for omitted variables and/or pooled data. 
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Two samples provide arenas for the models' performances. Both the 
quarterly and annual data bases contain firm level observations on all 
variables in every specification. The latter characteristic provides 
for accurate comparative performances. The former property allows tests 
for aggregation bias to determine the correct plane for generating per-
formance statistics. 
Combining the three pieces of the methodology gives a syste1natic 
approach to evaluating firms' money demand. Each specification embodies 
the unique aspects of its corresponding theory. The performance of 
these equations exists in statistics generated by combining the samples 




Chapter IV evaluates the three money demand models by implementing 
the econometric analysis developed in Chapter III. This examination 
occurs in the following sequence. 
The quarterly sample implies a set of specifications for the three 
theories. After listing these equations, different econometric methods 
combine with the data until the superior technique is discovered. The 
statistics generated by this technique provide the basis for evaluating 
the models. Both estimation and prediciton criteria exist to make the 
examination. Then the same sequence repeats for the annual sample. 




The quarterly sample allows for the estimation of and predictions 
from the following specifications. Table I contains the definitions of 
all symbol s • 
Traditional Inventory Model (TIM): 






















Real current assets2 
Ten-year corporate bond rate 
Real cash receipts 
Equity returns for individual firms 
Federal funds rate 
Real money balances 
Product price index for specific 
commodities 
Percentage change in the product price 
index 
Physical output 
Inverse of the volume of repurchase 
agreement trading 
Price of capital 
Real sales 
Treasury bill rate 
Real cash flow variance 
Wholesale price index 
Wage rate for specific commodities 
1 See Appendix D for a detailed description. 
2Real values are nominal divided by the wholesale 
price index unless stated otherwise. 
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Deterministic Inventory Model (DIM): 
LN(M) = s0 + s1 LN(CR) + s2 LN(FFR) + e2 (4-2) 
Port fo 1 i o Mode 1 (PM): 
LN(M) = s0 + s1 LN(CA) + s2 LN(FFR) + s3 LN(CBR) 
(4-3) 
+ e4 LN(EQR) + e5 LN(PPI) + e3 
Transactions Cost Model (TCM): 
LN(M) = Sa+ Bl LN(PPC) + s2 LN(FFR) + B3 LN(EQR) 
(4-4) 
+ e4 LN(WR) + B5 LN(RR) + e 4 
Neoclassical Model (NM): 
LN(M) = s0 + s1 LN(Q) + B2 LN(FFR) + s3 LN(WR) 
(4-5) 
+ s4 LN(RR) + e 5 
Stochastic Inventory Model (SIM): 
LN(M) = Bo + s1 LN(V) + s2 LN(FFR) + £ 6 (4-6) 
Stock Adjustment Inventory Model (SAIM): 
LN(M) = BO+ s1 LN(CR) + s2 LN(FFR) + s3 LN(M_ 1) + £ 7 (4-7) 
The log liner forms of Equations (4-1), (4-2), (4-6), and (4-7) 
stem directly from theory. The Box-Cox analysis used pooled data to 
select the specifications for Equations (4-3), (4-4), and (4-5). Table 
II contains the test results. Models (4-6) and (4-7) failed to provide 
adequate explanations of money demand as indicated by initial estima-
tion. The stochastic inventory model had an adjusted R-squared of 
only .20. The standard f test for joint inclusion of the regressors 
TABLE II 
ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES (QUARTERLY) 
Adjusted 
Durbin-
Coefficient Box-Cox Watson Bartlett's 
Equation Est1matel s Test Test Test 

















Equation (4-3) - PH 
INT -1.2280 

















Equation (4-4) - TCH 1.48750 3. 48416* 0.49708 10.4858* 
INT -4.0874 















Equation (4-5) - NM 0.87018 1.99352* 0.46277 9.09714* 
INT -3. 6385 
(0.2599) 









lstandard error in ptrenthes1s: S symbolizes standard error of 
regression. Asterisk (*) designates acceptance of the null hypothesis 
at l'l. significance level. For e.xample, no asterisk on a coefficient 
estimate indicates significance. One percent (11) was selected to 
Indicate the strength of the conclusions. The test results hold at this 
51 level. 




rejected the hypothesis that their influence was significant. Finally, 
all independent variables had insignificant coefficient estimates as 
given by standard t tests. Estimation of the stock-adjustment inventory 
model rendered an insignificant coefficient for the lag of money bal-
ances. This result implies that the stock adjustment inventory model 
reduces to Specification (4-2). Because of these findings, Equations 
(4-6) and (4-7) are not included in the empirical analysis that follows. 
Estimation 
Ordinary Least Squares. Given the five specifications, the next 
task is to find unbiased and efficient estimators. The ordinary least 
squares estimates for each equation using pooled observations appear 
together in Table II along with various test results. These estimates 
must undergo examination for autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity. 
With respect to the former, the adjusted Durbin-Watson test (see 
Appendix E for test procedure) indicates the presence of first order 
autocorrelation in every equation. The existence of heteroscedasticity 
' 
can be determined by Bartlett's test (see Appendix G for test proce-
dure). For each specification the procedure cannot reject a homo-
scedastic variance. Thus, OLS does not require any adjustment for this 
condition. However, an efficiency improvement in the OLS estimates will 
occur by correcting for the autocorrelation. 
Generalized Difference Model. Using pooled data necessitates the 
following adjustment procedure for every equation. Ordinary least 
squares is applied to each of the 95 firms individually. For every 
regression, the Cochrane-Orcutt method employs the residuals to calcu-
late an estimate of the first order autocorrelation coefficient (Pi)· 
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Each of the 95 Pi transforms the 30 observations for its corresponding 
firm by generalized differencing. Once transformed, all observations 
are pooled and subjected to OLS. The entire procedure must be repeated 
for each equation individually, since the Pi for the ;th firm will 
differ for different specifications. In total, 95 times five P; are 
calculated and each of the five sets transforms data for its corre-
sponding equation. This process, called the generalized difference 
model (GDM), generates the estimates and tests appearing in Table III. 
These findings must undergo the adjusted Durbin-Watson and Bartlett's 
tests as a check on disturbance term patterns. In all cases, the exami-
nations show that the disturbances conform to the classical linear 
regression model. Thus, the GDM estimates provide a basis for further 
testing. 
The next step re-examines the specifications of Equations (4-3), 
(4-4), and (4-5). Such redundancy was considered necessary since the 
Box-Cox analysis uses the data (now transformed) to find an optimal 
specification. Table III contains the test statistics (for the GDM when 
pooling all available observations) which imply log-linear forms for 
Equations (4-3), (4-4), and (4-5). Thus, when pooling observations, all 
five equations take linear in the natural logarithm specifications. 
Yet, pooling should only occur when the models contain a statistically 
insignificant amount of aggregation bias. Having firm level data allows 
the rare possibility of computing and testing the amount of bias in each 
specification. 
The results of the computations for each equation appear in Table 
III. The bias from both corresponding and noncorresponding micropara-
meters is small for every variable in each specification. The range of 
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LHIS) 
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),!)417 o.9J821i 0.01644 o.oem .. Q.00911 o.,us1 -0.00180 
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lNlFF• I -0.2t16 .. o.i68M 0.00411 -0.00018 O.OUS6 -0.!675l -0.00375 
(0.0•90) 
£q1.1.-tton ( 4-2) - OIM 0,5l%4 2.13461• 4. 79612'* l,2975• 
INf -l. ll35 
(0.2081) 
LN(CR) o. 91J9 0,67915 0.01419 0.02644 -0.01225 0.61015 -0.00509 
(0.0J04) 
LH(FFH) -0.?h') ·0.48026 0.012•• -0,0lOll 0,0lll2 -0.49711 0,00386 
(0.0601) 
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(0,2~••) 
D.'-'S19i 0.02505 o.01464 1.00362 Lh(Q) o.m1 o.oJl19 -ci_l){)Uf 
(O,OllO) 
.0.00211 b,006S4 -0.18123 o,OUttl6 •O. lll4 o, ~20ll -o.toos o.UHI Lk(llR) .IJ. ll'J6 •0, 111!• o~OOl67 
(0.DU6) 
0, 1:1467 0,9256 L'1(1111) 0,99&l 0.91116 0.01011 D.02131 O.Oml 0,9S&61 o.OOli66 
LN(KH) 
(0.1715) 
0.1~69 0,20374 O.OllZS 0,00301 0.00824 0,22810 •0,01311 O.lli13 0.16'4 
(0.0544) 
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-'E4u4ls the 1Mc.rop.1r.i.rneter est1•tte •lnus th• s~ of total bhs and tne true parl•ter "W.&lue. 
'ltntercept te1111. 
total bias stretches from three to eight percent of the respective 
parameter estimate while its average amount for all variables is less 
than five percent. These findings imply a small loss of accuracy when 
aggregating. The next step examines just how small the magnitude of 
bias is with a test of significance. 
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The procedure results in the f statistic values appearing in Table 
III. For every specification the test renders support for the absence 
of aggregation bias, which justifies pooling the data. Using all 
observations, the generalized difference model can generate unbiased and 
efficient estimates. Yet, more accurate estimates may exist if a model 
exhibits multicollinearity. 
The next task examines Specifications (4-3), (4-4), and (4-5) for 
such correlation. The portfolio model may exhibit multicollinearity 
between the various rates of return while input prices could be sources 
in either the transactions cost model or neoclassical model. Applying 
ridge regression to the transformed data with k values of .10 and .25 
gives the results in Table III. None of the suspected variables' esti-
mates deflate substantially from their OLS values at either k value. 
Such results imply the absence of multicollinearity for all three speci-
fications. The GDM estimates provide precise and stable measures of 
each variable's influence on money demand. Yet, pooling the data sug-
gests one final approach to improving these estimates. 
Pooling Adjusted Methods. Gains may occur when adjusting for any 
differences in the intercept terms of individual cross-sections and time 
series regressions. Two econometric techniques exist that can accom-
plish this task. 
Table IV contains the results from the Error Components Model (ECM) 
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TABLE IV 
POOLING ADJUSTED MODELS {QUARTERLY) 
Error Compon11nts 
Covariance Model Model 
Adjusted Zero 
Durbin- Correlation Joint 
Coefficient Watson Bartlett's Co~ffic f ent lnclus1on Coefficient 
Equation Estimate s Test Test Tut f Test Estimate s 
Equat1on (4-1) - TJH2 0.50062 2.13503* 4.84101* 0.1154* 184,231 
INT 3 2. 774'4 (0.1618) 0,0085 0.51679 
(0. 5603) (0. 3849) 
LN(S) 0.4483 o. 7197 
(0.0911) (0,0656) 
LN(FFR) -0.2283 -0.2170 
(0,0606) (0.0496) 
Equation (4-2) - DIM o. 49967 2.13819* 3. 98610* 0.1004* 185,606 
INT 2.3308 (0.1369) -0.2892 0.51073 
(0.5931) (0, 3518) 







Equation (4-3) - PH 0,46559 2.23040* 3. 71844* 205.711 
INT -4.0389 -1.5412 0.46796 
LN(CA) 
(0.8374) (0.7542) 
1.5011 1. 2137 
( 0.1188) (0.0613) 
LN(FFR) -o. 3314 -0.0334 
(0.1413) (0.1749) 
LN(CBR) -0.4811 -o.rmz 
LN{EQR) 
(0. 3428) (0,5050) 
-o. 7343 -0.5971 
(0.2035) (0.3302) 
LN(PPI) -0.0588 -0.0470 
(0.0596} (0.0997} 
Equation {4-4) • TCH 0,99883 2.14542* 5,86177* o. 3889 100.141 
INT -3.4221 {0.1366) -3.0166 1.00682 
(0,8531) (0,8477) 
LN(PPC) 0.1826 0.8861 
(0.2159} {0.2168} 
LN(FFR) 0.1088 -0.1172 
(0.0951) (0.2014) 
LN(EQR) o. 7110 -0.5129 
(0.2043) (0, 3872} 
LN(WR) -0.1639 -0.1445 
( o. 3223} (0.0688) 
LN(RR) 1.4852 1. 6438 
(1.3321) (1. 3127} 
Equation (4-5) - NM 0.49819 2.13132* 3.98612* 0.1248* 180.628 
INT 0,0479 (0.1932) -2.1779 0.51357 
(1.2552) (0.6278) 
LN(Q) o. 3095 0.6365 
(0.1041} (0.0671} 
LN(FFR) -0. 3081 -0. 0672 
(0.1172) (0.0688) 
LN(WR) 1.9594 1.6695 
(0.5035) (0. 3541) 
LN(RR) 0.4795 0.2558 
( o. 3430) (0,1449} 
1See note 1, Table II. 
2see note 2, Table II. 
lintercept terM. 
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using all raw data observations. Two findings stand out. First, the 
standard error of regression (S) for each model is reduced compared to 
the OLS model. The improved fit implies that cross-sectional and time 
series differences do exist and, thus, the ECM estimates have improved 
accuracy compared to those from OLS. Second, most coefficient estimates 
are smaller than their OLS counterparts. Allowing for differences among 
firms and across time highlights an overprediction made by OLS which 
could hide the presence of economies of scale. While these estimates 
give improvements over OLS, they assume that the time series correlation 
between this period 1 s disturbance and that of a previous period remains 
fixed no matter how far in the past the previous period lies. However, 
the raw data exhibits first order autocorrelation which postulates that 
this period 1 s disturbance has a weaker correlation with disturbances 
which occurred further in the past. For this reason, the ECM will not 
give the most efficient estimators possible. Fortunately, the second 
technique can incorporate the correct disturbance pattern. 
The covariance model (COVM) estimates and corresponding tests 
appear in Table IV and have two major implications. First, the f test 
for joint significance of all dummy variables shows that the COVM repre-
sents a significant improvement over the generalized difference model 
(GDM). Second, this conclusion is reinforced by the lower S values for 
the COVM compared to the GDM. The COVM estimates represent the most 
efficient, unbiased ones available. Consequently, they provide the pre-
ferred basis for comparing the specifications. 
Evaluation Based on Estimation 
The following criteria will be used to discriminate between the 
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estimated models: magnitude of s2 (estimated variance of the specifi-
cation), joint significance test of all regressors, individual 
significance tests for each regressor, and signs and magnitudes of 
coefficient estimates. 
The broadest indicator of a specification 1 s performance measures 
its explanatory power. The magnitude of s2 shows the amount of varia-
tion in the dependent variable not accounted for by all regressors. 
Theil (1971) has shown that when a set of specifications explains the 
same dependent variable, the correct specification cannot have a larger 
expected value of s2 than an incorrect one.1 
The values for s2 from GDM on each specification appear in Table 
IV. Inspection renders the following ranking from smallest {best) to 
largest (worse): portfolio model, neoclassical model, deterministic 
inventory model, traditional inventory model, and transactions cost 
model. In order to deem Equation (4-3) superior, its s2 must have a 
significantly lower value than the alternatives. Establishing this 
property cannot rely on the f test for equal variances since it assumes 
independence between the s2 generated by different equations. The 
correct technique is the test for a zero correlation coefficient, 
outlined by Granger and Newbold (1973). 
The computations for the correlation coefficients between each 
model and the portfolio model and their standard errors appear in Table 
IV. Only the transactions cost model has inferior explanatory power. 
lfor the five models under study, generalized differencing ensures 
that each specification explains a slightly different dependent vari-
able. This result occurs since the estimated autocorrelation coeffi-
cient for any firm differs for each specification. Yet, s2 of the GDM 
equations still provides accurate comparisons as proved by Goldberger 
(1965). 
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No significant difference exists in the performance of the other four 
specifications at the 1% significance level. 
Although relative performance is an important measure, interest also 
lies in the absolute ability of these models to explain money demand. This 
ability can be examined using the f test for joint inclusion of the regres-
sors. Inspection of Table IV shows that all specifications contain regres-
sors which taken together have a s1gnificant influence on money demand. 
The next step presents tests of the explanatory power of individual 
regressors using the t test for coefficient significance. Looking at the 
results in Table IV shows that only the two inventory specifications have 
significant estimates for all regressors. The portfolio model contains 
two insignificant estimates; those for the corporate bond rate and the 
per-centage change in the product price index.2 In the transactions cost 
model, the product price index for specific commodities, the wage rate, 
and the price of capital have insignificant coefficients. Finally, the 
neoclassical model shows insignificant explanatory power for the price of 
capital. These results lift the two inventory models above the 
alternatives. 
The final criteria of the estimate's signs and magnitudes make fur-
ther distinctions. The traditional inventory model has estimates of the 
correct sign for both regressors. t tests show that while the sales 
elasticity does not differ from one-half, the interest rate coefficient 
differs from a negative one-half. However, the deterministic inventory 
model has cash receipt and interest rate elasticity estimates not dif-
ferent from one-half and negative one-half, respectively. These 
2The insignificance of PPI is not a strike against the portfolio 
model. It indicates that the equation is homogenous of degree one. 
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findings support cash receipts as the proper transactions variable in an 
inventory model. The significant regressor estimates in the portfolio 
model take the correct signs. The elasticity of current assets exceeds 
one in denial of economies of scale. The federal funds rate and equity 
returns have an inverse affect on money balances. The transactions cost 
model 1 s only two significant coefficients have incorrect signs. In con-
trast to expectations, changes in either the federal funds rate or equity 
returns change money demand in the same direction. Finally, all signifi-
cant estimates for the neoclassical model take the correct signs. The 
elasticity of real output lies below one implying economies of scale. The 
negative coefficient for the federal funds rate means an inverse relation-
ship with cash holdings. The positive estimate for the wage rate indi-
cates that money balances substitute for labor in the production process. 
In summary, the only model supported by all estimation criteria is 
the deterministic inventory model. Also, its explanatory power does not 
differ significantly from the alternatives. These findings raise 
Equation (4-2} above the other models as an explanation of cash hold-
ings. Yet, in certain circumstances, a model that explains well may • 
predict poorly outside of the sample used to construct estimates. Since 
policy decisions depend on the forecasting ability of these models, pre-
diction performance is an important independent means to evaluate the 
models. 
Prediction 
Formation of a Forecast Series. Predictions from the five 
specifications use coefficient estimates from the COVM since they are 
minimum variance and unbiased. These five models make forecasts after 
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an adjustment for serial correlation,3 of one observation per firm on 
the dependent variable for each quarter from 1979-2 through 1980-1. 
This prediction sample permits each specification to make 380 one step 
ahead forecasts. The resulting set of predictions, called a forecast 
series, can be evaluated by both absolute and relative criteria. 
Evaluation of a Forecast Series. The absolute prediction criteria 
include mean square error (MSE) and simple regressions. Relative cri-
teria come from composite predictors. 
Absolute Criteria. The fundamental criteria of MSE measures 
the inaccuracy of the forecast series. Computationally, it equals 
1 T 2 
MSE = i ~ et 
t 
where e represents the difference between actual and predicted magni-
tudes, and t sums over all forecasts. MSE gives the prediction counter-
part to s2 formed for estimation. In fact, the two are computed 
identically except that s2 uses within sample estimates of the dependent 
variable while MSE employs dependent variable values outside the sample. 
Table V contains the results of calculating MSE for every specifi-
cation. Inspection indicates the following ranking from most accurate 
to least accurate predictor: the portfolio model, the neoclassical 
model, the deterministic inventory model, the traditional inventory 
model, and the transactions cost model. To assert the superiority of 
the portfolio model requires that its MSE lies significantly below the 
3This adjustment insures that all equations predict the same 
dependent variable. 
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MSE for competing models. The test for zero correlation coefficient can 
make this determination (see Appendix G for test procedure). 
The results of computations for ri3, r23' r43, and r53 and their 
standard errors appear in Table V. Based on those values, only the 
transactions cost model gives inferior forecasts. No difference exists 
in the accuracy of the other four specifications. 
The error series not only provides this measure of a specifica-
tion1s forecast accuracy, tests of its mean and autocorrelation can 
reveal underlying properties of the predictor. If the error series has 
zero mean, the corresponding predictor makes unbiased forecasts. Lack 
of autocorrelation implies that no useful information known at the time 
of a forecast was wasted. If such time correlation exists, it could 
revise the forecast improving its accuracy. Any unbiased predictor with 
a non-autocorrelated error series is called an optimal predictor. 
Two tests can establish whether any of the five specifications gen-
erate optimal predictors. A t test can examine the error series for 
zero mean. The t statistic divides the sample estimate of the mean by 
its standard error corrected for the number of observations. If the 
calculated statistic exceeds its critical value, the mean differs from 
zero. Table V contains the results of these calculations for each 
model. Implementing the tests indicates that all five specifications 
generate unbiased forecasts of the dependent variable. The second test 
explores the error series• time correlation properties. An adjusted 
Von-Neuman ratio test makes this determination. (See Appendix G for 
test procedure.) The results of the test for all specifications appear 
in Table V and, in each case imply the absense of autocorrelation. Com-
bining this finding with the property of unbiasedness shows that all 
TABLE V 
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five specifications generate optimal forecast series. To solidify this 
finding, an alternative way to examine for optimality uses the predictor 
series not its corresponding error series. 
Cooper and Nelson (1975) outline the technique which involves 
estimating a simple regression of the predicted values (P) on actual 
outcomes (M). The exact form of each equation is 
where u represents a classical linear regression model disturbance term. 
As shown by Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969), an optimal forecaster will have 
estimates of ao and al not significantly different from zero and one, 
respectively. t tests can validate these conditions. 
For the five equations, the relevant t statistics appear in Table 
V. All specifications have estimates of ao and al not significantly 
different from zero and one, respectively. This procedure lends further 
support to the contention that every model makes optimal forecasts. 
Since no distinction between them exists on the basis of optimality, the 
next step examines a measure of accuracy from these simple regressions. 
As Granger and Newbold (1973) have shown, the most accurate pre-
dictor, out of some set of optimal predictors, has the smallest s2 from 
the simple regressions. Looking at these values ranks the specifica-
tions as follows: the portfolio model, the neoclassical model, the 
deterministic inventory model, the traditional inventory model, and the 
transactions cost model. Concluding the superiority of the portfolio 
model necessitates that its s2 is significantly less than that of 
alternative models. The zero correlation coefficient test can make this 
determination. 
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The values for ri3, rz3, r43, and r53 appear, with their standard 
errors, in Table V. The transactions cost model gives inferior perform-
ance compared to the alternative models. No difference exists in the 
accuracy of the other four specifications. 
In summary, using either the error series or the predictor series 
leads to identical findings. All specifications make optimal predic-
tions. The accuracy of the portfolio, traditional inventory, determi-
nistic inventory, and neoclassical models are statistically identical to 
each other and significantly better than that of the transactions cost 
model. Thus, no distinction between the Equations (4-1), (4-2), (4-3), 
and (4-5) comes from absolute prediction measures. Any difference must 
occur based on criteria from relative forecast performance within a com-
posite predictor. 
Relative Criteria. A composite predictor is a multivariate 
regression on actual outcomes of the dependent variable using at least 
two prediction series as explanatory variables. In such a regression, 
the coefficient estimates measure the partial derivative of the depen-
dent variable with respect to the regressor. If the estimate differs 
from zero, the corresponding regressor explains a significant amount of 
the variation in the dependent variable, given that the influence of 
other regressors has been accounted for. In other words, a significant 
coefficient implies that a predictor series adds useful information not 
contained in the other forecasts. An insignificant estimate would mean 
the predictor has no relative explanatory power. 
The composite predictor containing all specifications appears as, 
(4-8) 
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where M represents actual outcomes of money balances, Pi stands for the 
prediction series from the ;th specification, and £ is a classical 
linear regression model disturbance. When all forecasts make unbiased 
predictions the regressor coefficients must sum to unity.4 
The results for both unconstrained and constrained equations appear 
in Table IV. Since the f statistic does not exceed its critical value, 
the five coefficients sum to unity. This result reconfirms the lack of 
bias in the predictions made by the five specifications. Also, all 
coefficient estimates in both equations have t statistics less than the 
c 
critical value. No single specification makes a marginally significant 
contribution to the remaining group. Yet, some doubt arises about the 
validity of these t tests. Because the five predictor series move 
I 
together, multicollinearity exists in the XX matrix used to compute 
these estimates. If this condition inflates standard errors, the 
calculated t statistics may appear too small. An alternative set of 
composite predictors was formed to avoid this potential problem. 
Four regressions were estimated as, 
(4-9) 
4Testing for this property requires estimating an unconstrained 
form, as Equation (4-9), then a constrained form which assumes a3= 1 -
al - a2 - a4 - a5· The constrained equation results from substituting 
this restriction into Equation (4-9) to obtain, 
where e3 equals the error series from the portfolio specification. The 
test procedure uses the error sum squares of the two regressions in 
forming an f statistic. Its magnitude measures the additional explana-
tory power when removing the restrictions. Thus, a small f, less than 
the critical value, validates the restrictions. 
where i = 1, 2, 4, 5. To test unbiasedness, a constrained form (a3 = 
1 - ai) appearing as, 
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(4-10) 
also underwent estimation. If P3 contains all the useful information of 
Pi, then, in Equation (4-9), a; will equal zero and a3 unity. When Pi 
has useful information independent of P3, its coefficient in Equation 
(4-9) will differ from zero implying that a3 differs from one. With 
respect to Equation (4-10), ai will equal zero if P; adds explanatory 
power beyond that of P3 but will differ from zero when Pi gives inde-
pendent information. 
The results for all eight regressions appear in Table V. For the 
unconstrained form, no instance occurred when ai and a3 differed from 
zero and unity as established by t tests. This result implies that P3 
subsumes the alternative predictors. In constrained form, t tests show 
that none of the ai differed from zero which confirms the prior finding. 
Finally, none of the calculated f values exceeded the critical magni-
tude, indicating that the predictors make unbiased forecasts. 
In summary, relative prediction criteria make no distinctions 
between the five models. None make a marginally significant contribu-
tion to either the group or to predictor three. Absolute prediction 
criteria show the following. All specifications make optimal forecasts. 
The transactions cost model gives less accurate predictions than the 
alternatives. Finally, the remaining four specifications give predic-
tions of equal accuracy. 
Summary 
Based on both prediction and estimation criteria, only the 
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deterministic inventory model finds total support. Only this specifica-
tion passes all the examinations made from estimation. Since its pre-
dictions do not differ significantly from the alternatives, the 
deterministic inventory model represents the superior specification. 
Annual Sample 
Overview 
In order to substantiate this conclusion, the annual sample was 
employed in making estimates and predictions. This data base also 
allowed the examination of more complex models and the cash management 
technique literature. The exposition of the findings based on annual 
data follows the same pattern as with the quarterly sample. Also, many 
of the same test procedures were used. Thus, details of the exposition 
and tests will not be repeated in the following analysis. 
Specifications 
The annual sample gives a basis for testing the following 
specifications. The symbols are defined in Table I. 
Traditional Inventory Model (TIM): 
LN(M) = Bo + 81 LN(S) + 82 LN(FFR) + El 
Deterministic Inventory Model (DIM): 
LN(M) = Bo + 81 LN(CR) + a2 LN(FFR) + £ 2 
Portfolio Model (PM): 
LN(M) = 80 + 81 LN(CA) + e2 LN(FFR) + 83 LN(CBR) 





Transactions Cost Model (TCM): 
LN{M) = e0+ B1 LN{PPC) + B2 LN{FFR) + B3 LN{EQR) 
(4-14) 
+ B4 LN{WR) + B5 LN{RR) + £ 4 
Neoclassical Model (NM): 
LN(M) = Bo + Bl LN(Q) + B2 LN(FFR) + B3 LN{WR) 
{4-15) 
+ B4 LN(RR) + £ 5 
Translog Cost Model (TCM): 
LN(M) = Bo + a1 LN(Q) + i32 LN(FFR) + i33 LN(WR) 
{4-16) 
+ S4 LN(RR) + £6 
Complete Traditional Inventory Model (CTIM): 
LN(M) = Bo LN{RPV) + sl LN(S) + B2 LN(FFR) + £7 ( 4-17) 
Complete Deterministic Inventory Model (CDIM): 
LN{M) = So LN{RPV) + sl LN{CR) + B2 LN(FFR) + £8 (4-18) 
Complete Stochastic Inventory Model (CSIM) 
LN{M) = a0 LN{RPV) + Bl LN(V) + B2 LN(FFR) + Eg (4-19) 
Complete Stock Adjustment Inventory Model {CSA IM): 
LN(M) = Bo LN{RPV) + a1 LN{CR) + B 2LN{FFR) 
(4-20) 
+ 83 LN{M_l) + £10 
Cash Management Technique Inventory Model {CMTIM): 
LN{M) = So LN(RPV) + sl LN(CR ) + B2 LN(FFR) + D66BO LN(RPV) 
+ o66 B1 LN(CR) + o66B2 LN{FFR) + o69s0 LN{RPV) 
(4-21) 
+ 069el LN(CR) + 069e2 LN(FFR) + 07380 LN(RPV) 
+ o73e1 LN(CR) + o73e2 LN(FFR} + Ell 
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Specifications (4-11), (4-12), (4-17), (4-18), (4-19), (4-20), and 
(4-21) take log linear forms from their corresponding theories while the 
forms of Equations (4-13), (4-14), (4-14), and (4-16) come from the Box-
Cox analysis using pooled data. Estimation of models (4-19), (4-20), 
and (4-21) gave them no support. The complete stochastic inventory 
model explained only 17 percent of the variance in the dependent vari-
able, as shown by the adjusted R-squared. The f test for inclusion of 
all regressors rejected their joint significance. Also, all independent 
variables had insignificant coefficients estimates as given by t tests. 
These two examinations reveal that the regressors are useless either in 
combination or separately as explanations of cash holdings. Also, esti-
mation of Model (4-20) gave an insignificant estimate for the coeffi-
cient of lagged money balances. Thus, the complete stock adjustment 
inventory model reduces to Specification (4-18). Finally, none of the 
dummy coefficients differed from zero in Equation (4-21) reducing it to 
Equation (4-18). This result implies that new liabilities introduced by 
banks cannot be effectively modeled by dummy variables. These findings 
justify excluding Specifications (4-19), (4-20), and (4-21) from the 
empirical analysis that follows. 
Before analyzing the remaining equations, the origin of the trans-
log cost model, Equation (4-16), must be outlined. This specification 
restricts the parameters of input prices to equal the estimates of 
demand elasticities calculated from the translog cost model. The latter 
appear as 82, 83, and i34 in Model (4-16) and are formed from the con-
strained translog set of equations. 
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The Iterative Three-Stage Least Squares (I3SLS) elasticity esti-
mates (see Appendix F) appear in Table VI and have significant magni-
tudes. The derived money demand elasticities imply the following. A 
negative value for own price elasticity means an inverse relationship 
between money balances and their price. The negative sign for nml 
implies that changes in labor's price cause money holdings to change in 
the opposite direction. In contrast, money substitutes for capital 
since nmk exceeds zero. The inclusion of these elasticities in Equation 
(4-16) allows direct comparison of the translog cost model with the 
alternative specifications. 
Table VI also contains computations of Allen partial elasticities. 
t tests show that all elasticities differ significantly from zero and 
implies following. Money compliments labor and substitutes for capital 
as given by the negative sign for 0 m1 and positive sign of 0 mk• The 
former finding contradicts to the transactions cost argument that money 
balances should release labor services. The latter finding supports the 
neoclassical position that money holdings replace capital inventories. 
Finally, since 0 1k has a positive sign, labor and capital substitute for 
one another in production. 
Obtaining these values requires estimation of the translog cost 
parameters which occurs after the following sequence of tests. First, 
the symmetry constraints were tested using pooled data and both I2SZ and 
I3SLS methods. Two f statistics result, one from each estimation 
method. In both cases, the restrictions are valid implying that the 
constrained form properly represents the translog cost model. The next 
step examines the disturbance characteristics of the I2SZ and I3SLS 
estimates of this equation. 
The adjusted Durbin-Watson test results in a calculated value less 
TABLE VI 
TRANSLOG COST MODEL 
Cost Share Equations Elasticities Separability 
Macropa- Total rt>ncorres- True Deviation 
Coefficient I2SZ l 3SLS rameter Aggregation Corresponding ponding Parameter from Elasticity I3SLS Separability Test 
Parameter Estimatel Estimate Estimate Bias2 Bias Bias Value Expectation 3 Parameter Estimate Type Stati stic4 
qrrm 0.0566 0.0584 0.05617 0.00251 0.00123 0.00128 0.05032 0.00334 smm -3.1600 Glo!>al 10. 4538'* 
( o. 0079) (0.0054) (0. 5416) 
qml -0.1456 -0.1372 -0.15382 0.00027 -0.00302 o. 00329 -0.15841 O. 00432 sml -0.9593 Li near 8. 56123* 
{ o. 0183) (0. 0116) (0.1670) ML-K 
qmk 0.0649 0.0788 0.07614 0.00363 0.00158 o. 00205 o. 08031 -0.00780 5 mk 2.1250 Li near 9.64186* 
(0.0203) (0.0171) {O. 2443) MK-L 
qlk -0.0284 -0.0262 -0.02556 0.00012 -0.00050 0.00062 -0. 02930 0.00362 s 11 -0.0952 Linear 12.8523'* 
(0.0193) (0.0166) (0.0099) LK-M 
qll 0.1458 0.1634 0.15934 0.00641 0.00294 o. 00347 0.14761 0.00532 5 lk 0.6258 Non-Linear 6.18553* 
(0.0086) {0.0049) (0.2366) Ml-K 
qkk 0.1536 0.1372 0.12959 0.00602 0.00316 0.00286 0.11437 0.00918 5 kk -0. 5713 Non-Linear 7.78918* 
{0.0711) {O. 0556) ( o. 7947) MK-l 
w 0.6291 0.6154 0.62493 0.02748 0.01846 0.00902 0.60488 -0. 00743 hmm .o. 3160 Non-linear 5. 93836* m 
( 0.1332) { 0.1179) (0.0541) LK-M 
wl 0.8498 o. 8677 0.86144 o. 03904 0.02516 o. 01388 0.83055 -0.00815 hml -0.6715 
(0.2291) (0.2036) (0.1670) 
wk 0.4382 0.4124 o. 38586 0.01856 0.01155 o. 00701 0. 37612 -0.00882 hmk 0.9875 
{ 0.1147) ( o. 0986) (0.1205) 
!standard errors in parenthesis. 
2see note 3, Table III. 
3See riote 4, Table III. 





than the critical value for both I2SZ and I3SLS implying the presence of 
first order autocorrelation. Bartlett 1 s test confirms the absence of 
heteroscedasticity in both cases since calculated values do not exceed 
critical values. The autocorrelation necessitates firm by firm gener-
alized differencing as described previously. 
The data, transformed by 192 individual firm autocorrelation 
coefficient estimates, was then subjected to 12SZ and I3SLS. Table VI 
contains the results which have homoscedastic and non-autoregressive 
disturbances. These properties imply that the estimates give an 
accurate basis for additional analysis. Furthermore, since no signfi-
cant difference exists between the estimates from the two methods, only 
those of 13SLS will be used in the analysis below. Since pooled data 
formed these estimates, the next task addresses the aggregation problem 
to validate the pooling technique. 
A measure of the extent of aggregation bias appears in Table VI. 
Inspection shows total bias ranging from about three to six percent of 
the corresponding coefficient estimate magnitude. Whether or not these 
amounts constitute significant bias or not is a testable question. 
The test for aggregation bias uses the f statistic formed by esti-
mating unconstrained and constrained regressions. Since the calcu-
1 ated value does not exceed its critical magnitude, no significant 
aggregation bias exists. This result justifies the pooling of all 
observations and reaffirms the desirable properties of the 13SLS coeffi-
cient estimates. Therefore, they give an accurate basis for describing 
the production process as embodied in both Allen partial elasticities 
and derived factor demand elasticities. 
These estimates also allow testing of the underlying production 
structures. Monotonicity of output with respect to all inputs exists 
since all fitted cost share estimates exceed zero. The production 
function has strictly convex isoquants because constructed bordered 
hessians are all negative definite. Finally, Table VI contains the 
results of all separability tests. 
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In every case, the exams support the absence of any type of weak 
separability and imply the following. Money balances must appear as an 
input in production function estimation. If not, biased estimates of 
the marginal products occur for all remaining inputs. For the same rea-
son, estimating derived money demand must use a specification containing 
the prices of all other inputs. These implications support the neoclas-
sical position and refute the transactions cost argument about money's 
role in the production function which the translog cost model embodies 
in the derived demand elasticities. Thus, Equation (4-16) allows direct 
comparisons of th1s model with the seven alternatives after discovering 
the superior estimation method. 
Estimation 
Ordinary Least Squares. Initially, the pooled data is sub-
jected to ordinary least squares (OLS) for every model. Table VII con-
tains the estimates of the eight specifications all of which have 
undesirable disturbance characteristics. The adjusted Durbin-Watson 
test indicates the presence of first order autocorrelation in every 
equation. Heteroscedasticity is absent from all models as shown by 
Bartlett's test. These findings necessitate firm by firm generalized 
differencing of every equation. 
Generalized Difference Model. The transformed observations give 
TABLE VII 
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the results in Table VIII, when subjected to OLS. Durbin-Watson and 
Bartlett's tests show that the disturbances of all models conform to the 
classical linear regression model assumptions. The estimates from the 
generalized difference model (GDM) are unbiased and efficient and, 
therefore, provide a basis for further analysis. 
The initial step re-examines the functional forms of Equations (4-
13), (4-14), (4-15), and (4-16). This repetition is desirable since the 
Box-Cox analysis bases the optimal form on the data which has undergone 
transformation. Using all transformed data pooled together, the anal-
ysis provides calculated statistics, for the test of a log linear form, 
appearing in Table VIII. In each case, the exam results in reconfirma-
tion of the log-linear forms for the portfolio, transactions cost, neo-
classical, and translog cost models. Thus, using pooled observations, 
all eight equations take linear in the natural logarithm specifications. 
Yet, the absence of aggregation bias is necessary to justify the pooling 
method. The extent of such bias must be measured and tested for signi-
ficance. 
Constructing the expected value of the macroparameters gives the 
calculations in Table VIII. The total bias (corresponding plus noncor-
responding) ranged from two to six percent of the magnitude of the 
respective coefficient. The average amount of total bias for all vari-
ables equaled four percent implying a small inaccuracy due to aggrega-
tion. Moreover, f tests indicate that this amount is insignificant as 
shown by the f statistics in Table VIII. Hence, pooling can occur and 
the generalized difference model (GDM) renders unbiased and efficient 
estimates. However, in the presence of multicollinearity more accurate 
estimates may exist. 
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Table VIII contains the results of ridge regressions for Equations 
(4-13), (4-14), and (4-15) when k takes the values of .10 and .25, 
respectively. Since no substantial reduction occurs from OLS estimates, 
significant multicollinearity does not exist in the data bases. The GDM 
results provide unbiased and efficient estimates which are also precise 
and stable. Yet, superior estimates may result by adjusting for pooled 
data. 
Pooling Adjusted Methods. Using the raw data (not transformed by 
GDM} the Error Components Model (ECM) gives estimates contained in Table 
IX. Two findings are germane. First, each model has a standard error 
of regression (S} reduced below that generated by OLS. The increase in 
explanatory power implies that intercept differences do exist. Given 
this property, the ECM estimators give more accurate results than those 
of OLS. Second, most coefficient estimates are smaller than OLS counter-
parts. Incorporating these cross-sectional and time series differences 
can account for the failure of previous literature to find significant 
economies of scale. While an improvement, the serial correlation struc-
ture suggests that these estimates do not represent the superior set. 
The covariance model (COVM} generates more precise estimates, which 
appear in Table IX. Two results suggest the superiority of these esti-
mates compared to those of the GDM. First, the f test for joint inclu-
sion of all dummies supports the unconstrained regression {COVM) over 
that of a constrained regression (GDM) for each specification. Second, 
the lower standard error of regression (S} for the COVM equations 
relative to those from GDM gives further support to this conclusion. 
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Evaluation Based on Estimation. The criteria used in evaluating 
the estimated models include: magnitude of 52 (estimated specification 
variance), joint significance tests of all regressors, individual signi-
ficance tests for each regressor, and signs and magnitudes of coeffi-
cient estimates. 
The magnitude of 52 measures the specification's inaccuracy in fit-
ting values for the actual outcomes of the dependent variable. The 
superior specification will have a significantly lower s2 than that of 
the alternative models. Inspection of the s2 values, appearing in Table 
IX, renders the ranking of models from most to least accurate as: port-
folio, complete deterministic inventory, translog cost, complete tradi-
tional inventory, neoclassical, deterministic inventory, traditional 
inventory, and transactions cost. Testing for significant differences 
requires using the zero correlation coefficient procedure. Table IX 
contains values for r between the portfolio model and each of the seven 
alternatives along with standard errors. Only the transactions cost 
specification has inferior explanatory power. No statistical difference 
exists between the performance of the seven remaining models. 
While important, these tests only evaluate the relative ability of 
the models. Some interest also lies in their absolute explanatory 
power. The f test for joint inclusion of all explanatory variables 
gives an absolute criterion. Inspection of Table IX shows that the f 
value exceeds the critical value for all eight models. Every specifi-
cation contains regressors which, taken together, significantly influ-
ence the dependent variable. 
The next test examines the explanatory power of individual regres-
sors. The t tests for significance contained in Table XI show that all 
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regressors of the four inventory models and the translog cost model have 
significant magnitudes. The portfolio specification includes two insig-
nificant regressors: equity returns (EQR) and the percentage change in 
the product price index {PPI).5 In the transactions cost model, both EQR 
and the price of capital {RR) have no influence. Finally, RR has no 
explanatory power within the neoclassical specification. These results 
raise the four inventory models and the translog cost model above their 
competitors. 
Further distinctions come from the final estimation criteria of a 
coefficient's sign and magnitude. All four inventory models have coef-
ficient estimates with correct signs. Their magnitudes, as judged by t 
tests, give the following results. The coefficient for the transactions 
proxy equals one-half in all cases. However, the traditional inventory 
model, Equation (4-11), has an interest rate elasticity different from a 
negative one-half while the transfer cost proxy in the complete tradi-
tional inventory model, Equation (4-17), differs from one-half. In con-
trast, all estimates of the deterministic inventory, model (4-12), and 
complete deterministic inventory, model (4-18), equations equal their 
hypothesized values. These findings suggest the following conclusions. 
The two deterministic inventory specifications (using cash receipts) rank 
above the two traditional inventory models (using sales). Since the com-
plete deterministic inventory model represents a general version of the 
deterministic inventory model, supporting the former simultaneously 
rejects the latter. Support exists not only for cash receipts as the 
transactions proxy but for economies of scale in money balances. 
5The insignificant coefficient for PPI substantiates the homegeneous 
property of the portfolio equation. 
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Finally, such holdings vary directly with cash receipts and the inverse 
of repurchase agreement volume and indirectly with the federal funds rate. 
The translog cost model 1 s only estimated coefficient takes the cor-
rect sign. Since this output elasticity does not differ from one-half, 
it implies economies of scale in cash holdings. The remaining (non-
estimated) coefficient values imply that cash balances vary indirectly 
with the federal funds rate and wage rates but change directly with the 
user cost of capital. 
The portfolio model gets correct signs for all significant coeffi-
cient estimates. The elasticity of current assets exceeds one, a 
denial of economies of scale. Both the federal funds rate and the cor-
porate bond rate have an inverse effect on money holdings. 
The transactions cost model also shows correct signs for all of 
the significant coefficient estimates. Money balances change in the 
same direction as the price index for commodities and wage rates. The 
federal funds rate has an inverse affect on cash holdings. 
Finally, the neoclassical model 1 s coefficient estimates all take 
the correct signs. Changes in output alter money holdings in the same 
direction. Cash balances vary inversely with both the wage rate and the 
federal funds rate. 
In summary, the complete deterministic inventory and the translog 
cost models both receive full support from estimation criteria. The 
remaining specifications each fail at least one evaluation. No further 
distinction occurs between the two fully supported models based on esti-
mation measures. Thus, prediction criteria must make any additional 
ranking of models. 
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Prediction 
Formation of a Forecast Series. Predictions from the eight speci-
fications use estimates from the COVM adjusted for serial correlation. 
The actual outcomes to be predicted by the models exist for every firm 
in each year 1979 and 1980, giving 384 total observations. Each speci-
fication makes one step ahead forecasts of the 384 values which results 
in a forecast series. 
Evaluation of the Forecast Series. Evaluation of the forecast 
series rests on both absolute and relative prediction criteria. Abso-
lute measures included mean square error (MSE) and simple regressions. 
Relative criteria come from composite predictors. 
Absolute Criteria. Calculations of MSE for each specification 
appear in Table X. Ordering their magnitudes from smallest to largest 
gives the ranking for models as: the portfolio, the complete determin-
istic inventory, the translog cost, the complete traditional inventory, 
the neoclassical, the deterministic inventory, the traditional inven-
tory, and the transactions cost. Asserting the superiority of the port-
folio model requires that a significant difference exists between its 
MSE and that of alternative specifications. The test for zero correla-
tion coefficient can make this determination. The value of r, and its 
standard error, for the portfolio model against each of the seven alter-
natives appears in Table X. Test results show that the transactions 
cost model makes inferior predictions and implies no significant 
difference in the accuracy of the remaining seven equations. While the 
MSE provides a measure of relative accuracy, a specification should make 
optimal forecasts in an absolute sense. 
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A predictor series is optimal if its error series has zero mean and 
no autocorrelation. The t test for significance can evaluate the mean 
of the error series. Table X contains the examinations which indicate 
that each of the eight specifications makes unbiased forecasts. The 
adjusted Von-Neuman ratio test can determine the autocorrelation of the 
error series. The statistic values appear in Table X and show that 
first order autocorrelation does not exist in any equation. Combining 
this property with the finding of unbiasedness means that all eight 
specifications make optimal forecasts. 
To double check these conclusions, optimality can be tested using 
the predictor series itself. The regression of predicted values (P) on 
actual outcomes (M) as, 
(4-22) 
where u is a disturbance term indicates an optimal forecaster when esti-
mates of ao and al do not significantly differ from zero and one, 
respectively. Standard t tests can evaluate these magnitudes. The 
regression results appear in Table X. In all eight cases, the estimates 
of ao and al do not differ from zero and one, enforcing the existence of 
optimal properties for the eight predictors. Even though all specifica-
tions have desirable properties, their prediction accuracy may differ. 
A measure of precision can come from the regression results. From 
a set of optimal predictors, the most accurate has the smallest s2 cal-
culated from the simple regressions. Inspection of s2 magnitudes 
results in ranking the models from most to least precise as: the port-
folio, the complete deterministic inventory, the translog cost, the 
complete traditional inventory, the deterministic inventory, the 
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neoclassical, the traditional inventory, and the transactions cost 
model. While differences exist, they may not have significant magni-
tudes. The zero correlation coefficient test can determine which, if 
any, models give superior performance. 
The computed values of r and its standard error for each specifi-
cation with the portfolio model appear in Table X. Only the transac-
tions cost equation gives inferior performance. The remaining seven 
specifications make forecasts, which are not significantly different. 
In summary, criteria based on the error series gives identical 
evaluations as criteria from the predictor series. All eight specifi-
cations make optimal forecasts. The transactions cost model is less 
accurate than the remaining seven models. Finally, predictions from 
these seven specifications are statically equal. Absolute prediction 
criteria make no distinction between Equations (4-11), (4-12), {4-13), 
(4-15), (4-16), (4-17), and (4-18). The final evaluation comes from 
relative forecast performance within a composite predictor. 
Relative Criteria. The composite predictor containing all 
eight specifications takes the form, 
where M represents actual outcomes, P; stands for the prediction series 
from the ;th specification, and £ is a disturbance term. When all fore-
casts make unbiased predictions, the ai must sum to unity.6 Estimates 
6Testing this characteristic necessitates estimating Equation {4-
23) and a constrained regression {which assumes the a; sum to unity) 
equal to, 
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for Equation (4-23) and its constrained form appear in Table X. The f 
statistic exceeds the critical value, implying that the coefficient 
estimates sum to unity. This conclusion supports the unbiased property 
of the eight specifications. Furthermore, the t values show that all 
regressor coefficients in both equations are insignificant. None of the 
specifications make a marginally significant contribution to the remain-
ing group. Yet, these t statistics may be deflated due to multicol-
linearity. Avoiding this problem necessitates construction of an 
alternative set of composite predictors. 
Seven regressions are estimated, each taking the form, 
(4-25) 
where i = 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. When all predictors are unbiased, the 
coefficients of each regression sum to unity. Testing this property 
requires estimating seven constrained regressions as, 
(4-26) 
Another examination uses t tests to measure the marginal contribution of 
the ith predictor. If P3 contains all the useful information of Pi, 
then estimates of ai and a3 from Equation (4-25) will not differ from 
6(continued) 
e3 = al(Pl-P3) + a2(P2-P3) + a4(P4-P3) + a5(P5-P3) + a6(P6-P3) 
(4-24) 
where e3 represents the error series from the portfolio model. The 
results of estimation can construct an f statistic. When its value 
exceeds the critical value, the test upholds the restrictions. 
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zero and one. With respect to Equation (4-26) when Pi has no informa-
tion to add to P3, the estimates of ai will not differ from zero. 
The results of all 14 regressions appear in Table X. For all eight 
f tests, the calculated value was less than the critical value. This 
finding reaffirms the property of lack of bias in these predictors. In 
unconstrained form, the seven regressions had estimates of ai and a3 not 
different from zero and unity, respectively. P3 contains all the useful 
information in the alternative forecasts. Using the seven constrained 
regressions, none of the ai differed from zero which confirms the prior 
finding. 
In summary, no distinctions between the models come from relative 
prediction criteria. None make a marginally significant contribution to 
the remaining seven models. Absolute prediction criteria indicate that 
all models make optimal forecasts. The transactions cost specification 
gives less accurate predictions than the seven alternatives. Finally, 
these seven make forecasts which do not differ significantly in terms of 
accuracy. 
Summary. Combining the findings from both prediction and estima-
tion criteria renders the following. The complete deterministic inven-
tory and the translog cost models pass every estimation examination. 
The others fail on at least one account. Since these two models predict 
as accurately as the remaining specifications, they provide superior 
specifications of firm's behavior. 
Summary 
This chapter has conducted a systematic econometric analysis of 
firms' money demand. Using the Box-Cox analysis when necessary, 
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specific comparable equations reflecting the unique aspects of each 
money demand theory were formed. For both data bases, the superior 
econometric technique applies the covariance model to all observations 
transformed by generalized differencing. The resulting estimates of and 
predictions from each specification provide for model evaluation based 
on performance criteria. 
Judging the findings in light of these criteria renders the follow-
ing conclusions. The deterministic inventory models (using cash 
receipts) pass every estimation exam. Since they also explain and 
predict at least as well as the alternatives, inventory theory provides 
the superior specifications of money demand. The estimates imply that 
cash holdings exhibit economies of scale with respect to transactions, 
vary inversely with their opportunity cost, and change in the same 
direction as transfer costs. Cash receipts represent a more useful 
transactions variable than sales. Finally, the inverse volume of repur-
chase agreements gives an accurate measure for transfer costs while the 
federal funds rate properly reflects money's opportunity cost. 
The other two theories give specifications that fall short of the 
deterministic inventory equations. Portfolio theory has an model con-
taining insignificant coefficient estimates. Thus, some of the postu-
1 ated regressors add no useful information about money holdings. Such a 
result places the portfolio equation below inventory models even though 
they predict and explain with equal accuracy. Production theory gives 
mixed results. The transactions cost model not only has insignificant 
regressors, the significant coefficients take the wrong sign in some 
cases. These results, coupled with less explanatory and predictive 
power, indicate the inferiority of the transactions cost equation. The 
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neoclassical specification also renders coefficient estimates with 
insignificant magnitudes. This result leaves it behind the inventory 
models even though it has equal explanatory and predictive power. 
Finally, while the translog cost equation passes all estimation tests, 
it does so only for the annual data base. Although this model gives the 
best representation of production theory, its performance relative to 
alternative theories remains incomplete due to lack of quarterly data. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The dissertation has selected inventory theory as the most useful 
model of firms' money demand. Since a theory's usefulness depends on 
its ability to explain and predict behavior, the choice employed both 
estimation and prediction criteria. They evaluated the performance of 
specifications from three different approaches to money demand: inven-
tory models, a portfolio model, and production models. Previous theo-
retical work in each area culminates in the basis for testable equations 
embodying the unique characteristics of each theory. Completing the 
task in a manner that allows useful comparisons necessitated applying 
answers to theoretical questions uniformly to all three models. Since 
the resulting final specifications describe individual firm behavior, 
evaluation required individual firm observations. Combining these data 
with the most powerful econometric techniques rendered statistics meas-
uring the explanatory and predicitve performance of each theory. The 
three parts of this methodology--specifications, data, and techniques--
stem from analysis of existing empirical work on firms' money demand. 
Each is recapped below. 
Specifications were built on analysis concerning several topics 
relevant to money demand functions. Previous empirical work has not 
approached these issues systematically and, thus, they provide no con-
sensus results about money demand. The major points made in the disser-
tation pertaining to these topics are restated below. 
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Money takes a narrow definition as currency plus demand deposits. 
This restrictive view stresses money's unique asset characteristics: it 
acts as a medium of exchange and entails no risk of either default or 
loss in nominal value. Focusing on these attributes suggests comparing 
money to its alternatives in the same terms. A liquidity hierarchy 
emerges where assets are ranked with respect to their moniness. Those 
associated with greater transfer costs and/or risk lie farther from cash 
on the spectrum. They render attributes (including sizable returns) 
unlike those available from holding money. The asset closest to money 
would have zero transfer costs and entail identical riskiness and, thus, 
have qualities almost identical to money. The hierarchy not only shows 
how alternatives relate to one another, it provides a solution to 
another problem. 
Money's opportunity cost equals the return on its best alternative 
use. If cash vanished, investors would hold the asset most like it to 
acquire money's two unique attributes. Thus, the price of money equals 
the return on a transfer costless asset with the same risk as money. 
While checkable deposits fill this role, government price ceilings make 
their return an unfit indicator of money's price. Fortunately, another 
near money, repurchase agreements, has a return established by free 
market forces and, therefore, capable of accurately reflecting the 
opportunity cost of money. While data on this return is not readily 
available, bank arbitrage ensures that it moves with the federal funds 
rate. This latter return provides an accurate measure of money's oppor-
tunity cost. In addition to alterations of all models suggested by 
these general topics, certain issues adjusted to the specifications of 
specific models. 
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Inventory theory postulates economies of scale in cash holdings 
which implies a distinctive relationship between firms. Economies mean 
that average transactions costs (ATRC} fall monotonically as transac-
tions levels increase. Firms have incentive to expand or merge until 
the decline in ATRC matches the increase in average production costs 
caused by bureaucratic inefficiences. Alternatively, firms• can consol-
idate transactions in one institution. The bank will specialize in 
performing the middleman role between lenders and borrowers of funds. 
To provide this service, they must hire money from firms which requires 
a payment equal to money 1 s opportunity cost. Because of pr1ce ceilings 
on demand deposits, banks make this payment in the form of services and 
by assuming the transactions function of firms. These payments induce 
businesses to voluntarily hold demand deposits in excess of any compen-
sating balance. An involuntarily held compensating balance would con-
stitute irrational behavior when reserve requirements exist. Thus, 
inventory theory is not invalidated by such an arrangement. 
This basic economic relationship between firms and banks has broad-
ened due to the expanding use of cash management techniques. Banks have 
marketed repurchase agreements in response to losing traditional depos-
its in an era of rising interest rates on and falling transfer costs of 
non-bank alternatives. Price ceilings prevented banks from making tra-
ditional deposits competitive. To reattract lost funds, they introduced 
a new liability with unique characteristics. Thus, an increase in RP 
volume should accompany the decline in transfer costs of non-bank 
alternatives as banks fight back. This analysis implies that the 
inverse of repurchase agreement volume gives an accurate measure of 
transfer costs. Combining these analyses with previous work on inven-
tory theory renders several testable specifications. 
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With regard to portfolio theory, conclusions about specific issues 
include the following. The general equation from Friedman (1956) must 
be amended in two ways: the opportunity cost of money should appear and 
the general price level must be replaced with a product price index. 
The Box-Cox analysis selects a log linear specification for this amended 
form. 
Finally, one issue pertains to production theory as follows. Since 
money demand derives from product demand, its form depends on the func-
tions assumed in the profit maximizing process. The transactions cost 
variant employs a physical input production function coupled with a 
money requirements function. In contrast, the neoclassical version 
postulates a money balance inclusion production function. In both 
cases, a general form for the money demand results which the Box-Cox 
analysis puts into a log linear specification. Finally, the translog 
cost variant postulates a specific dual cost function that renders a 
testable specific form. 
The analysis on these topics establishes equations which highlight 
each theory's unique approach to firms' money demands. Evaluating their 
performance as explanations and predictors of individual firm behavior 
requires incorporating the two remaining pieces of the methodology. 
Since each equation gives a microfoundation, a complete test of 
their ability requires individual firm observations. Two samples of 
such data appear in the dissertation: one measured quarterly and 
another containing annual observations. They allow construction of the 
aggregation bias inherent in the estimates of macroparameters. Since 
this bias existed in insignificant amounts for both samples, pooling the 
data became an efficient strategy. This grouping necessitated the final 
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part of the methodology. 
Efficiency gains can occur in the estimators when using econometric 
techniques more powerful than ordinary least squares. Applying the 
error components model substantiated this hypothesis. Yet, the covari-
ance model gave the most efficient unbiased estimators of all the avail-
able techniques. The corresponding estimates and predictions best 
reflect the usefulness of each theory. Thus, the criteria used them to 
make the model selection. 
Applying the methodology renders several important conclusions, the 
most startling being the nearly identical performance from all models 
except the transactions cost equation. Despite the large amount of data 
variation the remaining production equations', the portfolio model's, 
and inventory specifications' overall explanatory and predictive per-
formances are not statistically different. Distinctions are not made 
until applying the criteria of coefficients' signs and magnitudes. They 
separate out deterministic inventory theory as the most useful descrip-
tion of firms' behavior. The implications for money demand were as 
follows. 
The adjusted R-square exceeded 90 percent in both samples. Cash 
balances exhibited economies of scale with respect to transactions. The 
magnitude of the transactions elasticity did not differ from one-half. 
Money holdings vary inversely with their own price and directly with 
transfer costs. Their elasticity estimates equaled the hypothesized 
values of a negative one-half and one-half, repectively. 
To illustrate the importance of combining pooled individual firm 
data and advanced econometric techniques, the ordinary least squares 
results appear below. The adjusted R-square was less than 75 percent 
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which understates the true explanatory ability of an inventory equation. 
The transactions elasticity equaled one in denial of economies of scale. 
While own price and transfer costs helped explain cash balances, their 
elasticity estimates differed from hypothesized values. The contrast of 
these results with those from the COVM illustrate the importance of 
pooling firm level data and using advanced econometric methods. 
The COVM findings for inventory models compare to previous 
empirical work as follows. The high degree of explanatory power con-
trasts with the poor performance found by Sprenkle {1969). In fact, the 
R-squared values exceed those of any other inventory model study. The 
finding of economies of scale in transactions parallels that of Ben Zion 
(1974) and Vogel and Maddala (1967). Results of studies by Whalen 
(1965) and Meltzer (1963a) refute this property. The interest rate 
elasticity takes the same magnitude as that found by Ben Zion (1974). 
Finally, the transfer cost coefficient has no counterpart in previous 
studies. 
The COVM estimates for the portolio equation explain a greater 
portion of variation in cash balances than any previous portfolio study. 
The results indicate the absence of economies of scale with respect to 
wealth. While Meltzer (1963a) finds no economies of scale with respect 
to sales, the work of Whalen (1965) supports economies with respect to 
sales as a percent of wealth. Neither of these results compare directly 
to this dissertation's finding. Also, the estimates of rates of return 
have no predecessors from previous work. 
The neoclassical model renders COVM estimates which give the fol-
lowing comparisons with previous work. The overall explanatory power of 
this dissertation's estimates equals that of the study by Nadiri (1969). 
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Both papers imply economies of scale, negative own price elasticity, and 
substitution between labor and money. While Nadiri (1969) shows that 
capital substitutes for money, this study finds no relationship between 
the two. Finally, the strength of the substitutability between labor 
and money is greater here than in the Nadiri (1969) paper. 
The COVM estimates for the translog cost model give the following 
comparisons. They support placing money into the production function. 
The same conclusion was reached by Sinai and Stokes (1972), Khan and 
Kouri (1975), Short (1979), and Dennis and Smith (1978). The money 
demand elasticities give comparisons to those of Dennis and Smith 
(1978). Both studies found negative values for own price elasticities 
and positive magnitudes for the cross elasticity of capital with respect 
to money. This study rendered a much larger value for the latter fig-
ure. Also, the negative value for the cross elasticity of labor with 
respect to money contrasts with their finding of a positive magnitude. 
While these results add new light on firms' money demand, future work 
should continue in three areas. 
First, adequate estimation of the stochastic inventory variants has 
not occurred. Such a task awaits widely available, precise data on 
daily cash flow variances. The dissertation's crude attempt to measure 
this varible with its quarterly and annual counterparts failed to cap-
ture any effect on money balances. 
Second, a more comprehensive comparison between inventory equations 
and a translog cost model should be undertaken. A quarterly data base 
would greatly enhance the initial comparison conducted in the disserta-
tion. Currently, the variables needed to construct the translog model 
are not measured quarterly. 
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Finally, the methodology developed in the dissertation should 
extend to a systematic evaluation of household cash holdings. Indivi-
duals could adhere to either an inventory or portfolio model. If inven-
tory theory proved more useful, a synthesis of household and firm sector 
money demand could occur. In contrast, a two-part additive function 
might result if the portfolio approach best described individual behav-
ior. In either case, a total private sector money demand function could 
be formed which would accurately explain and predict money balances. 
Coupled with control over the money supply, it would promote social 
welfare by aiding in the formation of intelligent policy decisions. 
A final comment should stress that sometimes simple is best. Model 
building represents a classic example of tradeoffs. A theory must 
include enough explanatory variables to accurately describe reality. 
Yet, it must filter out minor influences to remain manageable and 
applicable to many cases. Inventory theory filters more variables than 
the two alternatives and yet performs at least as well. This result 
comes very close to being a free lunch, something which should never be 
refused. 
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Overview. The text suggests using the return on the asset most 
like money to measure money's price. The production model of Saving 
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(1972) suggests a perspective on this selection based on an investment's 
discount rate. 
Opportunity Cost of Money. Consider a schedule of assets contain-
ing no risk. Only proportional transfer costs (C) of moving into and 
out of these securities exist. The one period return on a zero transfer 
cost asset equals ro. From this base, a spectrum of returns for securi-
ties will exist, each one corresponding to a different level of transfer 
costs. In particular, an investor must receive Ij + Cjlj to compensate 
for the transfer costs of investing an amount Ij in the jth asset. 
Since ro can be earned on an asset with no such costs, the rate of 
return on j(rj) must satisfy, 
I.(1 + r.) =(I.+ C.I .) (1 + ro) 
J J J J J 
(3-1) 
which states that the total payment from Ij invested at rj must equal 
the total payment from Ij(l + Cj) invested at ro. The relationship 
between rj and ro follows by simplification, 
and states that the return on j must equal the return on a zero transfer 
cost asset plus the future value of the transfer costs per unit. Such a 
formulation implies a different rate of return for every asset due to 
different transfer costs. An investor must select the proper rate to 
discount his investment from this spectrum. 
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An example limited to two rates can illustrate the proper choice. 
When investing in j, let rk represent the largest foregone earnings and 
ro the smallest. The net present value (NPV) of asset j equals, 
NPV. 
J 
if rk represents the correct choice. Yet, this equation reduces to, 
NPV. = 
J 
-(I + c.) 1. (I+ rk) + (I+ r.) 1. J . J J J 




1.(1 + r.) = (1 + c.) 1. (1 + r 0). J J J J 
= -(1 + Cj) Ij (1 + rk) + (1 + Cj) Ij (1 + ro) 
(1 + rk) 
-(1 + C.) I. - (1 + C.) I.rk + (1 + C.) I.+ (1 + C.) l.ro NPV. =----__.J ____ J=---------J---~~..,..,_--__,. __ __,..J __ ~J ______ _..J __ ~J--
J {1 + rk) 
NPV. 
J 
= (1 + cj) Ij (r0 - rk) 
(1 + rk) 
which exceeds zero if ro > rk and is negative when rk > ro. This con-
tradiction arises because the total dollar earnings on all assets must 
be equal so that all net returns equal ro. This result implies, 
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{1 + r.)I. 
NPV. = ( l J )J - { 1 + C.) I. 
J + ro J J 
(1 + c.)I. (1 + r 0) 
~l ~ r ) - {l + Cj) Ij 
0 
NPV j = 0 • 
If NPV exceeded zero, the abnormally high earnings would induce entry 
driving net returns down to rO• As a consequence, the lowest return 
asset of the same risk and maturity represents the opportunity cost of 
an investment. To discount cash flows from earnings on j with a rate of 
return which reflects those same costs, constitutes double counting. 
The different rates available on assets of identical risk and maturity 
reflect the different costs of transferring them into money. Thus, the 
opportunity cost of investing in money does not equal the high rate on a 
security containing premiums for substantial transfer costs. It equals 
the return on a zero transfer cost asset of the same risk and maturity. 
In fact, regardless of an asset's actual transfer costs, its opportunity 
cost equals the return on a zero transfer cost asset having the same 
risk and maturity. 
In the more general case where fixed transfer costs (a) exist along 
with C, the determination of rates of return is more complex. Also, 
investors now prefer certain assets. In the previous case, all assets 
gave the same net return; thus, no advantage existed in buying large 
amounts of one asset. Now a preference arises due to the option of 
spreading fixed costs over a large asset purchase. Thus, the exact 
relationship between rj and ro depends on the distribution of wealth 
among investors since large investors desire to purchase assets with 
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large fixed and small proportional costs. The only certain relation 
between rj and ro is that rj must exceed r0• 
For an investment in asset j, the NPV now equals 
NPV. 
J 
where NPVj can exceed zero since rj > ro by some unknown amount. This 
implies that a net return--net of all transfer costs--greater than ro 
can be earned on an asset. In the previous case, arbitrage caused all 
net returns to equal ro and, thus, NPVj took a value of zero for all j. 
This result no longer holds because of the disparity of wealth 
among investors. Those with a large amount of funds will prefer to pur-
chase a large amount of an asset having high fixed and low proportional 
transfer costs. This action allows a big investor to spread fixed 
transfer costs which lowers transfer costs per dollar of investment. 
Yet, investors with small funding will select assets having smaller 
fixed costs to keep average transfer costs low. Again, a hierarchy of 
assets--in terms of returns--will emerge where each rate is determined 
by the marginal investor. 
For any asset j, the last investor will purchase the smallest 
dollar amount of j and receive a net return just equal to the return on 
a zero transfer cost asset (ro). All other investors in j purchase 
larger amounts which lowers their average transfer costs allowing them 
to earn a net return in excess of ro. Traders, seeking positive net 
returns, develop a kth asset in the hierarchy below j when a gap exists 
in the investment funds of the smallest investor in j and the largest 
investor in k. Such gaps create different assets and result in the 
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hierarchy. For example, treasury bills have large fixed costs and small 
proportional costs whereas a commercial bank time deposit entails small 
fixed costs and no proportional costs. For the assets to coexist, the 
rate on treasury bills must exceed that on time deposits to compensate 
the marginal investor in treasury bills for the higher transfer costs. 
Thus, the presence of separate markets reflects the difference in aver-
age transfer costs to the marginal--the smallest--investor in each 
market. Yet, the net return--of all transfer costs--to the last inves-
tor in each market will equal rO• Arbitrage will not eliminate the 
higher net returns earned by large investors in treasury bills since 
they possess a scarce resource--above average wealth. This analysis 
does not imply that the opportunity cost of money equals the rate of 
return on an asset actually held. 
The opportunity cost of money equals the return on a transfer cost-
less asset since the net return at the margin for all assets equals ro. 
For example, if a savings account is deemed a transfer costless asset, 
then money 1 s opportunity cost, for all investors, equals the return on 
this asset. To conclude that the true cost is the return made by the 
average investor, not the marginal one, abandons the concept of margi-
nal ism which forms the basis of market pricing. 
APPENDIX B 
EXTENSIONS OF THE INVENTORY MODEL 
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Overview. The inventory variants of Baumol (1952) and Miller and 
Orr (1966) provide testable specifications describing a firm 1 s trans-
actions balances. As Sprenkle (1966) argues, these analysis do not 
incorporate compensating balances. The first theoretical discussion 
below vindicates inventory models from his criticism and forms a general 
equilibrium framework describing the relationship between firms and 
banks. The second theoretical topic employs this framework to incor-
porate cash management techniques into inventory models. 
Compensating Balances. These inventory theories explain only the 
amount of money which firms hold to conduct transactions. They do not 
account for cash balances arising to serve other purposes. The exis-
tence of such additional balances in large amounts would make inventory 
theories nearly useless as models of behavior. 
One source, traditionally cited, of alternative money holdings is 
compensating balances. Banks require firms to hold idle demand deposits 
in compensation for the array of services they provide which include 
check processing, loan arrangements, financial advice, etc. Firms will-
ingly enter into such arrangements to receive these beneficial services. 
In turn, compensating balances reward banks for the provision of banking 
services in two ways. First, the arrangement guarantees the bank a min-
imum demand deposit level. Since firms cannot hold less than this 
amount, banks can lend the full amount of compensating balances without 
risk of withdrawal. Second, the arrangement lowers the variance of 
total demand deposits allowing the bank to safely loan out a greater 
percent of total deposits. Since mutual gain exists, a market develops 
for these exchanges. 
Miller and Orr (1966) incorporate this traditional view of 
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compensating balances by having their model describe firm's money demand 
above some minimum level. The latter being determined outside the model 
through the interaction of firms and banks for banking services. For 
simplicity, Miller and Orr set this minimum equal to zero when devel-
oping their model. Yet, compensating balances in excess of zero will 
cause inventory models to miscalculate actual behavior. Sprenkle (1969) 
cites this reason for the poor predictive ability of the Baumol equa-
tion. Although compensating balances could account for such results, 
the traditional analysis contains serious theoretical pitfalls. 
For one, firms could pay for banking services directly instead of 
using idle balances. In fact, because of reserve requirements both 
firms and banks would benefit if payment was made directly instead of 
indirectly. The Federal Reserve and/or prudent banking dictates that 
banks hold part of demand deposits in non-interest bearing form. Since 
no such restrictions apply to business, they can invest the entire com-
pensating balance. Their earnings would more than match the implicit 
payment allowing both groups to receive a greater return than with the 
compensating balance arrangement. Thus, only an irrational businessman 
would hold involuntary balances as payment to banks. Furthermore, banks 
should show no preference to indirect as opposed to direct payment. In 
fact, they allow individuals the option of paying directly (per check) 
or indirectly (minimum balance). No reason exists not to offer such an 
option to firms. Thus, compensating balances are not involuntary hold-
ings used as indirect payment to banks for services. 
This conclusion does not imply that firms make no indirect payments 
for banking services. Firms could forego interest earnings on volun-
tarily held demand deposits used for transactions purposes in order to 
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compensate banks. Banks gain the earnings and pay firms indirectly in 
the form of services. Such an arrangement would be the natural response 
to government price ceilings on demand deposits. 
When hiring demand deposits from firms to make their 11 product 11 , 
banks incur the cost of providing transactions services, which include 
making payments for firms, clearing checks, keeping records, etc. These 
costs are then netted out from interest earned when lending the depos-
its. If net returns exceed zero, banks can pay firms explicitly for 
employing their money. The payment must equal the alternative cost of 
the resource, otherwise the firm will use its money in the alternative. 
In the absense of price ceiling regulation, the payment could take 
explicit form. With price controls, the payment must still be made, but 
now it must have an implicit form. Banking services constitute black 
market payments (in addition to absorbing transactions costs) needed to 
acquire a factor of production. This analysis implies that compensating 
balances are a portion of voluntarily held transactions balances and, 
thus, do not invalidate inventory theories. In other words, the bank's 
11 requirement 11 of a minimum balance does not constitute a binding con-
straint on firms. Actually, banks compensate firms in the analysis. 
This arrangement fits naturally with a general equilibrium framework 
developed below. 
A more serious theoretical pitfall of the traditional view of com-
pensating balances is its inability to deal with the fundamental ques-
tion of why firms use bank money as opposed to government money. The 
answer lies in a framework inconsistent with the traditional view of 
compensating balances. 
Consider a business sector where all firms manage cash using an 
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inventory approach and, thus, the cash balances of every firm exhibit 
economies of scale. This property implies certain relationships between 
firms whose descriptions requires a general equilibrium framework. As a 
firm acquires larger transactions levels, the amount of money required 
to conduct a dollar of transactions declines. In other words, economies 
of scale imply that the average cost of using money for transacting 
(ATRC) falls as size increases. Businesses should take advantage of 
such savings either by merger or internal growth. Alternatively, they 
could centralize their balances in one firm who could then specialize in 
receipt-payment operations. The bank, by combining these balances, 
could bring substantial savings in transactions cost to each firm. 
The simple Baumol model can illustrate the extent of such savings 
from either growth or consolidation. The total cost of using cash for 
transactions purposes - total transactions costs - equal, 
where the first right hand term measures the transfer cost between 
interest bearing assets and cash. The second right hand expression 
represents the foregone interest earnings when using cash. Since 




which reduces to, 
TTRC 
2 2 2 
= (b T r)l/2 + (bTr )1/2 
2bT 2r 
TTRC = {b~r)l/ 2 {1 + 1) 
TTRC = 2 {£¥-) l/ 2 
TTRC = {2bTr) 112• 
Transactions cost per unit of transactions - average transactions 
costs equal , 
= (2bTr) 112 ATRC --r-
which declines monotonically as T increases. 
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With respect to consolidation, if n firms of equal size exist, the 
total transactions cost for each appears as, 
TTRCn = {2bTr) 1/ 2 
implying that the total transactions cost for the group equals, 
TTRC = n(TTRCn) = n(2bTr) 112• 
However, if a bank assumes the balances of all n firms, then its average 
balance equals, 
M _ c _ (bnT)l/2 -"2"- 2r 
and total transactions costs become, 
TTRC = n112 {2bTr) 112• 
Total transactions cost per firm would equal, 
TTRCn TTRC =--n 
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which is less than TTRC in the non-consolidation case and declines as n 
increases. 
Firms can acquire the cost saving of economies of scale either by 
internal consolidation--growth--or external consolidation--using bank 
money. Other things equals, firms should grow (through merger or intern-
ally) to the point where the decline in average transactions cost and the 
increase in average production cost {APC) due to a marginal growth are 
equal. The increase in APC, from expansion, occurs due to diseconomies 
of size. In Figure 1, long run average production costs fall until an 
output level of Q0 • Expansion past that point by internal growth or 
merger brings on management difficulties which more than offset any 
economies due to greater specialization. Yet, the decline in ATRC, as 
shown in Figure 2, continues monotonically as output and, hence, trans-
actions levels continue to increase. Total average cost (AC), depicted 
in Figure 3, in the 1 ong run equa 1 s the sum of 1 ong run APC and ATRC. It 
declines through an output level of Q0 since both APC and ATC decline. 
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From Qo to Qi, AC continues to fall since ATRC falls faster than APC 
rises. Past the output level of Qi, AC begins to increase as the dis-
economies of size overcome any further transactions economies of size, 
implying a limit to the motive for expansion. Finally, this analysis is 
consistent with both conglomerate mergers and any empirical evidence of 
plants in excess of minimum effic1ent production size. 
For firms to gain these cost savings through external consolidation, 
an institution must exist which stands willing and able to sell trans-
' actions services to firms. Banks represent such specialized institu-
tions. Their willingness and ability to provide transactions services 
stems from the profit which arises if banks either have lower average 
transactions costs than firms or can earn higher returns on investment 
than firms. These possibilities will be explored in turn. 
As argued previously, in order to retain demand deposits banks must 
pay an amount equal to firm's opportunity cost of money which equals 
the return on money's best alternative. For all but the marginal firm, 
this return is less than average transactions cost since the latter 
includes transfer costs as well as foregone interest. If this condition 
did not exist, firms would not hold money balances. Now, a bank's ATRC 
are less than any single firm with deposits in the bank due to economies 
of size. Thus, a bank earns a residual on demand deposits even if they 
only earn a return on investments equal to the firm's opportunity cost 
of money. Actually, banks not only have lower costs than firms, they 
also earn greater returns than firms on deposits. 
Banks specialize in making high risk (high return) loans to users--
individuals and small businesses--willing to pay premium rates. These 















Figure 3. Average Costs 
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suppliers of loanable funds. Firms, in general, do not engage in such 
activity and, thus, accept lower returns on their securities. Further-
more, banks will have cash balances with relatively lower variances com-
pared to an individual firm holding the same size average balance. The 
impact of this on earnings can be viewed within either the Baumol or 
Miller-Orr model. 
In the Baumol model, a firm's cash balance equals zero at the start 
of a time period. During the period, an optimum number of equal amount 
withdrawals (C) from assets into cash occur. After cash holdings are 
replenished, the firm spends them at a constant rate until they equal 
zero. Then another withdrawal is made and the cycle repeats. This pro-
cess results in a sawtooth cash balance whose average level equals one-
hal f of the optimum cash withdrawal. Because many such transfers take 
place over a period, a firm cannot invest the full amount of average 
balances in earning form. The cash balance of a bank having the same 
average balance could vary between two extremes. 
If all firms deposit and withdraw money simultaneously, a bank's 
cash balances will follow the same sawtooth process as the individual 
firm. However, if firms of equal size make evenly distributed deposits 
and withdrawals, banks cash balances will remain constant at a level 
equal to average balances. In this case, banks could lend the full 
amount of deposits at all times and, thus, increase earnings above the 
revenue of the individual firm. In fact, as long as some offsetting 
occurs, bank earnings will exceed those of an individual firm having the 
same average balance. The same qualitative conclusion results when using 
the Miller-Orr model. 
In this case, firms have cash balances which vary randomly between 
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an upper and a lower bound. This process (e) has an expected value of 
zero--no systematic drift occurs--and a constant variance. Combining 
such a process with the asymmetric optimal control rules, the firm's 
average balances equal µ = ntm with a variance of a2 = ntm2. A bank 
would consolidate the balances of two identical firms so that average 
balances are alsoµ = ntm. The process generating the bank's cash flows 
would be the sum of two random walks {El and e2). Each having zero mean, 
thus, their sum also has a zero mean. However, the variance would equal, 
Var(e 1 + e2) = 2 Var(e 1) + 2 Cov(e 1e2) 
Var(e 1 + e2) = Var(e) + 2 tov(e 1e2) 
where Ei represents the random walk generating the two identical firm's 
cash balances. If the Cov(E1E2) takes a negative value, the bank's 
variance will be less than the variance of an equal sized firm. This 
occurs since the two random walks would offset each other, allowing the 
bank to gain greater earnings through larger investments. Because banks 
have both lower costs per unit and higher earnings per unit than firms, 
they stand willing and able to offer transactions services to firms. 
On the demand side of the market, firms desire to use some form of 
money to obtain transactions services. Two close substitutes exist. 
When using the fiat money of the government firms absorb all transac-
tions costs. On the other hand, banks take on part of these costs if 
firms use demand demands. In addition to lowering a firm's ATRC, hold-
ing bank money entitles the firm to receive banking services. For these 
reasons, firms find demand deposits a better money and, thus, desire to 
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hold large amounts relative to cash. The lowering of ATRC by consoli-
dation and the increasing of interest earnings due to loan specializa-
tion provide funds for mutual gain to banks and firms resulting in the 
formation of a market. 
In summary, the general equilibrium framework has the following 
implications. Banks arise as firms specializing in transactions ser-
vices and loan middleman activity due to the potential for profit. 
Firms gain when keeping transactions balances in the form of bank money 
since it lowers ATRC and results in indirect payment via bank services. 
This payment by banks, compensating firms for providing loanable funds, 
is implicit due to government price ceilings on demand deposits. Also, 
given reserve requirement regulation, compensating balances must be part 
of voluntarily held transactions balances. They represent a nonbinding 
constraint since firms will hold demand deposit balances in excess of a 
compensating balance to obtain transaction cost savings and banking ser-
vices. Thus, inventory models are not invalidated by the compensating 
balance arrangement. Finally, the framework can encompass the advances 
in cash management techniques. 
Cash Management Techniques Adjustments. Recently the relationship 
between firms and banks has changed due to the expanded use of three 
groups of cash management techniques {CMT). Mutual gain has fostered a 
tremendous growth in the use of immediately available funds by both 
banks and firms, altering demand deposit relationships. Also, certain 
regulatory changes by the Federal Reserve have reduced firm's transfer 
costs and, thus, shifted their money demand functions. A final group of 
CMT--lock boxes, remote disbursements, etc.--provide ways to lower the 
variance of cash balances with a resulting shift in money demand. Each 
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group and its effect on inventory models will be outlined in turn. 
The deterministic inventory variant has money demand dependent on 
transfer costs, transactions amounts, and the interest rate. The sto-
chastic inventory variant postulates the same determinates except for 
replacing transactions amounts with daily cash flow variance. The 
emergence of each group of CMT affects a different independent variable 
in these specifications. 
The creation of repurchase agreements (RP) as a secured immediately 
available fund (IF) provides a practical measure of money's opportunity 
cost. Because RP represent a riskless, near zero transfer cost asset, 
its return approximates what firms give up to use money. The only 
better alternative--interest bearing checkable deposits--have explicit 
returns subject to price ceilings, making them useless as a measure of 
opportunity cost. While the action of buyers and sellers set the return 
of RP, those rates are not readily available. Yet, a suitable proxy 
does exist. 
RP yield should hold a proportional relationship to the federal 
funds rate (FFR), allowing the latter to provide a reasonably accurate 
proxy. Since the Federal Reserve prohibits non-bank traders in the 
federal funds market, only banks can participate in both markets. Their 
action will integrate the markets by establishing a cost based differ-
ential between the RP rate and the FFR. Any time trading alters this 
differential, banks can profit by arbitrage. Such counter buying or 
selling re-established the cost based wedge implying that the two rates 
of returns will move together. In addition to suggesting a proxy for 
money's opportunity cost, this group of CMT provides some implications 
which inventory models can test. 
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As argued by Tinsley and Garrett (1978), the introduction and 
growth of RP is not unique but fits a trend beginning in the 1960s. For 
every economic expansion since that time, interest rates on non-bank 
short term securities rise relative to bank deposit rates due to the 
price ceiling on bank deposit rates. The effect on money demand can be 
viewed within the Miller-Orr three-asset model. 
This approach allows finns to hold a hierarchy of assets along with 
money. On the scale nearest cash lie shorts--money's closest altern-
ative. As argued previously, checkable and savings deposits at banks 
fill this role in reality. Moving toward the spectrum's other end 
leads to longer maturity assets with increasing levels of both risk and 
transfer costs, called longs. Firms determine the optimum amount of 
money based on the return of and transfer costs into shorts. The pre-
ferred short balance depends on own rates, cash holdings, and the return 
on and transfer costs into longs. Finally, long holdings depend on own 
rates and rates for and transfer costs into shorts. Such a structure 
induces firms to shift wealth only between neighboring assets. For 
example, when firms desire to increase long holdings at the expense of 
other assets, the restructuring occurs in the following way. 
The funds necessary to make long purchases come from short holdings 
not cash. As short balances decline, the relationship between shorts 
and money changes inducing firms to move cash into shorts. Thus, the 
model postulates that changes in long balances affect cash indirectly 
through alterations in returns and transfer costs of shorts. This 
framework explains the emergence of new bank liabilities as follows. 
In an economic expansion, the rate on longs increases relative to 
the fixed return on bank deposits--shorts. Firms restructure by pulling 
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funds out of shorts to purchase longs, then partially restocking short 
holdings at the expense of demand deposits. Banks cannot stop this 
exodus by making their deposits competitive with longs because of price 
ceilings. Instead, they respond by creating a new security which can 
recapture the lost funds. Such an asset must provide a unique property 
to accomplish the task. In other words, it must fill a gap in the hier-
archy of assets. 
In the late 1960s, Euro-dollars arose in response to firms' port-
folio adjustments. Trading grew to a peak in 1968, coinciding with the 
peak on short term non-bank investments. During the expansion of the 
early 1970s, certificates of deposits and RP were introduced. Their 
growth peaked during 1973, corresponding to the peak in rates on non-
bank investments. The introduction of these assets give firms a new 
alternative in the hierarchy which will permanently alter the relation-
ship between money and shorts as firms begin to use the new asset. For 
a given amount of wealth, this restructuring means firms hold less money 
even though the variables of money demand have not changed. In econo-
metric terms, introducing a new asset will cause structural change of 
the money demand function. The second group of CMT have also altered a 
parameter value of inventory models. 
Certain regulatory changes have altered the cost of making trans-
fers between assets. For one, corporations can now hold commercial bank 
savings and checkable accounts which have very low transfer costs com-
pared to alternative assets. Also, the transfer cost of those deposits 
has been lowered by the acceptance of telephone and pre-authorized 
transfers between savings and demand deposits. Finally, the Fed now 
allows additional branch offices resulting in lower nonmonetary costs of 
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transfers. As a result of these CMT firms desire to hold less money as 
a function of own price. This restructuring alters the relationship 
between banks and firms. The M-0 three-asset model can outline the 
entire process and lead to a proxy for transfer costs. 
As the transfer costs of bank deposits fell, firms desired to hold 
less money and more shorts. Since long balances depend on short hold-
ings, this movement caused an imbalance between shorts and longs which 
firms corrected by purchasing additional longs. Banks, faced with the 
depletion of both demand and interest bearing deposits, introduced RP to 
re-attract the funds. A subsequent increase in trading of RP should 
occur which parallels the decline in transfer cost as banks make RP use 
increasingly attractive to channel the additional lost deposits back 
into banks in the form of RP. Thus, the inverse of RP trading volume 
can serve as a proxy for transfer costs over the sample period. This 
idea can also extend to the third group of CMT. 
These techniques lower transfer costs, in general, not just on bank 
deposits. The decline in these costs for longs causes firms to react by 
shifting wealth into longs from shorts. This movement upsets the 
balance between shorts and money inducing firms to shift funds from 
demand deposits into shorts. As in the previous case, banks respond to 
the outflow by offering a new asset. Thus, a decline in transfer costs 
of either shorts or longs can be modeled within the Miller-Orr three-
asset model. The resulting analysis justifies using the inverse volume 
of RP trading as a proxy for transfer costs. The third group of CMT can 
be modeled differently by using the original Miller-Orr approach. 
Lock boxes, remote disbursements, electronic transfers, consoli-
dated balances, etc., allow firms to control the variance of cash 
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flows. As argued by Porter and Mauskopf (1979), prior to the emergence 
of these techniques firms treated the variance as a given parameter. 
Now, they give firms another control variable in managing cash balances, 
thus, money holdings depend on the optimum amount of CMT purchased. In 
formal terms, this amount is embodied in the addition of perceived vari-
ance to the simple Miller-Orr model. 
Purchasing CMT allows firms to lower perceived as well as actual 
cash fl ow variances. With respect to the former, 1 ock boxes affect cash 
receipts by decreasing the lag between sales and collected balances. 
Remote disbursements increase the lag between purchases and debiting of 
the firm's account. Altering the pattern of receipts and disbursements 
lower perceived variance because they decrease the time that a receipt 
or disbursement can show a nonzero value. Also these techniques may 
lower optimum demand deposits further as firm's float increases. This 
addition allows firms to safely invest more demand deposits in interest 
earning form. 
Firms can lower actual variances through a number of techniques. 
Wire transfers and deposits transfer checks make concentration accounts 
feasible. These accounts consolidate receipts and disbursements from 
many deposits into one large deposit. The variance of two small 
deposits, in the Miller-Orr model, would equal (02)113 + (o~)l/J while a 
consolidated account would have a smaller variance of (a~+ o~) 1 1 3 • 
Thus, firms hold less money even in this extreme case where pooling 
does not lead to an offsetting receipt-payment pattern. Also, many CMT 
provide better information about cash flows inducing firms to invest a 
greater amount of demand deposits. 
Automated retrieval systems allow firms to obtain information 
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quickly about remote deposits, which promotes more rapid consolidation 
and investment. Payable through drafts remove uncertainty about the 
timing of check clearing which releases funds formerly held in antici-
pation of clearing. Zero balance accounts allow payment after a check 
comes in for clearance, freeing more funds for investment. Wire, tele-
phone, and computers facilitate information retrieval on cash flows. 
Banks provide firms much information about average disbursement float 
and funds needed to cover checks clearing in any given day. Finally, 
forecasting methods on cash positions aid businesses in managing their 
portfolios. These devices result in more accurate decisions about man-
aging cash as reflected in lower perceived variances. 
In summary, the simple inventory models are significantly altered 
by each group of GMT. The opportunity cost of money and transfer costs 
both receive an accurate proxy. Also, the variance of cash flows has 
undergone significant change due to CMT. Methods to test the implica-
tions of this work appear in the following section. 
Summary. Inventory theories postulate economies of scale in cash 
holdings. The resulting decline in average transactions costs induce 
firms to expand beyond minimum average production cost output. More 
importantly, economies provide profit incentive for banks to emerge 
since they can consolidate transactions balances of many firms. ~vern­
ment intervention affects this basic relationship in two ways. Price 
ceilings on demand deposits force banks to hire money by making in-kind 
payments. These give firms incentive to use bank as apposed to govern-
ment money. Reserve requirements make it irrational for firms to hold 
involuntary compensating balances. They are part of the voluntarily 
held transactions balances and, thus, do not constitute a binding 
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constraint on firms. Inventory models, vindicated from the compensating 
·balance critique, can accurately incorporate the expanding relationship 
between firms and banks. 
The emerging use of cash management techniques suggests the follow-
ing additions to money demand. First, not only does money's price 
receive an accurate proxy, so does transfer costs. During economic 
expansion of the 1970s, the returns on non-bank investments increased 
while their transfer costs declined. Banks could not make traditional 
deposits competitive due to price controls. Instead, they introduced a 
new liability which filled a gap near money in the liquidity hierarchy. 
The volume of repurchase agreement trading increased as the returns of 
and transfer costs on alternative investments rose and fell, respec-
tively. Thus, the inverse of repurchase agreement volume provides an 
accurate proxy for transfer costs during the time span under study. 
Second, the effect of cash management techniques can be modeled as low-
ering both perceived and actual cash flow variance. The Miller-Orr 





Overview. This appendix presents a detailed outline of the general 
aggregation problem. 
Aggregation Analysis. Economic theories of money demand must use 
empirical data to test their explanatory and predictive usefulness. 
Previous studies have employed aggregated data in this endeavor which 
requires postulating a macrorelationship. The reasons for using a mac-
rorelation are simplicity and the lack of firm level data. Vet, this pro-
cess cannot be generally valid since relations between aggregates result 
from many decisions of individuals. The logical step preceding the use of 
a macrorelation would be to test whether individual decisions, in some 
sense, form a stable aggregate relation. 
Money demand functions describe individual firm behavior while mac-
rorelations must be derived from these microfoundations. The translation 
tion from one level to the next must have an explicit form--an aggregation. 
This process is vital for both economic and statistical aspects of testing. 
For this study, the problem takes a form limited to a single linear 
macrorelation derived from a set of linear microrelations by linear aggre-
gation. If a macrorelation does not have a consistent form with respect 
to its micro counterparts, using the former as a true model constitutes a 
specification error. Only in the absence of this circumstance can a mac-
rorelation properly test firms' money demand functions. Firm level data 
provides a basis to test for these conditions. 
Employing the analysis of Theil (1954), consider a group of firms 
whose demand for cash depends on their level of transactions. For each 
of N firms, money demand is, 
c = 1 ••• N 
i = 1 ••• n. 
Unfortunately, only data on total money demand and total transactions 
for the group of firms exist. That is, macrovariables' measuring per 
firm amounts appear as, 
T. 
l 
which describes the method of aggregation given, in this case, by the 
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data. This procedure involves a theoretical contradiction since certain 
sums may not have the same relation to other sums even when the relation 
holds for all components. Yet, previous econometric studies proceed 
with the macrorelation as a linear sum of the microrelations. One facet 
of aggregation theory deals with the validity of this transformation 
from micro to macro levels. 
Faced with a microrelation and only macro data, aggregation theory 
constructs a macrorelation in terms of per firm observations corre-
sponding to the microrelation. Combining the macrovariables and aggre-
gation method with the microrelation gives, 
as the correct macrorelation. It describes per firm money demand as a 
function of three terms. The first, a constant, equals the arithmetic 
mean of the intercepts of all individual firm demand equations. The 
last expression represents a random disturbance as the arithmetic mean 
of the microrelation's disturbances. The middle term is the weighted 
61 eN 
sum of firms transactions levels where the weights equal ~ ••• ~· 
Such an equation does not describe per firm demand in terms of per firm 
transactions unless el= ••. = eN = e. In this case, M; equals, 
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M.=-lEa +aT.+.lEe:. 
1 11 C C 1 11 C Cl 
which is a linear equation in the macrovariables. This expression is 
called an incorrect macrorelation since, in general, it does not equal 
the correct macrorelation. In fact, if the coefficient parameters dif-
fer for individual firms, specification error occurs when using aggre-
gate data since it implies estimating with the incorrect macrorelation. 
The consequences of such an error can be seen by analyzing the least 
square estimate of B as, 
E{T. - T) (M. - N} 
i 1 1 
b =--------2 
I: (T. - T) 
1 
where T and M represent the arithmetic averages, over n observations, of 
the corresponding macrovariables. To evaluate b, an expression for 
Mi - M must be obtained. M comes from carrying out the summation over n 
for the correct macrorelation. Thus, 
Subtraction of M from Mi gives 
M,. - M = lN E 8 (t . - t } + ! E (e: . - E } c c Cl c N c Cl c 
then by substitution, b equals, 
E ( T . - T) I: 8 ( t . - t } E ( T . - T) E ( e: . - € ) 
i 1 C C Cl C i 1 C Cl C 
b = -------------,...----- +-------------,,.-~ 2 2 N E{ T . - T) N E{ T . - T) 
i 1 i 1 
Assuming nonstochastic values for transactions, the second righthand 
term's expectation vanishes since the mean of all disturbance terms 
equals zero. Thus, the expected value of b takes the form, 
where 
E(b} = E PcSc 
c 
E ( T . - i} ( t . - t ) 
. 1 Cl C p = _1 ______ ..., __ 
c NE(T. -T) 2 
i 1 
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Pc represents the slope estimate of the auxiliary regression equal 
to, 
where ac is a constant and Uc a disturbance term. This regression has 
the explanatory variable from the correct macrorelation as a dependent 
variable and the explanatory variable from the incorrect macrorelation 
as an independent variable. ec will differ from l/N when the micro-
parameters are not all identical. Thus, the slope of the incorrect 
macrorelation, which actually undergoes estimation has an expectation 
equal to a weighted sum of the microparameters--61 . . 
weights of P1 ••• PN• Finally, these weights sum to unity as, 
E [E ( T. - I) ( t . - t } ] 
C i 1 Cl C 
EP = 
c c N E (T. - T) 2 
i 1 




E [ ( T. - i) E ( t . - t ) ] 
i 1 C Cl C 
2 N E (T . - T) 
i 1 
1 T 1 -By definition, Ti = N ~ tci and = N ~ tc 
Thus, 
E [ ( T . - T) N ( T . - T) ] 
i 1 1 
E p = --------,....----
c c N E(T. - T) 2 
i 1 
E Pc = 1 • 
c 
These results imply that the expectation of b will generally not 
equal a. For most firms, transactions levels change in the same 
direction with per firm transactions implying that tci and T; are 
positively correlated. Thus, the auxiliary regression will result in a 
value for Pc greater than 1/N. Such a firm behaves in a manner which 
has a positive effect on the expectation of b. If tci and Ti show 
negative correlation, the firm's action affects b in an inverse manner. 
Yet, a should always exceed zero. In this case, the aggregation process 
introduces an aggregation bias into the macrorelation which manifests 
itself by allowing E(b) ~ a. 
Following Green (1964), this bias can be analyzed using the corre-
lation contained in the auxiliary regressions. Specifically, the covar-
iance of a microparameter (6c) with the macroparameter estimate from the 






Pc =NE Pc =N • 
c 
Thus, by substitution, 
Solving for the macroparameter's expectation gives, 
E ( b) = E pc a c = if c + N Co v (a/ c ) 
c 
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where ire represents an unbiased estimate, given the aggregation process 
used. The remaining term measures the bias introduced when that process 
causes misspecification. Consider firms with ac > 1fc whose transactions 
levels (tci) increase rapidly compared to the average {Ti); thus, Pc> 
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1/N. Such a disproportionate relationship implies Cov(BcPc) > 0 result-
ing in 8 > ac. The macroparameter for money demand will exceed the level 
as given by the mean of separate microparameters. The bias term high-
1 ights the complications arising between micro and macro levels. 
These problems give rise to contradictions when predicting with the 
microrelations or macrorelations. For example, if tc; increases by 
Ate;, the resulting rise in aggregate transactions equals AT; = E Ate;· 
c 
Yet, the effect on M; can be traced from two paths. One uses the micro-
relations as, 
The other employs the macrorelation to achieve, 
A2M. =BAT. = 8 E At . 1 1 C Cl 
where B = E(b) = t 0cBc and Sc is the slope parameter of the auxiliary 
c 
regression. In the general case, AiMi does not equal A2M;. Two 
important aspects of this contradiction exist. First, even when all Be 
remain constant (and likewise AiM;) different movements of transactions 
over time can change B and, hence, change the prediction of A2M;. For 
example, suppose each tc; varies in a fixed proportion to T;, although 
the proportion can be different for each firm. Each proportion equals 
the slope parameter (0c) of the respective auxiliary regressions as, tc; 
= 0cT; + Uc; where the absence of the constant term reflects the fixed 
proportion assumption. Averaging over n observations, 
a c =-T 
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which remains constant. Using the fact that e = L acec , 
c 
Thus, the estimation of e, after aggregation from ec, gives greater 
weight to firms with larger transactions levels (tc)· This condition 
causes no problem so long as increases in transactions are proportional 
to the level of transactions for each firm. Formally, 
At . AT1. Cl --=-
Solving this expression for Ate; and substituting into AiMi gives, 
However, any time the distribution of transactions changes when aggre-




which implies that transactions of large firms {large ac) change by a 
greater proportion than that for small firms (small ac) when aggregate 
transactions increase. That is, Ate; no longer stays fixed for each firm 
as aggregate transactions (Ti) change which causes AiMi to differ from 
A2Mi. This discrepancy increases when transactions for a firm move 
inversely with Ti since Sc will take a negative value. In that case, 
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the aggregate a can be larger or smaller than any of the individual ac. 
The second aspect of contradiction between 61Mi and A2Mi is that the 
distribution of Ate; to all firms can be disproportionate as opposed to 
the fixed proportion case above. The only restriction of Ate; states 
that r6tc; = 6T;. Two different allocations of a given AT; will cause 
c 
A1M; to change even when 6T; and 62M; do not. Very stringent require-
ments are necessary to ensure no contradiction irrespective of the dis-
tribution of Atci• Even when the Cov{Pc6c) = 0, contradictions can arise 
due to nonuniform distribution. 
The sufficient condition to avoid any contradiction between micro-
relations and macrorelations requires, 
All firms must behave identically with respect to changes in transactions. 
To prove this condition, first notice that if Be =le for all c, then 
Cov(PcBc) = O. This occurs since, 
and implies that the macroparameter a will equal a-; since no 
aggregation bias exists. Formally, 
B = ifc + N Cov{PcBc) • 
Since Be = ifc = a and all three have constant values, AiMi equals A2Mi 
as, 
61M; = ~Bc6tc; = 'FcEAtci = B~Atc; = 62M; • 
c c c 
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No contradiction arises. Second, with no contradiction, distribution 
among firms of the aggregate change in transactions makes no difference. 
For example, if At1; = -At2i and Atci = O for all c greater than 2, then 
AT; equals zero causing A2Mi to equal zero. Further, AiM; = ~8cAtci = 
c 
(a1 -a2)At1i which must equal zero since a1 = 82• In general, any change 
in transactions moves demand in the same proportion no matter who receives 
the additional business since all firms act homogeneously. Only in this 
case can aggregated data accurately represent a microrelation. When firms 
act differently, estimation must occur for each individual firm since the 





Overview. This Appendix gives detailed information on variables, 
sources, and uses of the samples employed in this dissertation. 
Variables. The variables required for the models include: money 
balances (M), sales (S), accounts receivable (AR), accounts payable 
(AP), inventories {I), depreciation (D), cost of goods sold (COGS), 
gross property plant and equipment (GPPE), accumulated depreciation 
~ 
{AD), current assets (CA), gross"investment (GI), treasury b111 rate 
(TBR), federal funds rate (FFR), ten year corporate bond rate (CBR), 
equity returns {EQR), wholesale price index (WPI), product price index 
for particular industries (PPI), product price index for specific 
commodities (PPC), wage rates for specific commodities (WR), income tax 
(T), net income {NI), and repurchase agreement volume (RPV). The raw 
data provide for construction of additional relevant variables formed as 
follows. 
Cash receipts (CR) appear as CR = S - AAT. Cash flows (CF) are 
constructed as CF = S - AAR - AI - COGS - AGPPE + AAP + AAP. Computing 
CF for each firm over the sample period allows forming of the variance 
of cash flow (V) for each firm. The amount of capital stock (K) appears 
as K = GI + GPPE_1 - D, where GPPE_1 equals GPPE in the previous period. 
The price of capital becomes, 
RR = (l - uz) (q(r + o) - q) 
(1 - u) 
where r equals the federal funds rate. q is the price of capital goods 
as measured by the PPC. o stands for the rate of depreciation computed 
as D divided by K. u equals the tax rate as T divided by NI. Finally, 
z is the present value of the deduction for depreciation per dollar 
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invested. Computation of z requires the following steps. First, the 
deduction is expressed as a percent of the value of capital for each 
time period. Second, those figures are discounted to obtain present 
value of the deductionper dollar invested in each period. Physical out-
put (Q) is constructed as Q = {S +~I) 7 PPC. All real values equal 
nominal ones deflated by the WPI. 
Sources. The bulk of data were obtained directly from the 
COMPUSTAT tapes which use the following primary sources. 
Individual firms must file 10-K (annual) and 10-Q (quarterly) 
financial reports with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Also, 
firms make available both annual and quarterly reports to shareholders. 
Direct company contacts provide other specific information not generally 
available. Interactive Data Services Incorporated make stock data 
available. Additional variables are provided by various publications 
such as: Dow Jones News Service, Standard and Poor 1 s Stock Guides, 
Dividends Records, and Corporation Record 1 s. These sources give ovser-
vations on M, S, AR, AP, I, GI, D, COGS, GPPE, AD, CA, T, NI, AND EQR, 
which are put onto the COMPUSTAT tapes. 
The Economic Report of the President Transmitted to Congress, 
published by the u. S. Government Printing Office, contains observations 
on the following variables. The CBR, FFR, and TBR appear in Table B-67 
while RPV is listed in Table B-62. 
Wage rates for individual firms {WR) are co~tained ni the U. S. 
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment and Earn-
~' Table C-2. This data exists for individual commodities by census 
code. By identifying its major product, a wage series can be con-
structed for each firm. For example, since General Motors would match 
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with the motor vehicle entry, its wage rate would be found under that 
entry in Table C-2. When a firm has a diverse product line, the wage 
rate was formed as a weighted average of the wages associated with the 
different products. The weights come from analysis in The Value Line 
Investment Survey, published by Arnold Bernard and Company. For 
example, Graniteville Company receives about 70 percent of revenue from 
textiles and 30 percent from clothing retail trade. Its wage would 
equal 70 percent times the PPC for textiles plus 30 percent time the 
wage for clothing retail. This process is inferior to obtaining the 
information directly from each firm. Unfortunately, that data was not 
available. 
The u. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Producer 
Prices and Price Indexes, Tables 4 and 6 contain data on WPI, PPI, and 
PPC. The same matching between each firm and its major products allows 
the data on PPC to represent the price of a firm's output. In a similar 
manner, matching occurred between each firm and the major capital goods 
they purchase. The corresponding PPC or PPI then measures the price of 
capital goods (q) used to construct RR. 
Uses. To allow for both estimation and prediction, each sample was 
split into two components. The quarterly one contains 30 observations 
per firm suggesting a trade off when selecting the size of each sub-
sample. To maintain enough degrees of freedom for efficient estimation, 
the first 26 quarters go into the estimation subsample. The remaining 
four (about 16 percent) make up the prediction subsample allowing 380 
forecasts. The annual data base, with 18 observations per firm, renders 
only two predictions per firm, leaving 16 for estimation. This split 
gives 384 predictions. 
APPENDIX E 
TRANSLOG COST MODEL 
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Overview. As Finnery {1980) showed, the transactions cost and neo-
classical variants result in nearly identical money demand specifica-
tions. A general form of both the transactions cost approach and the 
neoclassical model comes from Saving {1972) and Nadiri (1969), respec-
tively. In contrast, Dennis and Smith {1978} use a translog cost func-
tion to describe money's productive role. As Fisher (1974) argues, any 
derived money demand equation depends on the underlying functions used 
in the process. Thus, each procedure listed above represents a plaus-
ible embodiment of the production model. This appendix describes the 
translog cost process which renders the third specification. 
Translog Cost Variant. The production process can be modeled by 
either the production function or its dual cost function. Using a cost 
function to estimate production relationships has several advantages to 
using the production function itself. First, a cost function is homo-
geneous of degree one in prices of inputs even if the production func-
tion does not exhibit the same property. This result stems from the 
fact that doubling all input prices must double a firm's costs. Yet, 
optimal factor combinations remain the same since relative input prices 
have not changed. Because of this property, generating estimates does 
not require imposing homogeneity conditions on the production process. 
Second, the estimating equations contain input prices as independent 
variables not factor quantities as with a production function. This 
result is desirable for two reasons. Theoretically, individual firms 
consider input prices as exogenous in their decision process. On the 
other hand, factor quantities are choice variables of profit maximiza-
tion and, therefore, have stochastic elements. Empirically, input quan-
tities tend to exhibit significant amounts of multicollinearity while 
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factor prices do not. Third, using the production function method to 
obtain elasticity of substitution estimates requires inverting the matrix 
containing production function coefficient estimates--the bordered hes-
sian. Such a procedure tends to exaggerate estimation error due to 
roundoff. Elasticity of substitution estimates do not require this 
inversion when using the cost function method. Finally, both procedures 
give equations which have linear logarithmic forms. 
In general, the cost function approach describes the production 
relationships in terms of Allen partial elasticities of substitution. 
Corresponding to the cost minimization problem, 
n 
MIN C = E Xh Ph 
h=l 
Subject to Q = F{X1 ••• Xn) 
where Xh represents input amounts, Ph stands for input prices, and Q is 
output. There exists a dual minimum cost function as, 
C* = g(Q, P1 ••• Pn)• 
This function relates, to every combination of the Ph , the minimum cost 
* (C*) corresponding to the optimum--profit maximizing--levels of Xh(Xh)· 
In other words, C refers to the production cost of any feasible factor 
combination while C* gives the expense of cost minimizing input combina-
tions. Thus, C* corresponds to the firm's expansion path and is a func-
tion of factor prices since they determine optimum input combinations. 
Finally, the minimum cost function is homogeneous of degree one in factor 
prices regardless of the homogeneity properties of the production func-
tion. The importance of C* lies in the basis it provides for deriving 
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both Allen partial and factor demand elasticies. 
Specifically, Shepard's (1953) lemma shows that the derived factor 
demand equals the partial derivative of C* with respect to factor prices 
as, 
2C* _ 
2P. - Xi 
1 
Furthermore, if f symbolizes the bordered hessian of the production func-
tion and f;, f;j are the partial and cross partial derivatives, respec-
tively, then the Allen partial elasticity of substitution for two inputs 
i and j equal, 
where (f-l);j stands for the ijth element of f-1. Because of the 
symmetry of f-1, aij equals aji• Furthermore, cost functions can compute 
estimates of aij, without a matrix inversion, directly from the 
parameters of the cost function as, 
n 
l: PhXh 
a3C* h a .. = x.x. a P .aP. lJ 1 J 1 J 




- T\ i j 
a .. =a .. -r 
J 1 lJ J 
where 
X.P. 





Here n1j represents the cross elasticity of demand for Xi with respect to 
Pj and Cj equals the relative cost share of Xj• 
The proof of these results comes from the Lagrangian form for the 
cost minimization problem as. 
n 
L =!: xh Ph+ >.(F{X1 X2 ••• Xn) - Q) 
h 
which has as first order conditions. 
. . . Xn) - Q = 0. 
Expanding to obtain the total differential of these conditions renders 
the following system. 
-o, f 1 f n -d>-;>.- ~>.dQ-
>. 
f 1 f 11 • f ln dX 1 dP 1 
• = . . • 
f n f nl • f dXn dPn nn 
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Solving the system for the endogenous variables gives, 
-dLNX- -dLNA- -dQ 
dX 1 dX1 dP 1 
= 1 rl I : • 'A 
l_ctxn _I dXn \ dPn 
- -
where f-1 stands for the inverse of the matrix of partial derivatives. 
This result implies that, 
a X; 1 -1 w. = x- (f )ij 
J 
where (f-l)ij is the ijth element of f-1. Substitution of this 
condition into the definition for cr;j gives, 
Also solving the first order conditions for fi gives, 
p. 
1 f. = -
1 A 
which, by substitution, makes the elasticity 
. ac* 
Finally, since W. = Xi, 
1 
which means the elasticity of substitution equals, 
pj 




ax. P. X.P. 
Since n;j == ~- ~and CJ. = i J 
at' j X; I: "hT\' 
ax. P. 
1 J . w-r 
J 1 
After estimating parameters of the specific form of C*, the last 
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equation gives a method to compute elasticities of substitution for given 
amounts of both factors and total cost. This process works well, 
specifically, with a translog cost function. 
The translog cost function is a logarithmic Taylor series expansion, 
to the second degree, of a twice differentiable analytic cost function 
around values of zero for both LN(Q) and LN(Pi)· C* in logarithmic form 
appears as, 
LN C* = f(LN(Q) LN(P1) ••• LN(Pn)) 
and has derivates at zero equal to, 
= a2 LN(C*~ _ 'Y . 
~i;aLN(P.)aL(P.)- ij' 
1 J 
a2 LN{C*~ _ 
a LN (pi } a L ( Q) - 0 i • 
Since cross derivatives are equal, the constraint 'Yij = 'Yji must hold 
true. The resulting Taylor series expansion appears as, 
1 
7i E E y . . LN ( P. ) LN ( P . ) + E o . LN ( P. ) LN ( Q) 
~ i j lJ 1 J i=l 1 1 
which represents a functional form, if the remainder is ignored and all 
derivates remain constant. The latter condition always holds for param-
eters of a regression equation. Also, the property of homogeneity in 
factor prices implies; 
E ~i = l 







E oi = o. 
i 
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Yet, it does not impose any homogeneity constraints on the production 
function. In fact, almost no restrictions are put on elasticities of 
substitution or factor demands making the translog model more general 
than commonly used alternatives. 
Estimation of the function can occur directly or in its first 
derivatives which constitute factor shares of total cost (Ci)• 
a LN C* oC* pi P; 
a LN P; = a Pi C* = xr C* = Ci • 
For the translog function C; equals, 
The Y1j have little importance themselves. However, they can construct 
elasticities of both substitution and factor demand as follows, 
y .. 
a .. =ft+ 1 
1J 1 J 
2 
y .. + C. - C. 




T) •• = ~ + c. 
1 J "'i 1 
yij 
T) •• = ~ + c. - 1. 
1 J I,,, 1 
1 
Proving these results starts from the elasticity of substitution as, 
a .. 
lJ 
as derived earlier. Furthermore, the Yij coefficient of the translog 
function is, 
or in long form 
which expands to, 
aP. 

















Yet, ""C*"" = Ci and 
Thus, 
P ;P j a 2c* Pi P j 
yij = C* apiapj - (C*)2- xixj 
P.X. 
J J c C* = j. 
P ;P · a 2c* 
y .. = ~ aP p - C.C .• lJ ---C-*- i j l J 
Solving this equation for the second partial gives, 
Substituting this expression into the formula for Oij renders, 
n l: PhXh 
h C* 
o .. =-.x~x- ["i'\""frp (y .. + c.c.)J lJ .. ·r,r. lJ 1 J 
l J l J 
(l: PhXh )C* 
a . . = p X p X (y .. + C. C.). 
lJ i i j j lJ l J 
Pi Xi P. X. 
Since C; =~and c. = l:i.t, 
J l l 




- lJ + 1 a. . - -,,:-r-
1 J l.nl.• 
1 J 
ap. 
The proof for 0 ii is similar except~= 1 which gives -Ci, not one. 
1 
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n .. = ~+ l)C. 
1J  J 
y i. 
n .. =~+c. 
1 J i J 
y .. 
n =_!_!_ + C. - 1. ii c. 1 
1 
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Once the Yij are estimated, they combine with known factor cost 
shares allowing the formulas to compute all relevant elasticities. Fur-
thermore, since such estimated elasticities are linear transformations 
of the Yij' which have known econometric properties, the corresponding 
properties for the elasticities follow directly. This conclusion pro-
vides a basis for statistical testing of the function's underlying prop-
erties. One such characteristic of special importance is separability. 
The translog cost function does not restrict the production process 
to a homothetic one where inputs are separable. This generality, allows 
tests to validate or refute this condition. If the restrictions prove 
true, the translog model reduces to a simpler form. When the con-
straints are not upheld, estimates should use the translog form. The 
test for input separability relies on the following analysis. 
Consider a twice differentiable production function as, 
where the set of n inputs can partition into r mutually exclusive sub-
sets Ni • . . By definition, the production function exhibits weak 
separability to a partition if the marginal rate of substitution between 
two inputs, i and j, within the subset is independent of input quanti-
ties outside the subset (say k). Since, 
Q is weakly separable when, 
F. 
l 
MRS •. = r. 
lJ J 
F. 
a (-1) F. 




Fj Fik - Fi Fjk = 0 
which makes Q = F(X1 • 
intuitive explanation. 
Xk, (XiXj)). This result has the following 
Holding the use of i and j constant, if an increase in k causes 
equal increases in the efficiency of i and j, then the latter two are 
weakly separable from k. In other words, the additional k shifts the 
marginal product schedules of i and j proportionally. k holds either an 
identical substitute or complimentary relation to both i and j. Thus, 
the elasticity of substitution between i and k will equal that of j and 
k. This property allows the firm to treat k separately from i and j 
in the profit maximization process. Optimal factor ratios can be set 
first within each subset, independently of other inputs. Then optimal 
combinations are fixed between subsets holding within subset ratios 
constant. These properties extend to the translog cost function as 
follows. 
Dual to the production function exists a cost funcion as, 
C* = c(Q, P1 ••• Pn) 
which is homothetic when C* can be re-written as, 
C* = H(Q) • G(P1 • Pn) 
where Hand G represent functions of only output and only prices, 
respectively. When G has nonzero first and second derivatives, weak 
separability of the and j input prices from that of k requires, 
Gj Gik - Gi Gjk = 0 
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Furthermore, if G exhibits such separability, the production function 
must have the same characteristic. This duality implies that aik = ajk, 
which gives an integral part to the proof of the above equation. 






ac Xi = ap- = H{Q)G. 
i 1 
ax. 
1 -a p = H{Q)G,.k 
k 
ax. 
_J = H(Q)GJ.k" a Pk 
Remembering that C* = H(Q) • G{P), substitution gives, 
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= H(Q) • G(P) 
0 ik H{Q)Gi H(Q)Gk H(Q)Gik 
and similarly, 
Separability means o;k = Ojk which occurs only if GjGik - GiGjk = O. 
For the translog model, this condition can be written in terms of cost 
shares and parameters. 
Si nee, 
Gi 
a LN~C) = a LNPirci 
Gjk = 
a2 LN{C} = y .. a LN(Pj)2 LN(Pk) lJ 
Gj 
a LN~C) = a LN Pj r Cj 
Gik = a 
a2 LN{C} 
LN(Pi )2 LN(Pk) = y jk. 
Separability means, 
CjYik - CiYjk = O. 
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Since Cj and Ci exceed zero this condition holds linearly if Yik = Yjk = 
O. It holds for a non-linear form as, 
• 
The formation of these underlying properties and the elasticities require 
estimates of the cost function parameters. 
Estimation of the translog coefficients can occur indirectly by 
taking first derivatives of LN(C) as, 
* a LNtC) - ac pi PiXi 3 a LN p. ) - "§Ti:" c = c- = a i + l: y. . LN (pi ) + ~ i LN ( Q) 
l l j l J 
* where X; stands for the cost minimum amount of input i. The first 
expression equals the partial derivative of the cost function with 
respect to the logarithm of the price for the ;th input. Rewriting ren-
ders the second term which represents the elasticity of costs with 
respect to the price of the ;th input. Due to profit maximum behavior, 
the expression equals the relative cost share of the ;th input (C;). For 
the three-input case under study, the costs shares of labor, money, and 
capital appear as, 
The linear homogeneity property also implies that parameter values of any 
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two equations exactly identify all parameters of the system. Furthermore, 
unrestricted estimation of each remaining equation does not ensure that 
y .. = YJ·1·· lJ Thus, after omitting Ck, estimation requires that the follow-
ing restrictions be substituted into the first two equations. 
Solving gives the estimating equation as, 
= 
p 
1 0 LN - 1 pk 







0 LN(Q) 0 
p 









which represents a testable form. Thus, three equations representing the 
production approach exist. One reflects the transactions cost model, 
another embodies the neoclassical theory, and the third employs a trans-
log cost specification. 
APPENDIX F 
ESTIMATION OF THE TRANSLOG COST MODEL 
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Overview. This appendix presents the process required to estimate 
and test the translog cost model. For details of this function, see 
A,pen~ix E .. 
Estimation. The translog cost model uses three cost share equa-
tions as, 
c1 = a1+ ylmLN(FFR) + Y11 LN(WR) + ylkLN{RR) + o1LN{Q) + e1 




where the three disturbance terms arise due to errors in carrying out 
profit maximizing outcomes. This, property introduces one of two 
complexities outlined below. 
Because these errors occur in all input markets, the three distur-
bance terms will be correlated. Thus, the set of cost shares poses the 
problem of seemingly unrelated regressions. Efficient estimation neces-
sitates the use of two-stage Zellner (2SZ) method. 
In contrast, the- errors may, in part, determine the values of out-
put as well as the disturbances. This result stems from the fact that 
firms treat output amounts as a choice variable in the profit maximiza-
tion process. In this case, the cost share model represents a truly 
simultaneous set since an explanatory variable of one equation has cor-
relation with the disturbances of the remaining equations. Efficient 
estimation requires a systems method, such as three stage least squares 
(3SLS), to account for the cross equation correlation. Both 2SZ and 
3SLS will generate estimates for the cost share set. 
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Such estimation must account for the following properties of the 
system. First, at every observation the Ci must sum to unity implying 
that the corresponding ei sum to zero. Second, the translog cost func-
tion has first degree homogeneity in all input prices. Doubling factor 
-prices causes costs to double since relative prices and, thus, factor 
usage stays the same. These characteristics imply the following 
restrictions. 
where i 1 j and 
I: ai = 1 
i 
I: y .. = I:y .. 
i lJ j Jl 
I: oi 0 = i 
both sum over m, 
= I: I: y .. = 0 
i j lJ 
1 ' and k. In addition, the parameters 
of any two cost share equations just identify the coefficients of the 
whole set implying that only two equations can undergo simultaneous 
estimation. Unfortunately, both 2SZ and 3SLS generate estimates sensi-
tive to which equation is omitted. As shown by Dhrymes {1973}, itera-
tion of the 2SZ or 3SLS methods results in estimates lacking such sensi-
tivity. The iterative two stage Zellner {I2SZ} estimators will give 
consistent and asymptotically efficierit results, if cross equation cor-
relation exists only between disturbances. When explanatory variables 
have correlation with disturbances of other equations, iterative three 
stage least squares {I3SLS} provides consistent estimators with improved 
asymptotic efficiency compared to those of I2SZ. These two methods gen-
erate estimates for the cost shares of money balances and labor which, 
in turn, construct estimates for the omitted equation (capital}. Before 
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applying I2SZ and I3SLS, the exact form of the system must be dis-
covered. 
In particular, symmetry constraints, implied by the Taylor series 
expansion which creates the translog function, take the form, 
Yij = Yji for all i t: j 
since only Cm and C1 remain in the cost share set these restrictions 
reduce to, 
= -
Testing their validity requires estimation of both an unconstrained 
system as Equations {4-32) and (4-33) and a constrained version. The 




cm 1 0 LN(FFR) LN(~}) 0 LN{Q) 0 
y ITITI 
1Tir e:m = Yml + 
cl 0 1 0 LN(~~R) LN(~~) 0 LN(Q) e: l 
yll 
6m ( 4-35) 
61 
I_ _I 
Given this equation, estimates of the parameters construct the under-
lying production relationships. 
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The Allen partial elasticity for inputs i and j( 0 ij) measures the 
impact on the usage of i of a change in the price of j holding all 
other things constant. Construction from the coefficients of Equation 
(4-35) occurs as, 
y .. 
(J •• = 1J +l 
lJ 
"C". "C". , J 
a . . = 1- ( r . 1 + c? - c. ) 11 2 , 1 , 
C; 
where C; stands for the mean value of the ;th input's cost share and 
measures the cost share's central tendency. Assuming "'C'i nonstochastic 
allows a simple calculation of the standard error of 0 ;j as, 
SE(oij) = 
SE { y .. ) 
1J 
Since a random process actually generates Ci and Cj only the asymptotic 
properties of these estimates are known. 
In a similar manner, the derived factor demand elasticity of i with 
respect to j(nij) measures the change in usage of input i due to a 
change in the price of input j, other things equal. Construction from 
Equation (4-35) coefficients occurs as, 
y .. 
n .. = ___.lJ,_ + c. 
, J J 
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y ii 
ni i = -- + ci - 1 
with standard error of, 
SE {Y .. ) 
SE(n .. ) = ____ lJ_ 
1J c. 
l 
Tests. In addition to providing these elasticities, the translog 
cost model also renders information about underlying production struc-
tures. In particular, the production function is well behaved if it 
increases monoton1cal1y with an increase in all inputs and has convex 
isoquants. In addition to these two properties, input separability can 
be tested. First, Berndt and Christensen (1973a) have shown that mono-
tonicity requires that all cost share values fitted by estimation exceed 
zero at every observation. Inspection showed that the I3SLS fitted 
values satisfy this criterion implying that output increases monotoni-
cally with an increase in all inputs. Second, strict convexity of 
isoquants necessitates negative definite bordered hessians at every 
observation as proved by Katzner (1970). Construction gives only nega-
tive definite hessians which means the production function has strictly 
convex isoquants. 
Finally, separability represents a property of particular impor-
tance. It establishes the validity of describing the influence of the 
separable inputs independently of other inputs. For example, when capi-
tal (K) and labor (L) are separable from money (M), a production func-
tion omitting money balances can estimate the effect of K and L on 
output. In contrast, absence of separability requires the presence of 
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all significant inputs in the production function to make unbiased esti-
mates of any one's m~rginal product. In general, separability occurs in 
various degrees of severity. 
The strongest degree, termed global separability, occurs when the 
cross partial derivatives of the translog cost function with respect to 
a2C* all pairs of input prices (ap.a~.) equal zero. This condition means that 
1 J 
each input's effect on output is independent of the usage of all other 
inputs. For the translog cost model, the cross partial derivative above 
equals Yij and, thus, restrictions imposed by global separability appear 
as, 
Testing these restrictions requires estimating an unconstrained and con-
strained regression and computing the resulting f statistic. The calcu-
lations result in a statistic which e.xceeds its critical value and, 
thus, rejects global separability. The underlying production structure 
must allow for cross effects as embodied in the Yij• Yet, a less 
strigent form of separability may exist. 
Weak separability can occur in three forms for the translog cost 
model under study; money and labor from capital (ML-K), money and 
capital from labor (MK-L), or labor and capital from money (LK-M). Weak 
separability implies that the pair of inputs influence output inde-
pendently of the third input. Formally, the partial derivative of the 
marginal rate of substitution between the pair of inputs with respect to 
aMRS l ~ rn . 
the third input ( aK ) equals zero. 
As shown by Berndt and Christensen {1973a), the presence of each 
form of weak separability renders the following restrictions. 
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Since all Ci exceed zero, these conditions hold linearly as, 
MK-L IF = 0 
LK-M IF = 0 




Testing for these six types of weak separability requires estimating 
both an unconstrained and constrained regression in each case. The 
regression results construct an f statistic which measures the addi-
tional explanatory power when lifting the restriction. Thus, if the 
calculated f exceeds its critical value, the corresponding type of weak 
separability is rejected. These tests, along with computations of 





Overview. Three tests appear in Chapter IV which have special sig-
nificance when usin.g pooled data. They are outlined below. 
Bartlett's Test. Bartlett's test has two properties which make it 
desirable when using pooled data. First, it does not involve a specific 
assumption about the nature of heteroscedasticity; thus, a general cor-
rection can occur, if necessary. Second, pooling creates groups which 
the test does require. Specifically, the procedure applies under the 
following conditions. 
The observations available for estimation equal N in number and 
split into G cross-sectional groups. Thus, each group contains N; 
unique observations. Finally, the mean value for the dependent variable 
in the gth group equal v9• 
The test takes the form, 
2 2 2 
al = o2 = • • • = og 
and is conducted as follows. First, calcualte a consistent estimate of 
2 each a9 as, 
2 1 Ng - 2 
S = - E {Yi - Y9) • g Ng i 
Second, use these estimates to create a test statistic equal to, 
G G 
N LN(E ~ s2) - E N LN(S2) 
g g g g g 
S - - G -
1 1 ,~ .!__ - .!.) 
+ 3(G-l) ~ Ng N 
g 
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Under the null hypothesis, the statistic follows a Chi-square distribu-
tion with G-1 degre~s of freedom. The null hypothesis is rejected if S 
calculated exceeds the tabulated value at the chosen level of signifi-
cance. If rejection occurs, the proper adjustment divides all observa-
tions by a consistent estimate of 01. 
Adjusted Durbin-Watson Test. The adjusted Durbin-Watson test has 
the hypothesis structure 
where Pi symbolizes the coefficient of autoregression for each cross-
section. 
The test involves the calculation of a statistic using the resid-
uals from OLS estimation. For each group, the statistic becomes 
Dg = Ng 2 
E et 
t=2 
where Ng represents the number of observations for the gth group. The 




D = - G 
when successive values of et for every group lie close together, D will 
be small indicating the presence of positive serial correlation. In 
general, D lies between zero and four with a value of two indicating 
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absence of serial correlation. 
In a sample of data, positive serial correlation is rejected if D 
lies below a lower bound (dL)· If D exceeds an upper bound (du), the 
null hypothesis cannot be rejected. When D falls between dl and du, 
prudence demands rejecting the null hypothesis. Since the distribution 
of 0, in this case, is unknown this test merely suggests the likelihood 
of the presence or absence of autocorrelation. It does not give a pre-
cise measure. 
Adjusted Von-Neuman Ratio Te~t. The Von-Neuman ratio test has the 
hypothesis structure, 
P· = 0 , 
Not H0 
where Pi stands for the coefficient of autocorrelation for the ;th firm. 
The test employs the ordinary least squares residuals {E) to form a 
statistic for each firm as, 
n 
n-1 E (e -e)2 
t=l t 
where n represents the number of predictions for the ;th firm and e 
stands for the mean value of the prediction error series. The test 





This procedure parallels the one used in the adjusted Durbin-Watson 
test. If the calculated value of Q lies sufficiently below two (as 
given by a critical value), first order autocorrelation exists. 
Since the distribution of Q is not known, this test does not 
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provide precise results. It only suggests the existance or absence of 
autocorrelation. 
Zero Correlation Coefficient Test. Consider the least square 
residuals from Equations (4-1) and (4-3) as e~l) and e~ 3 ) for the ;th 
observation. Suppose that (e~ 1 ). e~ 3 )), 1 • 1 ••• N, makes a random 
sample from a bivariate normal distribution with zero means, variances 
of a~ and a~, and correlation coefficient p 13• The pair of random 
variables e(l) + e(J) and e(l) - e(J) will have a covariance as, 
Because both residual series are unbiased, 
COV • oi - o~ 
which implies that the two variances are equal (thus, S~ = S~) if and 
only if the two random variables have zero correlation. The sample 
estimate of the correlation coefficient employs the least square 
residuals as, 
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The test has the null hypothesis that the two variances are equal and 
employs a t statistic, formed as r divided by its standard error, under 
the assumption that r has a normal distribution. Fisher {1958) has 
shown this assumption to hold in sample sizes exceeding 100 observa-
tions. Rejection of the null hypothesis occurs when the magnitude of 
the calculated statistic exceeds the critical value. 
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